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TITLE ABSTEACT

COASTAL ENVIROl'l"i·fENTAL

MANi<.GElv:-;,;~·T

POLICY

Al;STRA.C'l'

The municipali-\,ies of c·.canston,
North Kingstmm, Rhode
line which

comp~· ises

These cities c,.nc1

~laru ick,

East Greenwich, and

together control seventy miles of shore-

I ~.;land ,

Lhe West Narregc:.nsett Bay coastal enirironment.

town~

increased in population n.n average of thirty-

three percent between nineteen fifty and nineteen sixty compared to a
statewide incren.se of twelve percent during the same period.

Much of

the resultant development pressure has been focused on the coastal lands
of eac. town where such location offers a scenic, recreation and industrial potential.

The study concentrates on this coastal develop-

ment; specifically, how the coastal resources a.re used and t he manner
in which the four municii:ialities conceive and forml!late their public
p::ilicy regulating this developrr.ent.

Each town and city operating under

differing governmental structures has reacted uniquely toward the
reglllation of the sh:::>reline.

The cities facing difficult problems of

high-de nsity deve lopment in coastal areas have directed their policy
toward ends quite different than the less deyelo-ped towns .

'l'he study

area in its geographical and governmental dive:esity represents onofourth of the State ' s salt water coastal resources and thus provides a
significant sample of the tY})es of problems and solutions confrontirlg
other Rhode Island c om:nunities .
The study seeks to

accompli~h

the following objectives:

(a) to

determi.ne how coastal land use patteYns have evolved historically; (b)
to determine what ]_ocal policj (:'S are presently CL'T'.:.Jloyed which direct
coast.al development; ( c) to

~e-~,::.m~trate

'how key local decision--ruakers

in each con.munity weight the em1x>rtance of the coastal envirornr.ent as
a community asset an.d ....,hat criteria ar·e u.sed by therr, in the formulation

2

of their coastal zone man<Jgcment polic ics, determined by objective (b)
above ; and (d) to demcnstrate how decisions affecting the coastal
environment have been mu.de o:'.l both
issues

~here

·~~ie

municipa lities , state and

interest groups have

fuU 1ic::i.p:i.l issues and on area
feder~l

agencies nnn private

inte~ acte d.

Obj ective A of the study is accoJ'tl.::)lished by trP.cing, th-roJ.gh the
use of maps and historical documents , the development of the seventy
miles of c oastline within the study area .

Ob jective B is accomp lished

through the analysis of existing public documents such as the comprehensive plar, to determine how

co a sJ~al

environmenta l

recounnended to be a llocated .

This procedure is supplemented by personal

r~sources

are

interviews with key municipal officials functioning in development
act ivi"\..ies in each com:m.l.mity to de'1,,e 111ine
of the coastal environment.

th~

Objective C i s

actual

accow.~

use of personal and mai led interview questions to
tive poli.cy makers .

~ nd

pi-obable use

lished through the
el~ct e d

and

administr a ~

These decision-makers a.re determined on the b as is

of both their elected or administrath·e position ·within the community
as well as their reputation as key decision-makers in past decisions
afi'ecting the ccn.sta l environment i n thefr com..-nunity.

Objective D is

accomplished by analyzing the structure of each l ocal govcrn.Il'.lent , by
the u5e of person.al and mailed interview questions, and t hrough the
pre sentati on of case studies illustrating the resolution of pant l ocal
and regional environruental issues.
Narragansett Bay is the State's pri•n:u-y natural resour ce, yet it
is viewed by l oca.l decision-r.iakcrs only in ter:'!ls of l ocal enviro unenta l
i ssues .

Regie:nal awareness and coordination o:i' c oastal develo:pment are

3
limited.

The effectiveness of planning as a.

mech~nism

for stimulating

coastal resov.rce management is related to the :pace of u:tb:;mizat;ion and
political and pr ofessional leadership.

The market factor is the

pri~ary

stimulus for coastal deciG ion-maki ng processes for coastal concerns .
Ecologic c ons iderat ions are generally ignored in these processes.
With the clear exception of Warwick, study area municipalities have no
coastal management policy.
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PREFACE

A prerequisite for a study of this type is cooperation from a
great many State and bcal officials.

Without hesitation these busy

individus.ls cooperated fully and exhibited a keen interest in this
research topic.

While sh:)rtcomings of this unclertaking are attributable

solely to the author, any s mall measure of success must rest with these
Rhode Island citizens.
Special thanks a.re extended to Dr . David

w.

Fischer, Professor

D. Barlow Burke , Jr., and Professor Dieter Hammer sch lag for their

i~1-

sight and critical review of earlier drafts of this text.

The patience , encouragement , and financial support provided by
Paul Bruce Dowling of the America the Beautiful. Fund of the Natural
ty.rea Council, Washington, D .C., and the Agricultural Experiment Sta tion
of the University of Rhode Island , Kingston, R.I., is grateful.ly

acknowledged .
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rnTRODUC'rION

N~rragansett

Bay meo. ... ured frcrr. Point Judi th on the

w~st

to Sakormet.

Point on Jc.he East has a, totnl area , i ncluding Sakonnct River and 1·1ount

Hope Bay, of 17h- squa:i:e miles and a shore line approximately 250 miles
long. 1

The Ba.y is conside:r:ed Rhode Island's

prir!k~ry

natural rezom·ce.

Historically, urban development patterns have clustered around this
major geographic feature rather than in more inland areas.

Pres ently

there is increasing public demand for access to the coastline for recreational e.nd :residential purposes .

Nationally, while the American

public has more than doubled from 90,000 ,000 to

0Ye1·

200,000,000 in the

last :fifty years, ocean frontage has increased in value more than
'"""""
10,0vv~

.
h same peri" od .
during
t.e

2

•ro the 1,390,000 person!.> who -...:ill

live in Rhode Island in the year 2000, the 250 miles of shoreline on
Narragansett Bay will rep:cesent a resource of scenic beauty , recreation ,
and e mplo;y·mant !>otential.

3 Beyond this, however, the Bay poses to

public officials, to whom this resource is entrusted: difficult proble!J.1S
in coordiua.ting coastal development patterns aruong a variety of u .s ers.
In addition, ,jurisd ictiona.l. controls exist ou many

govcrnn1en~al

levels

making a. unified approach to lfl.8.11agcment of this resou? ce difficult.
Inability to effectively :resolve these problems is resulting in a change
in the Bay 's environmental quality.

1r.ewis M. Alexan1er: Narragansett Bay : A M:=i.!'5.-ne Use Profile,
Geography Branch , Office of naval Resee.rch , Jnne I9(;6 ;-p:16-.--2Edward

Higb~e, 'I'he Squecz.::_ (New ~ork:

Mor:row Co ., 1960), p.

3Arthl.U~ D. Lii.tle, Projedive Ec0~"):'l:ic 8t ·d5.cG of Ne': }'.:nebntl
(Waltham. , Ms.BS: U.S. Corps of Arrrr.r Eng:(neers , i5t)Ti}-;ira"til2 A. ---

256.

'
\
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Some

c,f

the most. urgent envirunme.nta.l problems and. the most imme-

diat.e and t a ngible opportuni°t,ieq fur improvement resjde in the configure.tion of coastal l and-use patterns .

The purpose of this study is to ex-

amine the coastal land-use policies and workings of' four local governments in Rhode Island.

The se cori.ilnunities of Cre..nston , Wa1-vick, East

Gref:nwich> and North Kingstown comprise the majority of the western side
of the B3.y and represent differing degrees of urbanization.

Their actions

will determine the form of development on coastal lands in the seventy
miles of ocean frontage compr ising the West Narragansett Bay Coastal
Environment.
Map 1 deliniates the study area, study area mv.nicipa. lities and

identifies areas of significance made reference to in the text.
The 1969 report of the Rhode Island Natural Resources Group

e~titled

Report on .Administration of Narragansett B3.y, states the need for further
study into the political structures and mane.gement of marine resources

4

in the State. . In line wl.th this need, this

sti..~dy

explores how local

governments through their policies and act.ions }:lla y a critical role in
the evolution of the coastal environment.
Chapter I presents methodological considerations .

These are in the

form of a brief review of published studies on the coo.stline and general
environmental considerations ; and a review of planning, public administration, and policy science literature in order to cull useful concepts
adaptabie to this study.

The chapter also shows the methods used in

selecting the study area and interviewee::; .

4Rhode Island Natural Resoui·ces Group, Repo!'t on Administration of
Narragansett Bay, January 1969.

3
Chapter II deals with the nature of change in the coastal environment .

An analytical framework is then established for the discussion

of factors influencing local coastal policy formulation.
Chapter III describes the study setting,

hi~torical

evolut ion of

land-use in the four municipalities under study, and the character of
present water f'ront land-uses.
Cha:pt,er IV then applies interview data for each town to the analy-

tical fr ame'.m1·k established in Chapter II.
Ch~pter

V is a case study which shows how the decision-making

factm.· s influenced decision-makers and how the fin al out come of a
coastal environmental issue has regional implications.
Chapter VI discusses these regional implications in terms of the
dccision-m::i.king factors established in Ch pter II.

TM G discu.ssion is

supported by additional case studies found in Appendix C and D.
Ci1apter VII summarizes the findings for the :i.ndividual towns and

discusses the inrplicatiom: of these

f:i.ndi~gs

on the local and regional

scale for the future of the coastal envir:::inment of Narragansett Bay.

\
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I

METHODOLOGY

6

-

FORMUI..ATING THE STUDY DESIGN

I.

-~~~~-

Review of literature on Coastal Environmental questions
The initi <:d step in formulating a s·tudy design wa.'> a thorough re-

view of literature dealing with coasta.l environmental questio!'ls in
general and coastal management policy f'orrau.lat ion in particular.

The

cc>astal environment is defined as all land and sea measured one-quarter
mile f rom the high tide mark.
areas is liroi ted.

The body of literature found in the se

Fom· general approaches can be defined.

These are:

1.

'£hose reports, such as the San I<'rancif3CO Bay :Plan} making
1 These
sp-=cific :policy recommendations for coast~l
rei.•oris do..:!um-er.t "1hat $hould be done and state specific
policies .

2.

Those books '·1 hich deal "lrith the impact {e specially the
negative impact ) on coastal ecology of Man 's deve lopment ~ct.ivitt es. Thes~ books arc ccnce:rned primarily
with how :physical design c an be integra:ted with ecologic
considerations . The best exampl e of this type of
literature is Ian McHarg's, Design with Nature .2

3.

Those reports which deal with the economic impa,ct of
marine oTiented activities for specific coastal areas .
RorboJ.1n 1 s study entitled, Economic I rrpact of Marineoriented Activities : A Study of the Southern New England
foarirLe Re~i.oh is · one of many studies typifing this-·--- - approach.

areas.

4. Those r eports which

deal with the broa.C. area of' marine
resource dE:ve lo:pment . Such studies make reference to
coastal deve lop~'!lent in terms of cha nges in. development
type over a period of time . The most co:rrprehensive

1

san Francisco Bay Plan , San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Develo:p:.:ent, Co:::r:.illissi o'1, 196§ .
2 r. McHarg , De s i gn with Nature (New York: Natural History Pless ,

1969).

~. Rorho]JA , H. C. l,a,':"!pe , N. Marshall and J. F. Farre ll, Economic
Impact of' ;.:arine-Oriente:i Activi ties : A St .dy of th:! Southernrrew
Englund Marine R':'?eion (Kingston , H.I.: i[srfoulturaJ. Ex'"{Jel'iMent Station ,
Bui.let in ?1396-;-1s-qf).

7
exemple of this study orientat1on touching on c oastal
deve Jar>?nent pr oblems :Ls, OU!' Nation and the Sea, a ·
repor t of the ~cmmis sion on ~arine- Science , Engineering
and Resource s.
·
In short, these studies deal with what should be taking place on
certain coastal area s; what is taking place in a given area and what

problems thi::; is creating; what is the economic impact of specific
coastal activities ; and fi nally , what are the oveTaJ.1 changes occurr i ng
on coe.st.:J.l

l~n'.li;.

The studies focus on co9.stal planning , economic,

ecologic , and a.dministra;ti ve considerations , but do not dea l with how
coastal

polic~·

formulat:i.on is currently being accomplished and the policy

implicat ions for the future in a limited area of the overall coastal
environment of the Country.
II.

Reviel-! of Literature on Planning , PubUc Administration, and
Policy Sciences

Havi ng found little directly applic able i nformation dealing with
coastal environmental management, literature dealing with the achieYement of' environmental quality was searched spec ifica lly i n those \7orks

which reflected a planning, public administration, or policy science

viewpoint .

It was felt that a public admi nistration approach might b e

the best framework for analyzing local coastal policy formulation
processes .
Policy w.aking is defined as the setting of courses of a ction designed to i mplement the values , usually of a l arge number of persons,
or.. a given issue without unduly compromising other values on other

4our Nation .and the Sea , Ca.iuniss ion on Marine Science Eng ineering

a.-:d R r::s ourc~::; (Washington,

1969) .

!5.c .:

U.S. Government Printing Oft'ice ,

\
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issues .5

Because public policy must i~corporate comnmnity values to be

a meaningful guide, it was recognized that a :framework for discussicn
would have to b e constructed which would i _nco:i..--pora.te a wide variety of
factors that reflect these values but which themselves inf'luence
de cisionr:: .

Planning literature, especially Dyckli1a.n 's article entitled,

"Planni ng and Decision Thecrry with Extens ive Bibliography ," he lped to

define the thought that

d e cision~making

reflecting community values

occurr:: most clearly within a loca l context .

6 Simon 's Administrative

Behavior f'.nd Schickele's book, Agricultural Policy, presen ted a public
administration viel':point toward the elerr.ents which constitute the
decision-making process in an administrative organization .'1 Jar rett's

book, Env1.ronnental qua lity in a Growinc Econoniy , h elped to syr.thesize
these earlier readines in dealing with a speci:f.'ic subject issue .

'I'his

8
.
. t o f. v:i.ew.
.
1
b ook , h ouever > pre sent e d onzy
an economic
po:m
Unfortunately , these books , though identifying important conceptu al approaches and issue s in decision-making :focused on environmental
questions , failed to show the actual methodology for br i nging these

5n. A. Bauer, and K. J. Gergen , The Study of Policy-Formulation
(New York : The Free Press , 1968) , p. 3.
6J. W. Dyckman , "Planning and Decfaion The01·~· with Extensive
Bibliography , J .A.I.P., Vol. 24, Nov . 1961, p. 211.
7H. f .. Simon , Administrative Behavior (New York : The Free Press,
R. Schickele , Agricu.ltural Policy (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1954).
.
191-~5 ).

8H. Jo.rrett , Ed ., Envi:ronmental Quality in a Growing Economy
( Baltiraore : Johns Hopkins Press , 1966f:-

9

abstract considerations into an empirical evaluation of actual policy
formulation p:rocesses.
A large body of litere.ture does exi:::t, however, which dealr. with

approaches to studying actual community decision behavior .
article def1-aes three approaches :
1.

Mann ' s

9

The decision-rna.ker approach which covcentrates on the

backgrounds and personal. attributes of decision-makers ,
e. g ., Robert 1". Kennerly, Thirteen Days; 10
2.

The part isan approach which looks at partisans of a
community issue , controversy or conflict, po;rer and
iufluence employed by int.erests , and personal pm·reri
e. g ., Floyd Hunter , The Community Power_Structure ;l

3.

'r he process approach, which follo•rn the course of

i ssues and decision-making embedded in a ~;eb of
social relat ionshiris , e.g. , Meyerson and Banfield,
Polit ics, Planning and the Public Interest . 12
It was at this point that readings from the new field of policy
sciences become applicable .

Policy sciences axe e.n interdiscipline

focusing on public policy making and based on behavioral sciences and
ana lytical approaches .

13

To date Yehezlrnl Dror has provided the most

lucid writings on this subject which include the development of a
general

f~e.mework

for evaluating public policy and presentation of an

9L. D. Mann, "Studies in Community Decis i on-Making," J.A.I. P .,

Vol. 30, 1'"'eb .

1964, p. 47.

10
R.F. Kennedy , Thirteen Days (New York : Norton ,

1969) .

11F. Hunter , The Com1ni~nity Power Structure (Ncw York :
Anchor Books, 1963).

Doubleday

1

~. Meyerson , and E.C. Banfield, Politics, Planning and the Public
Interest (New York : The Free Press , 1955Y:--

13Y. Dror , Policy Analysis: A Theorevical Framework and Some Basic
Concepts (Santa Monica , California : The Rand· Corporation, July 1969),
p. 5.

'

\
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optimal model of public policy-making.

Using th<.:se read:i,ngs, it was then

pos s ible to adapt ctrtain concepts, suC'h as the decision-making field,
from Dro::- I<' 1:..cok' l'ubHc PoJj cva:dng ReE:.xa.'1lina_9;, and from his monographs issu.ed fro!!l the Rand Corporation.

14

. By

j~ta.posing

those

approaches outlined in the Ma.nn article with these ideas presented in
Dror 's works, a conceptual framework for the detailed discussion of such

diverse decision-making factors as :politics, planning and the marketplac e was created.

This fr amework is discussed in de:tail in Chapter II.

It was hoped that the integration of several approaches into a new framework might not minimize the effect of the interaction of

fact ors in discussing real decision situations .

decision··m.a.~ing

Downs' book, Inside

BUl·eaucracy, helped crystalize the idea that because public decisionma.king cleals with problems with multidisci1)linary f acets,

ana~sis

of

their decision processes should be from a multi-disciplinary point; of'

view. 15
Construction of an Analytical Framework

III.

The appr oa ch applied in this study draws on selected concepts from
the aforementioned sources in the creation of an e.nalytical framework

for evaluating coastal policy formul at ion :processes.

The central con-

cept used for this discussion is that of the decision-ma.king field, the
context in which decisions are xr,ade .

Although recognized by many

author s in the above mentioned discipline s, the best explanation of t.he

14Y. Dror, Public Policymaking Reexamined (San Franci sco:

Press ,

1968).

l5A. Dmms,Inside Bureaucracy ( Boston :

Chandler.

Little Brown Co., 1967).

11

way this decision fi eld influences planning a.ct:tons can be found
Bolan ' s article, "t:merging Views of

Pl~ning. 1116

in

In this study the con-

cept will be applied a.s a framework for the discussion of not only
planning as a decision factor but also for other .f actors influencing
decision-nakers operating in the local context or decision-field.
Principle readings used as a basis for these f actors are:

Planning

(Dror, Meyerson, Bolan), Politics (Hunter, Dahl, Wils on), the Market
place (Barlowe ), the Economic-Ecologic dichotomy (Boulding), and
17
Jurisdictions and Controls (Kumekal-:a ) •
'IV.

Selection of the Study Area
Having established a conceptual approach and organization for dis-

cussion of the local policy-ma.king process on coastal issues , the
selection of a

tua.y are-a was required.

It was f elt that only a por-

t:i.on of the Ma:rragansett Bay shoreline could be conveniently handled.
In choosing this study area the following criteria ·uere used:
1.

The coastline Llust be a single uninterrupted segment ,
spanning several municipal j urisdictions.

2.

The area must exhibit various stages of development
from high intensity to open space.

1

~.

S • Bolan,
July 1967, p. 241.

11

Emerging Views of Planning , " J .A. I. P. , Vol. 33,

17nror, loc. cit.

M. Meyerson, "Five Functions for Plannir1g ,"
J.A.I.P., Spring , 1956 , p. 158. Bolan , loc. cit. Hunter, loc. cit .
R. A. Dahl , Pluralist Democracy in the Uillec1States (New York: -Rand
McNaLl.y, 1966) . J. Q. Wilson and E . C. Banfield, City Politics (New
York : Vintage Books, 1963). R. Barlowe, Land Resource Economics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1958). K. E. Boulding, 11 Economics and Ecology," Future Environments of North Areerica , ed. F. F.
Dar ling and J. P. Milton (New York : Natural History Press, 1966 ), p.
225. G. Kumckawa , "T oward the Formulation of a Regu.latory Framework of
use of Narragansett Bay," (1967 ), a study report to the Natural Resourc~s Group for t heir study , Report on the Adm5.nistration of Narraga11sett Bay , .Tan. 7 , 1969.

12

3.

The munic ipalities controlling the coastline should
represent a significant percentage of the State's population, and have different forms of government .

4.

The coastline must be ·in an area of rapid population
growth.

5. There must be a professional planning office in at
least half the communities.
By applying the se criteria it was thought that the study area would

be a

reprssen-~ative

sam.!? le of the Narraganset.t Bay coastal environment

and that t he sample would reflect some of the change s, issues, and levels
of environmental management expertise that the state currently deals
with in making resource allocations for coastal land-uses.

The study

area encompasses over 1/4 of the shor eline of Narragansett. Bay , antl is
located in the cities of Cranston and Warwick , a,nd the tmms of East
Greenw~.ch

V.

and North Kingstown .

Selection and Application of Data Technique
Because the analytical framework used for this study (Chapter II)

seeks to exple.in current decision-making processes, it was felt that a
prefatory chapter (Chapter III) was needed to trace the historical
development of each study area municipality, and to describe contemporary
coastal land-use patterns .
To prepare this chapter , historical literature for each tm-m was
reviewed, field investigations of current land-use patterns v:ere made ,
and key officials concerned with loc al development were interviewed .
In order to build on the framework established in Chapter II, data
was needed from each tmm from specific interviewees.
Selecti o~1

of interviewees was accomplished through a four pha se
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approach :

(A) newspapers for the :previous. year wer e searched for coastal

issues and as s ociated participan1'.s in each community; (B) the governmental organization and charter for each municipality was searched to
identify which board , or b ody of government was most likel,y to be
lega l ly responsible for coast al concerns; (C) top administrative offi cials
were intervi0wed to formulate a list of names of t hose most active and
influential in coastal environmental issues ; (D) top elected officials
were c ontacted to pr ovide a s imilar list of names suggested from the
community at large.

By

c1·oss referencing t hese nanes a list of key

decision-makers for coastal environmental concerns was .derived .

From

this total, a variety of governmental and com.li'lur:iity positions were defined.

In

ever~

community a member of the council, the adm:i.nistration,

and conservation i nterest s were selected for i nterviewing .

Where pos -

sible in these categories individuals were chosen who held multiple positions.

Such a :position might be a councilman from a coastal ward who

was also on the council investment or ordinance committee .

The follow-

ing list indicates the distribution of these positions in the study area .
City or tmm council.men
Administrat ive Assi stants to Mayors
Prof'essional Planners
Conservat ion or Waterfront
Commission Members
Planning Board Chairman
Town Manager or top appointed
Administrat ive Officia l
Redevel opment Director
Top Local Political Leaders Democrat and Republican

4
2
2

4
1
2
1
2

These i ndividual s he ld a variety of positions necess itating the inclusion of a variety of questions which would apply to their respective
po~itions .

The interview format originally cons isted of two parts .

A

it~

J:)ersonal interview (Appendix A) in which the questions were designed
to focus discussion, and a mailed interview (Appendix B) to be coir;pleted
and returned in envelopes provided after the conrp l etion of th€ personal
intervfow.
preference

In the questionnaire to be mailed , spedfic factual or
i~format ion

was sought.

The construct ion of the interview form went thr ough four revisions
refining the l anguage of the questions .

'I'he form and interview format

were then pre-teste d on the Newport city manager which revealed several
short earnings in terms of interview length and the

n ~ ed

examples illustrating the types of informati on sought .

for specific
After the

first seven intervie-l'ls , it became apparent that the mailed interview
questions were not being returned .

Because of the restricted size of

the sample (18), it was necessary to sustain a high :percentage of completion in order to have meaningful results .

The interview format was

then changed so that the pers ona l interview would i nclude completion of
the questionnaire to be mailed .

This ensured a one hundred percent

complet ion of Appendix A and resulted in an eighty-seven percent
pletion of Appendix B.

co~

This latter percentage was supplemented by in-

formation from coLmcilmen, administrators, a,nd board members where com-

plete interviews were not possible .

Five adcliti.onal interviews were

par tially completed for Appendix B in this manner .

Each interv.i.ew

averaged 1- 1/2 hours i u length .

VI .

I nterviewee Bias
Interviewee bias falls into three types.

Some of these biases

are outgro vths of' the constraints on the l ocal d:::cis ion-maker .
constraints are :

These
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1.

Limited a.mount of time to make decisions.

2.

That each decision- maker can weigh and consider only
a limited amount of information at one time.

3.

Officials have mult iple in -olvements therefore cannot consider all simultaneously, hence they tend to
focus on one 0 1· two areas they know best with the
r est remaining uncared for.

From these constraints several biases appear :

VII.

1.

That interviewees tend to stress aspects of environmental i ss es "l"Th ich they are most fa.'IJliliar with, but
which arc not necessarily related to coastal changes
oi::.~ur:ring in the ir coT.IllIJUnity.

2.

That past programs or actions to\.mrd environmental
concerns tend to be evaluated j_n t erms of the
dee is io -maker ' <· personal values rather than
objective performance standards . rlhat he wanted
to have happen is of foremost i mportance rather
than what did h appen.

3.

Because of lack. of technical inforrr.ation or l ack of
f acility i n hand ling it, decision-maker 's personal
values tend to supplant objective discus sion of
future coastal environmental issues and their
resolution .

'fhe Case Method
Because the analysis of each town i s organ1.zed around the afore-

mentioned decision-making factors of planning , :politics, t he marketplace , and others , it was neces sary to present direct observations of
how the t;e factors interact in real s i tue.t ions.
this using the case study method .

Chapter V accomp lishes

This case study through met iculous

description attempts to document this intera.ction.

The main a,dvan-

tagc s of ·the case study is that it forms a continuous picture of
events as they unfold .

The major disadvantage is that case s t ake too

long to prepare , that objectivity is difficv.lt to maintain and that

\
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those

int~rviewed

in the case preparation tend to stress unusual

18
b
.
even t s or aspec1.<S
of the s t u d y issue.

case

. ).ud e d
prepa.rat•).On inc

resc!r.i.rching of published documents and interviewing participants.

Re-

searcher::.: have found inform.al interviews encoUl:'age freedom of discussion
19
thus yielding the most informative r esults .
This held true for the
cases prepared in Chapter V and Appendices C and D.

1

i\T.

Gee , Social Science Research Methods (New York :

Century Crcft , Inc ., 1950), p.

248 .

·

l 9T . Hillway, Introduction to Research (Boston :
Co., 1956), p. 218.

Appleton-

Roughton Mifflin
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.

Coasta l Land-Use Change

The edge of the sea reflects in :i.ts land-uses the divers ity of
values represented in the United States both in the past and present.
These values are e.xpressed in the way comnmnities sanction the use of
coastal lands .

In the earliest days of this country, small development

centers for trade and culture were established at the
and in protected coves.
docks,

wa~ehouse s,

m~ 1th s

of rivers

Compact waterfront areas characterized by

residential and community uses reflected the

societal vaL1es of the time .

~.ajor

These values were in the ideal of work

to translate the raw wealth of the natural environment into commodities
for trade which supported the nation 's desire for economi c, social,
and religious independence .

Waterfront land in these small cities be-

came valued because it provided a locale for economic and social exchange betwzen land and sea.
As our economy has grown more sophisticated, our i nstitutions for
economic growth and sustanence have moved from an agricultural base to
an industrial base concerned with the production and transfer of
durable goods .

The growth of these institut ions and the ir manifest

impact on coastal lands has resulted in a segregat ion in locality of
economic a.qd social institutions.
Manhattan Island best typifies in its coastal development this
paradox .

Because the physical manifestations of large economic insti-

tutions such as shipping, warehous ing , and manufacturing dominate the
shoreline with their massive structures , the great major ity of
Manhattanites have been excluded from enjoying the major aspect of the
natural environment of t he city.

Social inst.itut ions

a,nd

public places
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of interaction are not placed in a

loc~tion

or form which is conducive

to enjoyment of this last major natural resource for the area:

the

waterfront.
As we move into a service economy, such coastal environmental
resources are in increasing demand for recreation, reflecting society's
de sir~

for leisure activities .

To fulfill ·:·.",is need, large areas of

coastal lands have become oriented toward a recreational economy and
land-u.se patterns .

Such a p .ttern consists of seas onal home s, marine

ori ented activities and commercial facilities.

On the metropolitan scale of the coastal Massachusetts region, the
Cape Cod Na.tional Seashore and Cape Cod itself can be considered as
reservations of na.t.ural areas of a dinension suitable to serve the
rapidly growing residential and transient population of the region.
While the sea coast in its natural state offers exceptional
potentials for recreation uses, its scenic qualities offer assets for
commercial and high density residential development that are hard to
match.

Miami Beach, Florida, provides the most vivid example of how

the recreational quaiities of an area can be used as a nucleus for
large scale commercial and residential proposals.

In 1913 this strip

of mangrove and sand was acquired for 35 cents per acre.
1
value has appreciated to $200,000 per acre.

Today this

Proximity to the sea for this type of development, however
desirable, offers complex problems for designers unless ecologic as

111 The Today Program," N.B.C. News , March 2, 1970.
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well as economic criteria are rec.o gnized .

In 1962 the N:_w Jersey

shoreline on which random developrnerrt. occurred was laid waste by a
v:i.olent storm which destroyed several lives, and over 2400 houses with
t hree times that many damaged.
destruction occurred .

2

In total, over $83 million worth of

In this case the coastal environment was re-

t urned to the natural state by man ' s i gnorance of natura.l processes.

In similar , but in le ss dramatic ways the coastline of Narragansett
Bay has experienced the types of changes experienced in both Miami
Beach and "the New Jersey Coast .
Cranston, R.I.

~

Cu.rrently , a large coastal motel i n

is being expanded by the Hilton Hotel Corporation

with f ac ilities for meetings .

High income condominiums are being pro-

posed on coastal l ands in North Kingstmm.

In 1954 many homes on

Warwick's Conimicut Point ,;ere destroyed by a hurricane . ·
It is possible , and logically desirable to have both economic
development through locat ion of commercial , residential and i ndustrial
facilities on coastal sites and preservation of natural coastal areas .
To do this, a rational and comprehensive approach to coastal environmental management can be employed.

By piecemeal development through

narrow and overlapping municipal and functional jurisdictions, ranuom
coastal development threatens to exclude the great maj ority of urban
dwellers from enjoying the unique qualities of the coastline.

In

addition, unplanned deve lopment affects the environme ntal qua lity of
the Bay itself.

Water pollution is a manifestation of these random

2 r. J. McHarg, Design with lature (New York :

Press, 1969), P.• 16.

Natural History
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development patterns .
'l'hough man is wholly

depend~nt

upon an ecological balance in nature

to provide air and water, his technology has allowed him to create the
alternate environments of our urban centers.

The degree to which man

is able to apply this technology in both preserving and using

hi~

coastal environment depends on his '\dllingness t.o accept a role of
constraint in a global ecological system of natural resources about
which he has much to learn.
gical systems
cisjons

of~en

As our knowledge of these larger ecolo-

grows , the folly of smaller localized development debecome apparent.

The destruction of shore property on Wenrick ' s Conimicut Point
in 1954 had occurred earlier in the hurricane of 1938.

It was not until

the area had been severely damaged for the second time that development
was stopped by law .

Clearly such a policy decision as this was reached

only af'ter cons idering many factors.

Each factor in this and other

local coastal l and-use decisions become then a component part of the
fi nal decision on a, given issue.
COASTAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMEN'l' :
DEX::ISION-MAKING

Local decisions are being made daily which affect the coastal
environment in the ivest Narragansett area..

Because considerable develop-

ment pressure is mount i ng on the coastline of the study area , local
public decision-makers are faced with many difficult development issues
to be resolved.
the

facto~s

The decisions made on these issues are based on both

that are perceived and weighted by the decision-m!l.kers and

on the conditions that prevail when decisions· have to be m':l.de .
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Four conditions interact to affect the manner in which decision
factors are considered.

First, decision-makers have l:imited

tiru~~

and

information resources available in helping them clarify constal environmental issues.

Second, increased speculation on coastal lands

creates pressure for action which does not lend itself to careful
a:ppraizal of the regional or sometimes locRl consequences of private
action.

Tbird, conflicts in coasta l land-use occttr such as major in-

dustrial or military facilities which prov-ide economic benefits while
also creating new environmental liabilitte& such as pollution.

Ba.lane-

i ng the potential for environmental loss to the comm.unity against the
fisc a l benefits of such developments is a difficult task.
many issues facing the local decision-makers

c~m

Fourth, the

best be handled

through the coordinated efforts of several govermnental levels.

Bay

functional jurisdictions and loca l controls overlap, however , and are
of'ten ill suited for dealing with specialized problems in coastal environmental management.
To understand fully t he effect of these specific conditions, it

is necessary to outline the overall context, or set of chara.cteristics,
of the comm.unity which interact in defining the decis:ton-making fa.ct.ors
which are the basis for development decisions and policy formulation.

THE DECISION-FIELD :
A MECHANISM FOR FOCUSING DECISION-MAKING FACTORS
Unlike the businessman whose primary system of accounting is easily
quant ifiable into profit maximization or return on investment , the
public decision-maker is faced with multiple and oi'ten conflicting

measures of accountability and public expectation in his attempt to

'
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successfully execute his duties.

In addition, each

decision-~aker

is

operating in a communications network 'which is community-wide, though
sometimes highly specialized, in the scope of its information content.

An example of a highly defined scope of information content might be
the views €),,'Pressed by affected land owners in a coastal urban renewal
issue (see Chapter V).

A broader scope of information content carried

on this crn11Unnications network might be those views express·.?.Cl by
busines s or social organizations seeking to i tr(prove the physical form
of the city through coastal renewal.

From this overall network the

decision-maker of'ten receives divergent views for pQlicy emphasis.
The decision-field in which he makes decisions can be defined in
terms of the interaction of the following characteristics :i.n a given
commanity.

These char cteriGtics a!'e c:>.-pres scd in the sou.recs fo

and in t he content carried on the communications network.
l.

Ftmctional specialization (both within the local
government and in the major institutions of the
COi."!UllUnity) •

2.

Social differentiation in the community and in the
particular political area being represented.

3. The degree and character of leadership. 3
The importance of the decision-field lies in the manner in which
it organizes the factors involved in any coastal decision.
do~s

Not only

it tend to make them fall. into a mutually acceptable terminolog-f

and levels of complexity familiar to the decision-mal':.ers, but also it
tends to affect the manner in which solutions are sought.

~. S. Bolan, "Community-Decis i on Behavior:
Planning ," J .A. I.P., Vol. 35, Sept. 1969, p. 87.

Thus the

T1.ae Culture of

\
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decision-field not only creates the forum in which decis ions are made
but also patterns the group dynamj.cs of the decision-makers seeking to
resolve coastal development issues .
Norton Long has defined the interaction of these characteristics
of the decision-field in a game metaphor.

To these charc;,cteristics he

has added a considerat ion of the personal motivating for ces which evidence themse lves when groups interact to accomplish a given t o.sk.

Long

states his metaphor in the fol.lowing manner:
Within each game there is a weLl esta.bli shed set of
goals whose achievement indicates success or failure. for
the participants , a set of sociall.ze<1 roles making
participant behavior highly predictable, a set of
strategies and tactics handed down th.rough experience
and occasionally subject to improvement and change . In
such a game there i s an elite publi c whose appropriation
is appreciated, e.nd fina.~ a ~enerci.l pli.bJ.ic 1"rhtch has
some appreciation for the standing of the players.
Within the game the players can be rational on the varying degrees that the structure permits . At the very
least ~hey know how to behave, and they know how to
score.
Having br9adly defined the decision field or local context in which
decisions are made, five factors can be discussed which form the ba sis
for coasta l environmental management policy on t he local level.

DECISION-MAKING FACTORS:
PLANNING, POLITICS, THE MARKET PLACE,

THE ECONOMIC-ECOLOGIC DICHOTOMY, AND JURISDICTIONS -CONTROLS
PLANNING

The Planning Professional:
The role of the planning pr ofessional in affecting community change

4N. E. Long, "The Local Com..'llunity as an Ecology of Gar.:es ,
American .Journal of Sociology, Uovember 1958, pp . 251-60.
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has

rec~ived

increasing attention in recent years.

Unlike his col-

leagues in law or medicine, however, there are fewer established limits
to the planner's professional :r.esponsibil:i.ties.

In the narrowest view

the planner is concerned with the arrangement of land-uses.

According

to the A.'lllerican Institute of Planners 1968 statement of professional
re&i;>onsibilities , the focus of the profession and its members should
seek the fo)_lowing form:
The work of the planni.ng profession is related to the
col.lateral fields of social, economic and fiscal planning.
Its accomplishments are expressed primarily through
determinations of the comprehensive arrangements of landuses and land occupancy and through their regulation.
Since the basic objective of planning is the promotion of the general welfare, the professional planner
respect s this as the paramount consideration in the conduct of his professional activities .
The professional planner recognizes all land as a
natural resource and acknowledges the primacy of the
public interest. Guided by these basic principles, he
will seek, :i.n advising on co~rehens ive arrangements of
land-uses and occupancy and their regulation to promote
and protect both public and private inter5sts as may be
proper and appropriate to each situation.
Because the planner has no sanctions by which to enforce his
opinions, he must be .a skillful manipulator of people to achieve his
goals.

This end is sometimes reached through action as an agent of

change in creating conflict and conflict resolution through the use of
plans and the legal tools which are the primary forces behind inrplementing planning proposals.

These tools are the zoning ordinance , sub-

division regulations and the capital budget, each of which the planner.

5American Institute of Planners, Handbook, 1968, p. 30.
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prepares but must depend on others to adopt .

Because the profession can

be seen f'rom widely differing viewpoints the planner's r ole is further
complicat.ed by a l ack of precision in the technical language of his
trade .

The combinat ion of these elements t end to create heterogeneous

views in the professional planning ranks as to what planners do and to

whom they are responsible.

Planning i s viewed as a series of related actions and decisions
that are organized around and moving toward the
objectives .

6

accomplishrr~nt

of

It is usually accepted as a continuing process rather

than the construct:lon of a c omprehensive planning document.

A com-

prehensive ple...n is an official public document, encompassing all geegraphical parts of the community and all functional elements which bear
on physical development .

It is adopted by a loca l government as a

policy guide to decisions about the physical development of the communi•ty. 7

.L ocal government is the only body now capable of coordinating

the overall pattern of physical development .

The plan in text and

maps acts as a framework in which da:i.ly public and private development
decisions can be orga.nized.
Three elements are usually included in the plan.
p osed land·-uses, circulation , and community facilities.

These are proIn addition ,

other considerations such as urban design , population and economic

~'1 .

I. Goodman and E. C. F'eund ( eds. ), Principles and Practices
I.C .M.A., l§b8), :p. 327 .

.?f' Urba.n Planning (Washington , D.C .:
7 Thid. , p . 349 .
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studies; and development goals and objectives are usually included.
Preparation of the plan is_ usually the primary task of the planner.
When this is acco:m:_Jlished, implementing and interpreting the plan for
specific public and private development activities becomes his major
pre-occupation .

In order for a comprehensive plan to be considered

meaningful as a documen-·· euiding coastal de-veloprnent, five minimlUll
stan1ards must be met .

These are:

1.

Clarity in terms of defining coastal resources and
development obj ectives .

2.

Internal consistancy .

3. Scope, in terms of time span.
4.

Comprehensiveness , in terms of variety of coastal ·
activitie~ it deals with.

5. Operationability, in the sense of being cogcrete
enough to be a meaningful guide to action .
No matter how high the quality of the plan itself, it will have
little impact as a guide to decision-making unless the planner continually makes the plan the foundation of the community planning process.

While this process may differ widely in sequence and content

from place to place, five key functions can be used to appraise the
effectiveness of the planner in keeping the planning process as a
forceful factor in the decision-field.
1.

Central intelligence function.

2.

Pulse-taking function.

These functions are: ·

8standa.rds used a.re based on concepts incorporated by Y. Dror,
Public PolicJ"illaking Reexamined .
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3. Policy clarification function .

4.

Detailed development pl!3.n function .

5.

Feedback function. 9

The Planner i n Government :
While the pJ.anner is not sure what he is, o:r what he wants his
role to be , those allied professionals in government o:f'ten view the
planner wj.th reservations .

A key point in this real or l atent anti-

pathy is that the planner seldom works his way up through the ranks to
his position near the top of t he governmental hierarchy, but instead
achieves his status by lateral entry.

To obtain such a key position

in .this manner rankles the civil service advocates .

Planners are

selected by top decision-makers and deal prima..rily with them and with
the top administrative agencies of gover1..ment .

In addition their pro-

vince is not limited to their oim department , but demands them to cut
across departmental j urisdictions in devising plans for commun ity
development .
The debate resulting f rom the confusion over the correct role of
the planner in government has resulted in several var iatj_ons of the
placement of the planning function in government.

Four generalized

positions are definable, each of which offers a differing impact on the
decision-ma..l<er according to his own position in t he government.al
hierarchy and with the complexity , size and perceptj.on of the envi:ronmental issue to be resolved .

The positioning of the planning function

~1. Meyerson , "Five Functions for PlanninG," J.A . I.P ., Spring
1956' J? . 158 .
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will vary from town to town depending on historical factors as well as
on the deg"l:'ee of professionalization and centraJ.izing of authority.
Although the impact of planning, eSpeciaLly in

s~.aller

communities ,

depends on professional competence and personal connnunication ability
to function smoothly with decision-makers in the decision field, its
location in the govern.mental structure has a significant effect on the
planning strategy employed by the planning function to bring plans into
reality.

Four positions for the planning function have been defined
10
though others are recognized and offer variations on these.
These
positions are:
1.

Robert Walker (the Walker position) has suggezted that the
planner be e.mployed directly by the mayor and by this
proximity will thus be in a position to directly implement the Comr·rehensive Plan. He can, therefore, contribute
to the effectiveness and pace of municipal development iu
the strong mayor form of government . 11 The Walker position is demonstrated in this study by the role of the
planning function in Cranston and Warwick (S ee Chapter IV).

2.

T. J. Kent (the Kent position) stresses the effectivenesr.
of the planner as the employee of the legislative body •12
Bolan notes that this position appears to work well in
Council-Manager forms of government, but in the larger
cities with highly divers ified representations in Council,
reconcilement by the planning function of inter-ward conflicts becomes an Herculean task. (The best ca se example
of this position has been documented in Banfield and
Meyerson; Politics, Planning and the Public Interest.) The
position is demonstrated in the study by Warwick's Waterfront Development Commission (See Chapter IV).

10
R.

s.

Bolan, "Emerging Views of Planning," p. 242.

11R. A. Walker, The Planning Function in Urban Government J Social
Science Studies, No. 39 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, Second
Edition), 1950.

12T. J. Kent, Jr., The Urban General Plan (San Francisco :
Publishing Co.), 1964.
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3. The Goodman position (described but not advocated

by that
writer) describes a position o:f the planning f'unction as
directly under the governi ng body as a whole or one o:f
its committees. This form is usually found in municipalities with weak executives or thoGe with a board o"f
supervisors where no single mewber has strong voice in
making decisions . Where decisions arc made by a group
there is no single point , such as the mayor 's office,
where planning decisions can be taken. This position is
exemplified in the study area by East Greenwich's planning function.13

4. The :fourth position is that of planning by Ad Roe conmittees
created by town meeting to deal with special problems.
This planning pattern is used in North Kingstown as an
auxillary information source to the Pla.nnin3 Board and
also as a means of deriving cow.munity consensus and ma..ximum i nteraction and participat ion in arriving at policy
positions . This type of posit ioning of th~ planning
:function is often used in New England where town meetings
still prevail.
The Planner in the Commun ity:
As a result of the planner's i mprecise role and ability to draw on
the resource s of many governmental agencies he is often required to
bargn:i.n a nd arbitrate runong the various interest groups within government and the community.

More often than not it is through the use of

zoning that such arbitrating roles occur.
The evolved rationale of zoning has been based on the protection
of the single-family home and local business.

Though zoning is not

commonly viewed as tool for economic development, it is often employed
to limit competition .

Through application of the police powers the

planner , knowingly or not, is maximizing certain value s of segments of

. 13w. I. Goodman and J. L. Kaufulan, City Planning in the Sixties:
A Restatement of Principles and Techniques (Urbana : Bureau of Community Planning , University of Illinois , 1965 ), p. 24.

\
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the community such as the decision-makers who hired him.
said that

ci.

planner is never hired by a

conrr.-ru~ity

It has been

untj_l the community

wants to limit population size or competition f'rom outside sources.
Because interaction of factors in the decision-field of a given com:rmmi ty may r<::sult in the emphasis of certain strongly held va.lue.s , the
planner is often tacitly e:>..'})ected to have these reflected in his plans.
To the outsider these values are sometimes synonimous with local :pre-:
. d.

JU ices.

11+

These cornrmmity values can be expressed in many forms.

It ha.s

been argued that the planner should also fairly represent those values
which may not be as widely held or vocally supported.

In some instances

environmental quality has been sacrificed because values which hold
higher esteem for economic development prevailed over values which
favor ecologic considerations.

For the public decision-maker without

facts on the ecological benefits of coastal environmental preservation,
traditional values favoring economic development on coastal lands may
seem more valid and bring greater returns ·i:;o the community than coastal
envirorunental preservation which entails maintaining rather than
creating a new community resource.
O:rten the planner is expected to counterbalance the economic
values expressed by the market place.

Of course, in those instances

where government reserved certain coastal resources they have exercised
their inherent powers to purchase through the market, condemn market

1~.

s. Babcock, The Zoning Grune (Madison, Wisconsin:
of Wisconsin Press , 1969), p. 65.
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judgments, or direct market valuations by use of the

pol~ce

:power.

Zoning, the :primnIJ' tool in the exe1·cise of t.his power, remains restricted in application because of its evolved rationale which has no
recognition of ecological principles.

Rarely ha.s zoning been success-

fulJ.y employed as a means o:f bringing about desired change in an area

which has already suffered from enviromaental abuses.
quiring di.scont.inuance

o~

Provisions re-

non-confonning use;; are subject to :prolonged

legal battles, while being politically unpopular with legislators
sponsoring environmental inl_:)rovernent .
Clea:dy local declsi.on-maJ<.ers must bE: concerned with defining
which development choices reflect economic values and ·i;hose which
reflect o-C.her social values.

This can be nccomplished by i mproving

the connection between ecological and aesthetic responses and market
res~onses.

It is for the planner to make the distinction between

development proposals reflecting different values clear to decisionmakers.

He must make the consequences and benefits of each explicitly

known if he is fulfilling his role in the conmmnity as defined by his
professional society.
If

c ommnnit~r

values for coastal economic developme nt are expresse:d

in the interaction of the factors in the decision-field, who then is
r esp·o nsible for the equitable redistribution of resources that accrue
to the community through this economic crowth?
of government and their associated

ClearJ...v, th e leaders

planni~g

staffs represent the near-

est thing to a "socia,l diseconomies board".

Their :role is to reparcel

the gains and los ses ema.nating from their consent to changing land-use
an~

environmental patterns.

In the allocatioi} of coastal land and
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environmental resources this role is especialJ.y inrpo.rt ant becau.c;;13 of
the limited ;mpply ba se.
Plannin~

Strategie3 :

To car ry forvrard planning development proposals, t.he planne!' must

not only be sensit ive to the community values that manifest themselves
in the decis :i..on -f:i.eld but also nm.st have a conceptna.l approach to the
task of implementation and community change.

The ability of the plan-·

nine; funC;tion to have a r11Aaningful impact on coast1:'1.l management :policy

depends on the administra.tive and profecsionnl strerJgth , degree of
diffusion of pcr..rer in local government and the position of the planning
f'unction in the

govern...~~ntal str~cture.

Clearly a coastal development

plan which demands a consistant schedule of l and acquisition, federal
participation, facilities programming, and involved municipaJ_ regulation cannot hope to be realized in a governmental structure, both
political and administrative, which is incapable of handling such a
complex approach to environmental management.
J<'rie dma'!'ln defines two generalized categories which encompass six
planning strategies.

Planning strategy means the manner in which the

planner attempts to direct community change which is occurring becaus e
of his efforts or outside forces.

Friedmann ' s categories are named

a,dapti ve and developmental planning and are defined as follows :
Adaptive planning is inter ested chiefly in qualitative
adaptations to the changing interplay of' economi c forces
within an area ; while develop ~e ntal planning is concerned
whh achieving a high rat e of cumulat ive-investment for a.
given area by activating unused resom' ces capabilities . 1 5

--"I5J . Fri edmann ,

11

Regi onal Development in Pos t-Industrial Society , 11
J.A.I.P . , Vol. 30, May J.964, p. 71.

~

Adaptive Pl'1.nning is connno!'!ly found in srr..aller communities where
weak or· low professional input .i·s present and where there is diffused
authority.

The

Goodma.~

position and Ad Hoc

on page 29 usuall.y are the basis for this
ning is best

oper~ble

authority are present.

Co~Jlliteee

position described

Developmental plan-

~wroach .

where strong profAssiona lization and centralized
The Walk.er position ad to a lcsGer degree the

Ker.t position w.ake this approach possible, although certain positions
a.re not prerequ:i.sites to using these approaches.

AdS}.'tive Planning:
Strat.egy (A) The Catalyst-Coordinating Stance. - The purpose of
the planning is to respond by minimizing the disruptive aspects of commu.n'lty change ond to control private

develo~rnent.al

coordination of c ommunity expenditures.

impact through the

An exrunple of this approach

might be the extension of municipal sewer services to alleviate ground
water pollution in an unplanned subdivision location.
Strategy (B) Ad Hoc Opportunism. - Though not widely acknowledged
as e.n operational method of decision-making in the planning function,
this approach involves the pursuit of idealized end states about which
widely differing perceptions may be held, but toward which no concerted
schedule for accomplishment if framed or program set.

In short, it is

a highly flexible approach not prone to arousing comrm.:nity antipathy,
or ·interest.

An example of Strategy B would be the plan of creating

strip commercial development near public beaches as a means of encouraging econ:imic development.

Such a strategy seeks to r ationalize

through public sanctions the forces of political and economic factors
in the decision-field.
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Developmental PlnnninfI:
Strateg:r (c) Syste~ Analysis and Simulation.

16

- This technical

approach seeks to re-create in mathematical models the integrated systerns or fu.::1ctions in the community, which through projective computer

analysis will provide the planning function with detailed information

on the effects of alternate investment or developmental strategies .
Ideally by being able to explore more options better decisions c an be
nta.c1.e noi': without foreclosing critical fut . .1re choices.

While its aper-

ative us e is currently limited as a method it has p?oven a.'1 invaluab le
aid to institutional development for corporations with their emphasis
on j_nternal systems control.

Simulations of coast.al recreation demands

thl·ough extrapolations of cui·rent origin and destination studies in
conjunction with atti-tud:i.nal studies can be considered an example of
this strategy.
'\'Ti th

Because of the complexity of the systems being dealt

on an urban scale, such as the Providence S.MSA, this strategy has

to be considered more theoretical than practical.
Strategy (D) Cost Effectiveness ~nd Program Planning . - Burton I-I.
Klein of the Rand Corporation has been credited with defining this
approach to planning.

17

It is b ased on the postulate that alJ. inf or-

mation needed in the formulation of policy cannot be gathered in the
init iatj_on of formulation phases, but instead must be determined as

16
This concept was documented by R. S. Bolan, "Emerging Views of
Plann:i.ng 11 , p. 240, and. originally elaborated by C. J. Hitch and R. N.
.McKean, The Economics of Defense in the Nucle~r Ag~ ( Cambr:i.dge, Mass .:
Harvard. University P:i.ess) .

17B. H. Klein, "The Decisio:'l-:making Problem in Development", in
National Bur"'a.n of Economic Research, 'I'be Rs.te and Direct ion of Inventive ActivH.y (P.dncet on, N.J.: Princeton University-Press, 1962)-.---
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the process is ca.."l'Tied through.

It is necessary: therefore, to delay

decisions on policy rnz..tters until alternative a:9I)roaches can be conceived e.nd tested from information culled during the process itself.
This planning strr..tegy is extremely well suited to policy which deals
with easily quantifiable costs e.nd benefits that can be agreed upon
and translated into sor.i_ sort of utility unit or measure that is applic&ble to co;:-c1p uter handling.

Such well known techniques as PERT (Pro-

gram Eva lua.tion and Review Technique) and the Critical Path Method are
now being modified for use in urban planning decision-making .

The

a.ppl:i.cation of this method thov h operationally limited is one which
p:r.ogrBssive and well staffed planning offices are moving toward.

An

example of this strategy might be in determining the best approach or
policy fm: s e\·1 er and water line extensions into coastal aree.s by quantifying costs to the community and those be passed on to the developer .
Such an approach might provide a fiscal criteria in determining sites
for coastal development.
Strategy (E) Strategic Service Allo~aticn . - This approach holds
that the strategic placement of public investment and controls can act
as a fulcrum to direct private investment to accomplish the :purposes
of area redevelopment plans .

In describing this approa,ch Doebele

suggests ,
that the planner might exercise an influence over
develop~ent of tr.e metropolitan regions far grea~er
than ... resources would seem to make possible .l

18w.

A. Dcebele, "Techniques for Stimulating and Controlling Physical Development , 11 Paper delivered at the Fourth Working Conference
on Metro:poli tan Planning and Regional Development , Join-i:. Cente r for
Urban Stndies , Metropolitan .Planning Council, Beston, June 1965 .
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The strategic services to be used. as the lever in conjunction with the
fulcrum o:f public investment are accessibili. ty to h:ighways ar.d public

transit, basic utilities such as water and sewer, and detailed applications of regulatory tools under the :police I>O'l'ers.

By using such a

method through the a:pplica.tion of prog'!'at:mled six

capital budgets

which spa::i several political terms,
improvement can be implemented.

8,

y ~a:r

consistent. p:r.oe;ram of cormnunity

This creates a framework organizing

the day to day choices ir.ade by elected decision-makers attempting to
:r.·esolYe the atomistic requests of the public.

The acquisititin of

coastal open space , then the introduction of utilities,

roa~

improve-

ments and recreation facilities would be an example of encouraging
the private sector to invest using :phased public services as incentives.
This strategy differs from C above in its attempt to direct
influence towa.rd accomplishing public policy .

the:~

market

Unlike C it :placas less

emphasis on rigorous analysis of urban systems and in the formation
of predictive models .
Strategy (F) Coordinated Design Approach . - This strategy holds
that a pla.nned design for the form of t.his city which we can perceive
in the interrelationships of physical structures can be part of the
functional-economic growth process of urban development.

'l'his

strategy seeks to relate economic and social activities with t he geographic and topographic forms of the urban site.

Implicit to this

a.pproacb is the assumption that social and economic functions when
expressed in a coordinated design process excite the senses and
the character of' the city .

~e fl~ct

The most effective approach for implement-

ing this strategy for urban development is to erect a basic design

framewo~k

that is simple enough to be comprehended, strong enough to

wi.thst.and the inev:i.table var:i.ety of architectural styles that are the
components of the framework, yet flexible enough to adjust to neces-

.

sa.ry change::;.

19

To successfully execute this approach a high degree of professicmal

competence and executive authority is required.

This approach has

been used in Philadelphia by Edmund Bacon in a design approach he

entitles Simultaneous Movement Systems.
in the Philadelphia Center City Plan.

It was actually carried out
Such an approach might be

applied in revitaJ.izing commercia,l marine facilities such as Pawtuxet
Cove j_n Cranston (see Cha.pter V) •
Having examined planning as an important factor in the decision
field in which coastal development policy is created, .it is necessary
to

a.nether factor, that of politics, -which often contends with

exa.~nine

planning to sway the decision-maker.
POLITICS
There are five traditional interest groups on the local level who
most often attempt to influence the decision-makers on coast.al environment issues.

The key decision-makers on coastal matters vary in

number and position from town to town.

or more

me~bers

Usually, however, it is one

of the Council , t he Mayox or top planning official,

plus others who have a concern for coastal rr.atters .

The five interest

groups are :
1.

The conservation connnission.

19M. Hoppenfeld, "The Role of Design in City Planning," J .J\_.r.P.,
Vol.

26, May 1960,

p. 103.
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2.

L9.ndmmers - residential or small business.

3.

Promoters - developers-, or real estate interests.

4.

Influentin.l crci:tens o:r institutions (which
part of 1~3).

5.
'.fhe

may

be

The elected and adnuni-strative members in city
government .
Cons~rvat ion

C0mmission

i~tera.cts

w:i.th decision-makers via.

the unique custodial role of the maintenance position.

The preserva-

tion of' natural areas and stringent control of development in or near
tbcse areas is desired.

TraditionalJ.y this group desired leaving land

co:ilpletely in its natural state.

More recently conservation interests

have stressed ecological criteria which do not prohibit human use but
carefuLl.y attempts to avoid conflicts among the l>:Lological systems of
an area t:.nc1. those potent:ially harmful aspects of human use.
Because such com.'llissions are

usua~

a duly constituted pa;rt. 0f

municipal government they interact directly with decision-makers.
This differs somewhat f'rom an outside lobby which may seek to influence
i ndividual counci lmen through communication channels outside the formal
procedures of local government.

Because of the Commission's position

in goYernment , individual councilmen are required by procedural man de.tes to res:pond to their recommendations.
The Corumission 's

effectivene~s,

however, may rest more on the

decision-makers ' perception of the Commission's

11

Correct 11 sphere of

concern or authority on environmental matters than on the particular
issue in a d.ecision situation.
If decision-makers in a local community ·;iew the Commission's
proper function as watershed preservation, arg n-2nts dealing with

\
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aspects of a particular proposal under discussion based ' on preservation.
of scenic vistas, for example , may be discounted by decision-makers
as being outside the Commission's sphere of expertise.

This sphere

of expertise may also be perceived by decision-·makers as being geographically based .

Thus focus of Conr.ti ssion activity in rural parts

of a t mm or city may cause dec ision-rr.9.kers to seek advice of other
boards or commissions in dealing with issues of open space in more
highly deve loped parts of the community.

(See East Greenwich, Chapter

IV).

How conservation groups interact with decision-makers, and conversely how decision-makers are influenced by the Commission's position
depends, in part, on the Commission's own conception of their function.
Also contributing is the perception cf decision- makers toward the i.mp01-tance of' conservation to a eiven tmm and its problems.

This per-

ception may exist quite independent of conr.ervation enabling legislation and may be based more connnonly on the persuasiveness of individual
commission members.
The Landowners' breadth of interests seldom spans much of the
spectrum of environmental concerns.

The strength of his po3ition in

the decis ion-making field lies in the fact that he is a voter from
whom the bulk of municipal revenues are drawn in the form of taxes.
He views the role of the elected official as spokesman for, or steward
of, his rights, being so authorized by his ele ction.

Municipal offi-

cials are sensitive to the views of landowners and a.re prone to weigh
heavily their sentiments in deliberations.
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The position la..'1downers ta.ke on a given issue depends on :many unpredictable variables.

For some instances they encourage

expenditur~

of public funds near their pr0perty in order to a-ppreciate property
values; while another group roay strenuous1y oppose j,t for fear of the
opposite effect.

(See Chc..pter IV - Warwick.)

The mmers of coastal

p1·operty tend to view their land as separate from the larger issues of
coastal environmental management .

Indeed they show little evidence of

awareness that their :property is part of a larger unified geographic
boundary .

In their interaction with decision-malrnrs their views tend

to be expressed in terms of public action toward
opposed to public action toward a

segm~nt

of

11

thei.r land:: as

coastlin~

(see Chapter V).

The landmmer' s sphere of influence tends to be defined to specific
aspects of programs or issues rather than to influencing entire development objccti ves.

If' a town .,eeks more public coastal recreation areas,

for example, key decision-makers are likely to weigh heavily the views
of landowners near a proposed site , but will not necessarily consider
the:Lr views as questioning the value to the community of coastal recreation areas.

Contrarily , however, when landowners organize into

a group their effectiveness as a :political force gains stature in the
eyes of decision-makers who then must be responsive to the political
implication their opposition may mean in a coming election.

While

individual landowners interact with decision-makers, this interaction
may occur inforr.ially with individual representatives.

When unified

into a group , howerer, which j?etit"ions decision-makers, their impact
and validity of their views on coastal development decisions are
greatly increased.
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Pro:noters or spokesmen for a particular land-use type can be
classified in the majority of cases as the primary reason for governmenta l coastal policy formulation.

Their manner of interaction with

decision-makers on the municipa l level is usually as official peti. 20

ti oner for governmental approval.

Such petitions might be for

zoning changes , variances, exceptio:1s , or subdivision approval (see

Chapter rv - Cranston).

Their appeal to decision-makers rests largely

on the argument of i mmediate increase in the community tax base
through new conatruct ion, and through the multiplier. effect that new
business or :-esidences will have on existing businesses .

Their appeal

to the decision-maser comp liments both the traditional view t hat a
growing city- is a prosperous city; and the uesirc of decision-mo.k ers
to show ta.ngible results for their work in elective office.

For tha

decision-maker whose full-time occupation is business, the conception
of increas i ng current assets (tax base ) t hrough development of resources
(undeve l oped or poorly developed land) for the greater return (votes

and tax

r~ve nues)

on inve stment (public ser vices) seems most natural.

The fact that such development occurs on a limited resource base (the

coastline) and is random in location and quality may be of less importance to the decision-maker than the tangible accomplishment that
he can point to at the end of his two yea:r term.
Developers are perceived by decision-makers in mar1y ways.

In

some instances he is viewed as attempting to take advantage of the

20.unofficial interactions are difficult to categorize. In Cranston
for example , one of the heads of ihe l argest r eal estate and develop -·
ment agents in the Ste.te is a near relat ive of t he Mayor .
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public.

The decision-maker , i n this case ,

sentinel against such action.

Il'.ay

view himse lf e.s a

In another case the decisio -maker may

view a devel oper as a political benefactor whose product reflects
well oa elected officia ls during election time .

In a third insta.nee

t he decfa1on-maker may view the relationship between public decisionrnakers and developers as an adversary "yste1'). in which mun:i.cipal ad-

roinistra.t ors and planners and developers contend deYelopment issues
equally w:i.th the Counci l e.cting af.l the fina l arbitrator.
That certain i ndividual
than

o~hers

is an

est~blished

c itizen~-

fa.ct.

influence public deci sions mor.;
In some

area~

such as the :pres-

tigious Potarnmat Point in North Kingsto'l>m, the quality of develop:nent.
r eflects the t astes of the owners and is far superior to that dem?.nded
by local decision-mukers .

In some cases such qua litative change s are

brought about by the spending of private funds.

In other inst ances

powerful i ndividuals , not necessarily wealthy, have a great i mpact on
the l ocation,. quality, and nature of coastal developments .
The behind the scenes role and communication system of powerful
ind iv1duals, f amilies, or institutions representing them in influencing coastal land-use allocat ions can be so subtle that it is all but
inr.i)ossible to trace the actual means of interaction (see Appendix C) •
Often it is a single individual, who either through the i mpact of his
personality or efforts, that directs a course of a ction on envi r0nmental
que stions.

In other instances, a group of individuals sharing simi la.l'

interests and attitudes tend to set a course of action through a
comm::m method of problem definition a.nd resolution (see Cha.pter IV E. Greenwich ).

By

such group interaction in the decis:i.on-ficld , a
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pattern of cled.sion-making tends to emerge especially in, politically
and ethnica.11.:y homogene our. tmms "I-Tith traditionally slow growth rates.
In many cases this pattern of action is expressed in a "what's good
:for the town" articulation.

vfnere sueh a group exists the maintenance

of amicable relations among the partidpants is of'ten more important
to them than the inanner in which a particular problem is resolved.
Elected and Administrative Offidals in Local Government:
Elected and a.dm.inist:t·ative officials in local government form an
influent ial group whose viei: s affect the ult:i.mate form coastal policy
may take.

In many cases these individuals respond to the pressure

brought to bear by the aforementioned groups.

But in addition to

this the-.r respond to their own and the views of their colleagues on
coastal environmental issues.

In short, the actual decision-making

process tends to affect what policy position these key decision-makers
take.

Banfield and Wilson have noted:
The function of politics in the swall town is l ess to
resolve issues than be suppressing them to enable pe;ople
to get along i·Tith each other while living together in
very close personal contact. 21
While this m9;y not be necessary in

citie s ~

it is clear that

issues can be either minimized, or become the medium of exchange in
the bargaining process which characterizes local decision-making.

In

such a process the merits of a given development proposal may be of a
secondary importance when t wo or more factions are contending in the
exercise of powe1·.

Two such groups are often the Council and the

21E. C. Banfield and J. G.• Wilson, City Politi cs (New York:
Vintage Books , 1963), p. 25.

\

Mayor's office.

Administrative groups may also greatly "'i nfluence

decision-makers when a given is-sue involves the allocation of funds
to resolve it.

When beach facilities are proposed, for exareple, the

recree.tion and public works departments could easily contend with each
other for the construction funds.

Such funds might be seen a.s adding

to the stature of that department who uses them.

In this case inter-

agency competition may motivate these influential bodies rather than
a desire to resolve the issue itself.

When such a situation occurs

Norton Long's game metaphor (page 23) is particularly appropriate .
MARKE'r PLACE

Local government coastal policy is directly related to land resource allocations in a market system.
factor in the decision-making field.

This market system is a major
Governmental policy is expressed

legall.y through land development regulations which restrict market
judgments as to how land is most profitably used.

The market place

shapes the type and intensity of land usage, while governmental regulation seeks to coordinate this force of change to have it conform
with the pbysical and sccial development objectives of the community.
Often these objectives are not ex:plicitly stated but are reflected in
the values of the decision-makers in government .

such an objective

might be to maintain universally high land values throughout the
community .
The marketplace is concerned with the operation of a price system
as it affects the individua l in his attempt to make pro:fitable use of
his l and res our ce base.

Th-:i

spo~~esmen

befor e government for the market

system of land allocations are usua lly realtors and developers.
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Coastal land, because of its uni_que location .and amsuity value,
is particularly susceptible to _exchange in the nnrket .

The market

place can best be described within an economic framework.
work is based on three general assumptions.

This frame-

(1) that man

These are:

ts a rational being; (2) that man attempts to maximize his self interest; and ( 3) that prices tend to allocate resources.
Two
tions.

ba~ic

22

economic concepts have been developed from these asswrrp-

The explanation of these concepts is necessary to appreciate

how the market system operates.

These concepts are:

land-use capa-

city and the highest and best use of land.
Land-use capacity refers to the ability of any given unit of land
resources to produce a net return above the production costs associated
23
with its use.
In the case of an apartment comp lex land-use capacity
means the ability of the complex to generate rents which exceed such
costs as amortj_zation, insurance and maintenance .

In such a case

governmental policy regulating population density has a major i mpact
on the profit the owner receives.

Cliearl.y land-use capa city depends

on the location of the land in relation to other uses.

A coastal

residential lot surrounded by the natural environment and bought in
an undeveloped state, for example,

~ay

increase in value several times

if the innncdiatel.y adjacent land is converted into a golf course, or
mw1icipal OJ?en space, thus guaranteeing the present amenity quality

22 Raleigh Barlowe , Land Resource Economics (Englewood Cliffs , N.J.:

Prentice-Ha.11, 1958), p . 112.

23rb·a
--2:_: • ~ p •

i'"' •
.._t::
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of the area.

J,ocation of a dump nearby, instead of a golf course,

wculd have the converse effect.
Highest and best use is another closely related concept.

In the

economic sense the highest and best use of l and means the use that
brings the hif)'ier.t return to the owner , or society.

24

'I'his concept

requires a com.ide ... at i on of land-u.s e CLpactty and the demand for use s .
These uses tend to change through time iu response to technology.
Coactal lanas which in the past were best us ed for agi•icultural purposes have shifted in many areas to int ense commercial and industria.l
uses as urbanization occurred.
action of supply ci,nd demand.
action of societal values.

This evolution results from t he interMarket dec isions reflect in this inter-

Because of the high amenity value of

coastal J.ands , bi.:1.:y·e rs representing certa in land-uses seek to use this
charac·i:;eristic of the land to their own ecor.omic advantage.

This

desire to use coa stal lands is e:>.."Jlressed in the terminology of the
market as supply and demand.

The supply of coastal land is limited

as a general ru.le to that land whi ch is in i nnnediate proxim"ity to the
s eas or which is visually linked with the oc ean .

Supply can be de-

fined as the quantity and quality of land resources availe.ble for use.
Demand j.s defined as the growing need for land and land products and
our ability to provide for this need.

25

The supply and det}n.nd function are kept in balance by a pricing

~Ib"d
__i_.' p. 13.

21

25 11>id., p. 17.

t~8

mechanism.

Prices a.llocate production and determine the distribution

of rcsou."t"c.es.

Because the supply base for coastal lands is l imited in

amc•,mt and location, increased demand results in a.n increased price.

This price is synonimous with

econo~ic

value.

This value is established

because the land has utility to the owner; because there is sc arcity
in supply to command a
of futurity.
26
1and •

rice ; a!'ld because the owne:i· holds a conce::pt

He expects a return or satisfaction from the use oi' the

The more the buyer bids the greater the express:i.on of personal
s atisfactiein er e:.<pect['..t:i-on of re·:;urn on investment he is making .

In

order to generate this investment retu:r.n , the :potential land-use
capacity must warrant the risk inherent to the purchase.

As prices

rise so 1nust tt.e land-use capacity in order to make t.be buyer's inyestmcnt 1)rof:i.table .

In this manner supercession of land-uses occur.

Owners of coastal land-uses, such as single family homes, find that
increased truces which are based on market valuations make this type
of use expensive to maintain.

Because single fanrl.ly residential use

produces no revenues for the ovmer and indeed consume his resom·ces
by increased truces, it can be
apartme~t

terrr~d

a consumption use.

A coastal

use, however, though residential in nature is a production

use because it produces revenues for the owner.
With the supply of coastal lands remaining constant, yet in increasing der.iancJ., competition occurs between consumption and. production
uses .

Such.consumption uses as recreation areas , open space, and

26Ib.'d
__J._.' p. 166.

single fa,nlly homes , and

in:~titutional

uses such as private schools

or wild life sanctuaries must pay increasingly high carrying charges
to mai ntain themselves.

Where demand and prices increase markedly

some of these uses change to a higher and better use as owners cap it alize on the appreciation of their property values while avoiding the
cash dra.L of the carrying charges.

It is in such a ma.nner t hat

coastal land-uses intensify as a result of the market system .

It is

when change occurs between l and-use types increasing land- use capacity
that the greatest profit can be made •
It i s for the local decision-makers to determine whether this
movement toward a change in intensity brought about by market activities i s compatible with the coaste.l l ana.-use objectives of the community .

Thus the market place attempts to influence coastal policy

formulation .

How decision-makers reconcile the market i nfluence with

ecologic considerations is central to the maint enance of coastal envi rorunental quality .

This economic-ecologic dichotomy forms the next

important factor to be discus sed as it influences decision-makers in
the decision field.
THE ECONOMIC - ECOLOGIC DICHCYI'OMY

Thus far decision- making f actors in t he decision-field have been
discussed ina.ependent.ly .

The Illru."1-et influence and ecology, however ,

while seemingly operating independently of each other share many
characteristics .

By

j '.lxtaposing these characteristics, the simi l a.rit).es

and differences between

t~ese

systems can be illustrated as t hey affect

the coasta l lD.3.nagement decision-making process .
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Kenneth Boulding in an essay entitled, "Economics and Ecology"
notes that othe!' than the fact. that both sciences share the same Greek
etymological root there has been little effort to bridge the chasm be27
tween these t wo systents of viewing the world.
Evolution, in the
ecological sense , differs frcm economics where evolution occurs in the
form of

technolo~ical

innove..tion.

I.and. forms such as the coastline

a.nd the marine environment peculiar to it are fixed both in size and
q_ualit.y -when compared to the r ate of technological evolution capable
of being employed in tee coastal zone.

The slower rate of change in

nature is easily altered by the impact of technology on the coast.al
zone.
For economics the value of innovation to the :po::rnessor lies in
the utility o:f the innovation to him.

'I'he return or benefit to the

po:rnessor can be measured in dollar values through the ma:i.'l-.Dt demand
for the innovation or in the savings he receiyes in applying the i nnovation to his

~vm

operations.

largely by the market .

Thus, economic evolution is directed

Ecologically speaking, very little is known

about why organisms evolve except in

re~ponse

to their environment.

The sanction of this evolution lies not in growth of dollars, but in
survival potential.
In both the ecological and the economic purview, determining the
relation of evolution or technical :i.nnovation to the larger ecological
and economic system is essential in establishing the significance of
local changes in survivability and utility.

--------'----

It is essential then to

27Kenneth Boulding, "Economics and EC'olog-f ," :fl1ture Environments
of North America (Garden City, N.J. : Natural History Press, 1966), p.
225.

.'
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examine local and metropolitan economics and ecologies in light of
their position in a regional system.
For the local decision-maker faced witl1 increasing demand for more
:public expenditures determined to a large extent by the nature of the
la.rg~r

economic system; decisions which effect local ecological

qu.alitics

9-Y be seP.n as being completely

services being demanded.

divo1~ced

from the quality of

Yet when E:ach syste1n (economic and ecologic)

is viewed as a parallel form of organization, each having inunediate
and long term effects on community evolution, it is clenr that the
,r

vocaJ.izeU. demands of the economic system is likel_y to receive a higher
priority when the two systems conflict.

When viewed in terms of their

relative time scales, economic criteria. offer iminediate, quantifiable
benefit s to the community while the ecological time table offers no
clear quantifiable value to the municipality.

In addition, experience

with the economic system is well knO\m, predictable and offers universally accepted rewards.

The ecologic system is less well-known,

poorly understood and holds an unquantifiable :promise for new payoffs.
When tl:.e economy of the Narrag<,nsE::tt Bay region was agrj culturally
and sea based} the ecological qualities of an area had immediate impacts on the economic return of the farmer and fisherman.

The quality

of the soil, estuary, water supply and timber rna<le the difference between prosperity and failure.

It is here man has applied his inno-

Yative techniques to ·special advantage for increasing his resource
base.

He has both

i1~roved

artificially the quality of the land

through the use of technical innovation such as irrigation and chemical
ap:plication

ar~d

increased the ca.n-ying capacity

01~

the land's spati.al
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characteristics through the develcrpment of' the urban st.:cucture.
<.

I.and ·values no longer reflect land as a producer of basic resources in the :form of cro? S and livestock.
its loc a,tion .

No-w land is valued for

The extent to which dollar values for location can be

determined is th:r.oueh such

i nd icato·.:-s a ,::;

proximity to public services,

concentrat1.on of popuh.t:i.on , accessibility to t't'anf'.porf:,.:<.ttion , suitab :i.1ity of the J.and for develCl'p ment, public dernand, una finally , amenity

values.

In. short , land value is cu.:rrently measured on the basis of

spati al and locational qualities rather than traditional productivity.

In fact as our cities grow, the amenity value of raw l and , when compared to built up areas, often is reflected i n the sale :orice .

This

view of land has shrouded its role in the ecological system, distorted
the impact of the t wo systems and allowed the local economic system

to dominate the local ecological system.

Just as certain land on

highway intersections and elsewhere has unusually high economic value ,
there are natural areas such as marsh l ands and estuaTies which possess
equally high ecologic value.

The ecological values of the sea itself

in its 1aa.rine environments directly relate to r.iarket values .

The

ecological quality of shellfish beds, and fishing ground.s is directly
correspondent with the supply and price on the market for these products of land-sea ecology .

Unfortunately , t hese areas are not so

readily perceived so as to r etain their potential in the ecologic
system.

In an urban society clustered around the coastline , as is the
Providence metropolitan area , coastal land vaJ_ues are rising because
proximity to the sea also means propinquity :to urban services , and a
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high revenue-producing capacity for coastal sites in addition to high
amenity value .

28

The natural environment of the coastal zone while

giving rise to increases in land value is not particularly economically
valuable in generating revenues if it remains entirely in a natural
state .
are

Modifications for services such as roads, water , and sewer

requ~r-ed

before occupancy for resident iaJ .

01·

active recreational

uses can result .
'i'he primary demand for coastal land is :for residential development .
As a result only the owner of coastal land receive s the benefit of
this amenity value which in turn is reflected in both his purchase
price and assessed valuation .

This practice has a parallel :i.n the

r ental fees levied on those leasee s of the upper stories of' high rise
apartments in the city.

The c ost is based on the assumption that the

freedon1 from noise, the view and in some cases the c leaner air
represent envirom110ntal values which are no longer distributed equit ably to all citizens; therefore those that wish to benefit :from these
amenities should :pay a price .
In the transfer of coastal property as a residential commodity in
t he market system government has ignored the differences in market
values and has ta.lrnn the position that coastal land should be t reated
as any other parcel of land in the commtmity; and further , that the
distribution of the visual and psychological assets inherent in the
coastline should be subject only to the distributive mechanism of the

28Assessors in Warwick and Cranston both feel coastal le.nd ·values
are among the fastest rising of' any in their respective cities .

Market determinations of' coastal land aLlocations.

The ec ological

system as such has not received strong local government recognition or
Without adequate funds local c onservation conunissions re-

s anctions.

ma.in weak in atter.;pting promote local ecologic awareness and preservat ion.
That the market mechanism can equitably determine the best use
of the lar.d using the broad community values as criteria :i.s doubtful.

Though a foundation to community well. being, economic growth or evolu.tion mr1kes little contribution to t he solution of what may be loosely
termed "the urban crisis ."

John Kenneth Galbraith states the pa.rad.ox

in this wey :

Econolllic growth cloes not provide the public service s
mark our progression toward a more civili ?;ed existence
ax1d which ar-e also made necessary by a hir;her level of private
consUPtption . Economic growth does not help those who , because of careless choice of birthplace , or parents, poor
early environment , absence of educational opportunity, poor
h ealth~ lll'°'ntal retardation, racia l discrimination, or old age
are unable to participate fully in the ecori.omy and its gains .
On the contrary, it makes these disadvantaged 1~ore visible
and obscene . And economic growth , "'i!e have learned doe s not
solve the problems of our environment , and especially our
urban environment. On the contrary, it makes the~e p roblems
inf5.nitely more urgent. 29

wh:i.nh

Central City sprawl tJ-"]?ified by the development of Cranston and
Warwick , Rhode Island, are clear examples of the markets' power to i nflue nc e public decision-making as well a s its ability t-:> create a
matter of environmental urgency.

29.J . K. Galbraith,

11

Profit maximization serves as the

The Claims of the Community Against Those of
Economics , Speech from the conference, 11 0ur People and Their CitieR, 11
Sponsored. by Urban America, Inc. (vlashington, D .c ., Sept . ]2-13 , 1966) ,
11

p.

2~

---
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guide for priYate economic decisions" and therefore land-use patterns
become responsive to changing GOsts and demands.

Lancl-use patterns

subject solely to econoillic criteria allow a divergence between private
costs and social costs where the difference is attributable to external diseconomies that cause society to bear the costs of benefits
30
.
.
. is
. o~ly one
.
1't c1 oes not receive.
In s h ort, maximization
of profit
criterion to be vie1fed in devising a regional policy for env1.ronmental
rn-::magement..
In Cranston , for example, large, single family, coastal homes are
being replaced with luxury apartments.

This development indicates

that a form of economic Darwinism is at work in the taarket system
·which parallels ecological evolution.

In ecological systems growth in

number of organisms occurs until an optimal level is reached.

Growth

beyond this level results 1n over population causing stress and shortages which rei::ult in an adjustment of the numbm.· of organisms downward
until a ba lance is again achieved.

Farmers have long recognized this

problem and have resoJ.ved it in domect k animals and in crops thTough
the use of artificial feeds and fertilizers to avoid over grazing and
the need for crop rotation.
On the shoreline the development process of intensification of

coastal land use works against the maintenance of low intensity uses
such as open space and low density residential properties because of
the cash flow necessary to

m~et

such fixed costs as taxes and amorti-

30A. K. Caripbe ll and J. Burkhead, "Public Policy for Urban America,"
Issues in Urban Economics (Baltimore , Md .: Johns Hc]?kins Press, 1968 ),
p. 579.

zation ba.3ed on the market's valuation of coastal assets.
.:.

There is no

natural sel.f-adjusting mecha,nism to control optimal densities.
For the loc£>,l decision-maker cha..ri:;ed with the task of devising a
community-wide land-use strategy it becomeG increasingly difficuJ_t to
balance the explicit forces of economic gain against the implicit viewpoint inherent in the social values of the community.

It is such in-

tangible goals which are of'ten sacrificed incrementally across the
community as the externalities become a potent force
jobs of the local decision-maker.

complic~,ting

the

Unless sp0ci:fic environment.al and

ecological analysis of corumunity coastal resources take place l and use
obj ectives which reflect tbe social a.nd ecological values cf the community will continue to play a minor role j_n day to day decisions
which are needed as a result of market influences.

Increased under-

standing of the ecological system will give decision-makers a lo!1gr ange standard by which to judge development a,lternat i ves .
A second demand on the decision-maker rests in assaying the validity of his tools of measurement in making decisions.

The developer

proposing a coastal development scheme, for example , is able to state
in exact terms the benefits of such a plan to the comm.unity :

specific

returns in the form of truces ; high degree of predictability for assessment; and his capital investment in the project as proof that the venture is viable.

To reserve open space on .the coastline, the public

dec ision-,maker must pa;y a market :p rice, expend funds fo:r. maintenance
annually, forego taxes, and act on the assumption that peaple will
benefit directly from such action and return him to office.

In addi-

tion, by allocating funds for coa sta l acquisition he is making a judg-
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ment on the social need for public access to the environmental qualities
of the

sh~re.

Against this are placed the vocally supported and ex-

plicit benefits of aU.ocations ·of the same :money for such detr.ands as
education , welfare and u higher level of public services.

Even if

public action in coastal environmental preservation is only to increase
public access through the acquisition of rights of way on the shore,
e,s in th<1 laying out of street:>; l ee;a.l entanglements and suits for
inverse conde;!lnat j.on avards make this a poor second alternative.
The accelerating det<::rioration of the coasta l envi:::-onment demonstrates t hat th;:? advocates of market criteria for land-use choices
have prominence.

It is e.qually clear that the handling of the ex-

terna.lit :i.es of such market-oriented land-use decisions have been
either overlooked or badly handled by local decision

te.:;:ej.'S.

The

granting of public sanctions for development of coastal assets in
return for tax dollars has an enormous potential for overwhelming the
local decision-maker because of the pressures for increasing expenditures in existing public services.

The public, in effect, lives with

the environmental consequences of such trade offs.

Once coasta l land-

use patterns have been established by such a process there is little
social recourse for improving the quality of such a decision, regardless of the sacrifice of ecological resources.

In most instances

such decisions are final.
Local decision-makers have yet to maintain a broad scope of
reference in garnering information for coastal land-use decisions.
By maintaining an economic-ecological balance in the weighing of in-

formation he will not be overwhelmed by the dema..11us of economic

\

"reality" in expense of less obvious, but no less meaningful aesthetic
and ecologic considerations inherent irr environmental preservation.
EXISTING JURISDICTIONS AWD CONTROLS

Bei'ore any local decision-maker can act intelligently toward the
formulb.tion of a policy toward the use of the coastal zone in his
municipality, he must be a,ware of the distribution of jurisdiction

~m1

controls which form a net1· ork confining the scope of his potentia.1
activities.

This network of jurisdictions ana. cont:rols constitute a

constaut factor in the decision-field.

Mr. Glenn Kumekawa, Planning Director for the City of Warwick
and one of the original initiators of the Natural Resources Group as
a potent force behind the establishment ·or the Department of Natural

Resources in the early 1960's and more recently, the Governor's
Technical Connnittee on the Rhode Island Coastal Zone, summarized the
legal and administrative organization of the use of Narragansett Bay
in this way:

31

.

"Two major types of jurisdiction and controls are presently
exercised over Narragansett Bay . They are :
a) territorial controls
b) f'unctional controls, or
c) a c ombination of the two.
These include:
l. The jurisdiction of the Federal Government over
"navigational waters" through the Coast Guard
and the implementation by the Coast Guard of
the Boating Act of 1965 as well as construction

3lu1enn Kumekawa, "Toward the Formulation of a Regulatory F'ramework of Use of Narragansett Bay" (1967), A study report to the
Natural Resources Group for thejr study, Report on the Administration
of Narragansett Bay, Jan. 7, 1969.
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and navigable waters thrpugh the Corps of Army
Engineers.
2. The territorial jurisdiction of the State of
Rhode Island over al.1 Narragansett Bay through
the "doctrine of te:cl':i.torial waters extending
one marine league off the mean high water"
(approximately 3 miles).

3. Jurisdiction of Va!'ious agencies of the State of
Rhode Island for different funct ions :
a) Shell fi shing ancl fi shing under the
Fish & Game
b) Pollution of Waters by the State Health
Department
c) Use of Hydrofoils or other means of
transportation by the Public Utilities
Division
d) Construction of Navigation by the State
Division of HaJ.~bors and Rivers; and
since

1967

e) The filling of Marshlands by the Depart ment of Natural Resources.

4. The jurisdiction of local coml'l.iunities ad j acent to
Narro.gansett Bay with their powers of zoning and
licensing . In addition, such municipal agencies
as t he Port of Providence Authority also exercises
certain powers .

5. Property rights of i ndividual owners of land and
parcels a s it extends off shore through "riparian
rights".
In addition, dominant l and uses along the Bay exert considerable influence on existing and potential uses of the Ba.y
without statutory jurisdiction. For example , t he Navy
installation at Quonset and Nelrport w:i.11 exert a great influe nce as to what can and will occur in Narragansett Bay
because of: what may be termed the 11 negative jurisdi ction"
of the threat of closing these bases. (See Appendix c.)
Similarly , The University of' Rhode Island , with its major
investment in the oceanography and Narragansett Marine
Laboratory , wil.l exert great influence over the u ses of
the Bay .
Clearly , while regulatory agencies provide controls over
such problems as pollution, tbe controls are so spe~ific
and segmental that r.ot even larger functional categories
of the Bay 's uses are effectively controlled. These
categories i nclude :
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a) Narragan::::ett Bs.y as a port of entry or as a.
shipping lane.
b) Narragansett Bay as a recreational and/or
conservation area.·
c) Narragansett Bay as a drainage basin both of
surface drainage as well as for industrial
and residential effluents .
d) Narragansett Bay as a source of extractive
resources, fishing and sbell fi~hing.
e) Narragansett Bay as a determinant of land
use patterns or adjacent land.
f) Nat'ra.gansett Bay as a potential source of
water supply. •:
What Kumekawa has suggested can be portrayed graphically in the
form of concentric s quares over which is put the functional controls
of special interest agencies.

These are depicted on Chart A.

Interaction of Factors in the Decision- field:
Factors in the decision-field interact in a lJlanner peculiar to
each munid.pality to be studied.

While each f actor i s responsive , to

some degree, to regional and national trends, each in its own manifesta:tions react with the other factors on the local level to affect
coast.al policy formulation.

Two of these factors, the economic-

ecologic dichoto:my , and jurisdictions and controls represent passive
influences · in the decision-field .

While the ir presence affects

decision-makers, they are unrepresented by spokesmen and are themselves
subject to small incremental change , if historic patterns hold true.
Planning, politics, and the marketplace , however, are active
factors in the decision-field.

Each is represented by spokesmen and

each tends to offset the full impact of the others.

The mark.et factor

carrie s behind it perhaps the greatest institutionalized force.

The

market system of exchange acts as a major organizing force in society
for it defines roles and procedures between individuals and institu-

'
\
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tions involved in connnerce and economic development activities.

The

market place has a pervasive influence in the degree of functional
specialization evid.enced in the major institutions of the colTUllunity.
These specializations are an import.ant characteristic shaping the form
of the decision-field.
Politics in its institutionalized form of government reacts to
the market factor through sanctions and regulations.
present viewpoints which reflect certain values.

Interest groups

These values are

enunciated in the hope that they will be reflected in governmental
policy which stim.llates or retar ds the marketplace. ·Though such enunciated values may be directly in opposition to each other (as in the
case of the developer seeking to increase coastal land use capacity
through filling of marshes while the conservation commission seeks to
retain such a low intensity use), each is responding to the influence
of the market factor.
Planning, unlike politics and the market factor, carries behind
it no institutionalized force.
ing factor in the

It can be both a reactiYe or initiat-

de~ision-field.

It seeks to influence decision-

rna.kers as well as the market factor.

When forcefully articulated in

the c.ecision-field it can harness the market factor and political
groups to accomplish community development objectives.

In most cases

the se objectives are defined by the planning function.

When weakly

presented, spokesmen for the market factor attempt to negate or direct
the impact of the planning factor to sanction their point of view.
Though each of these three act ive factors offset one unother ,
their relative strengths and weaknesses vary through time .

Because
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of their institutionalized basis, the market and political factors
are likely to va:ry least in

the~:i.·

position in the decision-field.

Planning , whose eff ectiveness depends grev,tly on the organtzational
and professional competence of the f'Unction, is subject to significant
variations in its relative influence in the

d~cision - field .

viewed historically , however, the in!pact of planning

j

When

s increas"lng .

Because these three a,ctive factors are the dominant forces in the
decision-field , t hey wiJJ. be used as a framework for discussion in
the analysis in Chapter TV of coastal environmental policy formulation for each of the four municipalities in the study area.

III

HISTORICAL SETTING
Cranston , Warwick, East Greenwich,
and North Kingstown , Rhode Island

The

St~ ~et!ing:

The seventy miles of shoreline composing the West Narragansett
Bay coastal environment off ers a full 1ll.'ra;y of m'3.n ' s activities on the
waterfront .

Some of these activities are the result of historical

trends while others ha.ve been. the result of direct and indirect
govermru:.~ntP.l

pol icy on either the

Fedc~ral,

State or local level.

Each city and to\'m government is appr oaching the management of its
coastal resources from a different point of view.

Land use :pat-terns

established in the most urbanized areas, however, are now beginning
to be r epeated in less urbanized parts of the study area.

Taken as

a whole the process that is occurring in the Narragansett Bay region
may reflect in a limited area what is occuring along our entire
national coastal continental boundary.
Together these four towns and cities r epresent 20.23 of the
State's population ( 1965) and a total growth rate averaging 14. 5%
above the average growth rate for the Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick
SMSA for the 1960-1965 period and 15.4% above the State increase s for
the same period.

Correspondingly the resident civilian l abor force in

the study area increased 15.53 over the State totals for this period.
While these selected indicators suggest the growing pains which
these towns and cities have experienced over the last 15 years, it is
necessary to have a longer historical perspective for each town in
order to underst and the evolution of coastal land use changes in each

1united States Bureau of the Census , Special Censu.s, Octobe'I'.' 7,

1965.

l
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municipality as a platform for present . and future environmental policy.
The following pages outline the pistorical development of these muni cipalities, the character of present waterfront land usages.

The

potential for governmental change is explored in detail in Chapter IV.
The sum of these configurations set to a large degree the pattern of
development and futur e of over 1/4 of the entire Narragansett Ba:y area .
By their activity and evolution the se commu.nitieR will influence by

their decisions a far greater area than their actual jurisdiction
might suggest.
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CRANSTON

Historical Development
From the earliest days of Rhode Island history it has been
Cranston's proximity to Providence rather than to the sea that has
st imulated its population growth and intense development .

2

Early

settlement occurred on the Pawtucket.River in the 1630's becaus e it
was a convenient middle point between the hub cf the Providence Plantations to the north at the mouth of the Blackstone River and the more
remote outposi to the south along the Bay.

By i77t~ the population had

g-rown to 1884 souls who were employed in vurious agricultural and
smalJ. locally oriented manufacturing concerns.

This number held

steady until the 1820's when the cotton boom dominated the economy
of the area.

Immigrants to the tm-m during the centennial betueen

1820 and the nineteen hundreds were the primary source of population
growth.

Mills exploited this ne ·1 source of labor.

These impoverished

people represented many nationalities.
The English appeared between 1820-1890, the Irish and German
between 1840-1880 and the Italians between 1900-1915.

To this day

there i s a strong representation of those of Italian descent in the
Cranston Government.

By 1910 the population had swelled to 21,000.

This f'igure was more than tripled by the 1960 census.

The year l939

saw a doubling of' building activity over 1938 as the initiation of

2General historical background for Cranston is from t.he f'ollowing
sources: J. Earl Clausan, Cranston--An Historical Sketch (Pro ridence:
T.S. Hammond Co., i90l~); Cranst on Bicentennial 1754-1954 , Cranston
B)centennial Corrmitte~ , 1954 .
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the war stimulated r apid development in such previously distinguishable

.

village nuclei of Edgewood > Eden Park, and Auburn.

Development since

has occurred in a pred ictable ·yet unplanned manner as large grid
patterned subdivisions filled in the open areas between these early
villages unifying them by strip commercial develop:nent along the major
street networks.

The present focus of development ha s shifted, by

necessity , to West Cranston, the laGt i:·emaining reservoir of undeveloped space in the city.
Cranston's economic backbone has always been and continues to be
its manufacturing enterprises which, when compared with other cities
in the state, are larger than average in emp loyment size.

Diversi-

ficn.tion in retailing employers which occurred during the rapid growth
of the coIUmunity during the last twenty year s has accounted for less

of a dependence on the traditional textile industries than other
Rhode Island cities.

Despite the advtl,nces in economic development

that have occurred as a result of the modernization of old firms as
well as the establishment of new industries, Cranston's government
has been hard pressed to maintain municipal services without a rapid
increase in the property tax.

i6CY/o over

The tax rate in 1960 , for example, was

that of 1950.

The demand for new housing is expected to continue well into the
1970' s with 4 ,300 new dwelling units p:cojected req.uiring 1,100 to
1,400 acres of land to support an estimated population of

1975 (an annual increase of 1, 100) •

3

84,ooo in

Most of' this development is

3city Planning Department; City Hall, Cr.·anston , R.I., 1969.

\
\

predicted to occur in the West Cranston area.

The highly urbanized

character of the City has already been well es+,ablished and promises
to intensity .

Average gross density stands at 3.9 persons per acre as

of 1965 with a projected gross density of 4.6 persons per acre in

1975. With the completion of Rt. 295 as a circumferential route
around Providence, much industrial and commercial development can be
expected to occur in the Western part of the city.

Indeed several

key members of the City Administrati on as well as local rcaltors in
vie1ling this potential see the undeveloped land to the west as the
City's major resource and are fostering plans for a 600 acre industrial
park, connnunity shopping, school and recreation facilities.

Seven and

a half million people reside within a 75 mile radius of Cranston.
Plans underway presently encompass 1,360 acres where Rt. 295 passes
4
into Cranston.
Character of Waterfront Land Use
Land-use patterns for the 3.5 mile coastline of Cranston were
firmly entrenched by the year 1891 and have changed little since.
With the improvement of roads between Providence and the Pavrtuxet
River during that decade the outcroppings of land which rise 35-40
feet over the shoreline were soon sold as suburban home sites to
wealthy Providence residents.

As the Edgewood section of the City

developed into one of the more fashionable residential areas around the
Bay, the coastal land usage was locked into a single family residential

4A Development Concept for Western Cranston, City of Cranston
and Universal Engineering Corporation, November 1968.
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pattern interspersed with yacht clubs and ma.rine oriented. facilities.
Unlike the estates of Newport or the large salt water farms of Bristol,
development occurred in relatively small blocks of land ·with large
individual houses sited on parcels seldom exceeding 3/l~ of an acre in
size.

Public access to the marine environment is available at onJ..y

3 points:

the Providence-Cranston boundary where a boat launching site

is located; the Still House Cove Reservation which offers a public
beach on 1.9 a.cres of land; and the Pawtuxet River area , a narrow
yacht anchorage .

All three areas offer little in the way of scenic

amenities because of their size and upkeep.

Water off these facili-

ties is pre sently classified SD, the fourth lowe st of five classifications, making the area unsuitable for bathing , fishing or wildlife
habitat.

The Pawtuxet River which dominates the Cove area is Class E.

(Nuisance , unsuitable for most uses . )5

Despite the relatively low

quality of the water and public f acilities , the visual space that
proximity to the Bay offers has kept the Edgewood section of Cranston,
anrl specifically the land which abuts the shore, at a continuously·
high value in relation to more inland parcels.

6

As densities across

the city increase, the visual impact of the marine environment has
made the demands for these older established coastal homes ites a
significant factor in the evolution of man ' s intensifying impact on

5Department of Health, Division of Water Pollution Control, Map.
Present Classification of Water Quality--Sources of Pollution, State
of Rhode Island, 1967.

6office of Assessor, City Hall, Cranston, R.I., 1969.
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the s eascape .

Map II illustrates the c onfigurations of l and use in

the coastal area .
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WARWICK
Historical

Develo~me nt

There is a marted resemblance between the development patterns
exhibited in the evolution of Cranston into one of Rhode Island's
largest cities and those undergone by Warwick,

Eaca originated as a

small settlement in the 1630' s along the Pawtwmt River which separates
the cities.

Each had inland villages that slowly grew toe;ether as

urba..11izat:ion occi<rreo creating older commercial centers amid extensive
areas of strip commercial development.

Both experienced an influx of

immigrants of the same nationalities during the same periods.

Each

city has experienced the same evolution in their economic base through
the turn of' this century and u:p to the First World War.

But as Cranston

has looked to its western extremities as its major land resources f'or
the future, Warwick seeks to balance its development focus geographically
for three principle reasons:

l) the town possessed 39 l:liles of varied

coastline including ocean frontage, bays and coves, which offer sites
for a variety of uses from heavy industry to wildlife sanctuaxies ; 2)
the mid-city area dominated by the Green State Airport ha.s provided an
intense focus for a great n\ll!lber of service industries; and 3) the
western section of the city, dominated by the Upper Pawtuxet River
basin, has been oriented toward Route 95 which has stimulated the
de...,,-elopment of major regional retail shopping centers which serve th:=
rapid suburban growth that has affected the city in the last 20 years.
I

The urban sprawl wh:i.ch e.cco'.lnted for a loss of 9. f3f/o of Providences
populat7.on

du~ring

the fi r st five yea.rs of this decade aJso accounted

for a 13.33 increa se in Warwick during the same period.

•

The city

~.xperienced

a phenomenal

between 1950-1960.

47% increase in the number of dwelling units

With a

proj~cted

population expected in 1980 of

l20,000 the city will have gained 51,400 residents over a 20 year
period.

7

The 1960 census of housing documented the suburban character

of the city by finding that 9'C1/o of all its dwelling units are single
detached structures. 8

This emphasis in development has resulted in an

average density per gross acre of

3.4 persons which will increase to

5.6 persons as the city approaches the 1980 projection point. With
the addecl emphasis on the development near the airport, the growth of
large regional shopping centers in Western Warwick, and the impact of
the completion of Route 295, the continuation of this building boom
can expect only to be influenced by New England and national economic
fluctuations.

With a history of increases of retail sales between

1962-1967 of 1113, surpassing the next Rhode Island city by niore than

84%, it is clear that Warwick's economy is growing rapidly. 9
Character of the Waterfront Land-Use
The abundance of shoreline in Warwick makes the City's window on
the bay one of the community's greatest resources.

The single family

residential patterns which dominate the city have been well established
along the coastal zone in varying densities from estates controlling
large expanses of frontage to converted seasonal dwellings on one-

7united States Bureau of the Census ·1960.
8warwick Master Plan: Recreation, Open Space and Waterfront,
Warwick City Plan Department, Adopted by Council 1§6L~ , PA-7 .
9Rhode Island. Development Council, Research Division.
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eighth acre lots.

Between 1959-1963 permits for marinas and marine

construction increased the avail.able boat slip facilities by more than

1,000.

In 1963 more than 1,300 boats moored or stored in Warwick re-

sulted in an income of $163,000 .

10

Sales attributable to the shore-

front averaged better than $1.2 million in each year from 1960-1962.

11

Having e:;,.--perienced severe hurricane damage in 1938 and 1954, several
areas (e.g., Conimicut Point) which were prevj_ously residential in
nature have been returned by the devastation to their natural setting .
Separated from the City by East Greenwich , Goddard Memorial State
Park occupying

1~72

acres and 8,100 feet of natural shoreline provides

a regional recreation area which is supplemented by many smaller facilities on Greenwich Cove and on the Upper Bay area abutting the City.
As the pressure for ava.ilable space continues unabated, IJlulti-family
housing units are beginning to supplant many of the smaller older
units near the Pawtuxet Cove Area..

In the most scenic area such as

Warwick Neck and Sandy Point high quality subdivisions dominate the
coastal land use patterns .
coastal land uses.

Map III illustrates the wide variety of

Chart 3 denotes the relative front footages these

dominant land uses represent .

10warwick Master Plan: Rec re at ion, Open S:pace and Water Front,
Warwick City Plan Departme nt, Adopted by Council 1964, p. 52 .
1 1r-L "RorhoL"ll, Economic Impact of rJarragansett Bay (Kingston, R. I.:
Agricultural E~l?eriment Station, 1963) .
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EAST GREENWICH
Historical Development
The abundance of ground water and game that originally attracted
the Narragansett sachems to the forested hills overlooking the southern
extension of Greenwich Bay did not escape the notice of early English
settlers to the region.

In 1676 the .pioneers established a heavily

fortif ied trading center in what is now downt own East Greenwich .
Since t hat time the growth of the tmm which separates Kent and Washington counties has made up in quality what it has lacked in numbers .
The secluded harbor with easy access to the coastal trading routes
developed into a major Rhode Island port for continental and international shipping concerns carryi ng sugar, molasses and rum as well
as the "Black Wealth" of Africa.

Many of the sea captains built home s

along prestigious Kings Street which overlooks the Bay.

The wealthy

character of the town has been maintained thr ough the years as population grew from 240 in 1708 to 3,842 by 1890.

13

During the last t wo decades of the nineteenth century East
Greem~ich

established itself as the State ' s lea.ding producer of

scallops and other shellfish, and since that time has maintained a
strong orientati on to the sea in growth of their boating industries .
The small population has historically been supported both by the
town's dependence on the sea as well as traditional manufacturing
pursuits.

Many of the older industries were located near the water-

l3Martha McFarland, The History of East Greenwich 1677-1960 (East
Greenwich Free Library Association, 1960), p. XI.
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front below the sharply rising hills which separate the harbor area
from the western section of the_ city which is dominated by the Maskerchugg River basin en.-rptying int o the innermost extension of Gre enwich
Cove.
Today the local economy is anchored by the Bostitch manufacturing
plant which employs over 700 re sidents.

other major regional employers

are the Quonset Naval installation which accounts for 213 of the local
labor pool, Browne and Sharpe manufacturing, also in North Kingstown,
and the t wenty manufacturing industries of the town which produce
metal f abrications, machines, food and beverage s.

A town of only 16 square miles, East Greenwich has attracted many
resident s with high income s.

15.1% of the families have income s of
14
$10,000 or over as compared with the State average 11.73 .
This
distribution of income is reflected in the quality of the housing that
is being erected to meet the demand of the r apid population growth
which began during the 1950's.

Building permits · show that the average

dwelling unit being constructed in East Greenwich is worth 6Cfl/o more
than the average dwelling unit under construction across the state.

15

Of the four ci.ties and towns in the study area, East Greenwich has
experienced the most rapid growth in population. Between 1960 and
.
16
1965 population increased 34.9'fe. Chart 2B swr.rnarizes comparative
14united States Census 1960--25% sample.
Council Resea.rch Division.

Rhode Island Deve lopment

1 5Rhode Island Development Council, Research Division.

l6Unitcd States Bureau of the Census , Speci~l Census, October 1,
1965.

\
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development in the to-.·ms and cities study area.

B°f 1980 it is pro-

jected that population will be _more than 5CJ!/o above the 1965 figure
of 8,228. 17 Density based on .the 1980 projection will be 8.1 persons
per acre compared to 5.8 persons density per gross acre in 1965.
The Character of the Waterfront Land Use
East . Greenwich's coasta l zone on Greenwich Cove has been dominated
historically by intensive marine oriented land uses.

The expansion of

the downtown area of settlement through the years has accounted for a
large number of older structures present in the mixed land use pattern
of the shore area.

With the central business district within 1/4 mile

of the shore, many of the historical

developm~nt

patterns of resi-

dential and manufacturing uses still remain as delapidated relics of
the past, unfit for the demand s of the twentieth century.

The first

2,500 feet of coast in the northern most shore within the town is
devoted to intense marine recreation activities:
clubs and

doc~ing

facilities.

boat yards, yacht

Uses become less intense moving up the

bay with the final 3,300 feet being utilized as the approach to the
municipal dump which is located at the mouth of the Maskerchubb
River drainage basin and Greenwich Cove.

The remaining 4,700 feet

in the mid cove area of the 2 mile coastline is devoted to the outlet
and leaching fields of a municipal sewage treatment station, a public
boat launching site, bait shacks, and older

multifa.~ily

housing over-

looking the Cove.
The s ingle dominating cultural feature that has isolated the
17Rhode Island Statewirle •rransportation and Land -use Pla.nning
Program, Medium Project ion :from Report No . 7, Dec. 1966.
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shore area from the rest of the town is the Penn Central railroad line
which traverses the entire coastline of East Greenwich.

The rail line

varies in its proximity to the high water mark from distances of 750
f eet in the center of the downtown area to as little as 20 feet on the
northern

Wa1~1ick-Greenwich

town line .

Despite the disheveled and

dilapidated condition of many of the structures in the coastal area ,
t he overall environment of the area has a high aiaenity value .

~'his

runenity rests in the character of the opposite shoreline, Goddard
Memorial State Park , which acts as a natural backdrop to the harbor
anchorage .

The Cove itself is r:iore than 1,300 feet w.i de in i ts

farthest point from Goddard State Park .

For those on the Greenwich

side of the harbor the presence of this natural area adds measurably
to the view of the harbor .

For those viewing East Greenwich from the

Park itself , the haphazard development and .filling of the town ' s
waterfront marks an abrupt end to the amenities of the park area .
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NORTH KINGSTOWN

Historical Development
Of the 70 miles of shor e line in the study area 41% (29 miles)
fall under the jurisdiction of the tovm of North Kingstown.

Like

East Greenwich and Warwick to the north the town ( originally , developed
because its harbor offered a combination of resources which were
essential to early settlers:

safe access to and protection f'l·om

Narragansett Bay, the major transportation link between trading posts;
a rich source of shell and fin fish;, and easy proximity to fresh
water, forests and some of the finest agricultural lands in the entire
bay region.

From the original settlement in Wickford cove established

in 1639 secondary development occurred in the form of agricultural
18
villages to the west and south.
Their names of Slocum, Allenton,
and Saunderstown honor some of the pioneering families whose presence
helped shape early Rhode Island history.
For the next two hundred years development in North Kingstovm
mirrored the economic trends which shaped the New England reg'ion.
Agricultural trade both to coastal ports such as Boston and Providence
and internationally to the West Indies and South America sustained
the town until new technologies in the 19th century established the
steam ship as the most economical means of commercial transportation .
The stability of the area's textile and water oriented industries,
however, provided the impetus required to maintain a slow growth rate

18
naughters of the American Revolution , Pett~quamscutt Chapter,
Facts a nd Fancies Concerni ng North Ki ngstO".nl > 1941.

\
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in to the twentieth century.
Within the last thirty years the contemporary patter n of both
coastal and economic development for the town has become manifest.
The Navy, recognizing the strategic locat.ion of Narragansett Bay on
the eastern coast as well as its natural advantages as a training
area near t wo major urban areas (Boston and Providence), acquired
nearly 6,000 acres of the 44 square mile tovmship to establish in

1941 the Quonset Naval Air station and the Davisville supply depot.
With this acquisition of large farms just north of Wickford

HaJ~bor

extending to well beyond Calf Pasture Point, 4.6 miles of coastline
was converted to military use.

The displacement of the original

seventy residents of this area has since been offset by the growth
of this naval installation to a compliment of over 14,ooo military
personnel and an industrial plant which employs over 5,000 civilian
workers contributing to the region in 1967 an annual payroll of over
$77,000,000.

19

The sharp decline in textile manufacturing enterprises coupled
with the growth of machine and service industries in the State's
economy has again placed North Kingstown in an era of substantial
change.

20

The relocation of Brown and Sharpe Precision Tool Company

from Providence to a modern plant in North Kingst01'1Il in 1961 provided
the seco.nd . column of economic support for the town .

19u .s. Department of the Navy, Stoclr.holders Report, Newport,
R. I., 1967.

20Arthur D. Little,Projective Economic Studies of New Engl and,

1964-5, Table A-4.
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Pleasure boating and seasonal homes are the third pillar providing economic strength .

Of

the~e

effectively argued that it is the
the

under~ing

three major influences, it can be
proxL~ity

to the sea which has been

determinants in these historic and contemporary develop-

ments which account for a 75.53 increase in population to 26,000
between 1950 and 1968 and a 221.73 increase over the decade prior to

1950.

21

The bulk of this added population has distributed itself in

the northern part of the town near the Navy installation and the
Brmm and Sharpe plant where there is quick access to Route 95.

The

continuing improvements on the southerly extensions of this interstate
highway have reduced commuting time to major areas of industrial employment i.n the WarvTick-Cranston-Providence area to not more than 30
minutes.
It is clear that the residential growth of North Kingstown can
be attributed to more than the town's economic base.

The still rural

emrironment of the tmm with an average gross density of 1.2 persons
per acre and the easy access to both the regional shopping and employment centers to the north and the recreational areas to the south,
have made North Kingstown's historical advantage of geographical
location a still potent force behind the rapid suburban development
that is taking place.
Character of Waterfront Land Use
Compared to the other towns and cities discussed, the waterfront

21united States Bureau of the Census, University of Rhode Island,
Curriculu.~ in Community Planning and Area Development, North Kingstown Report, Fall 1968.
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development patterns of North Kingstown are of low intensity and
irregular proportion.

While comrnercial and recreation orientations

dominate the coastal environment in East Greenwich in such intensive
uses as marinas and yacht clubs, the extensive shoreline of North
Kingstown remains in low density single family housing or in its
natural state except the two areas of major activity, Wickford Harbor,
and the Quonset Naval facility.

Map V indicates the existing land use

( 1969) of the shore line of the town.
flect l and which has been

le~

The large unmarked areas re-

undeveloped .

Chart A summarizes the

distribution of land uses for the town's coastal areas.

With the

exception of three coYes, one of which is located in the Naval installation , the long shoreline offers poorly protected anchorages
thus discouraging corrnnercial development of marine oriented activities.
The gently rising coastal escarpment, however, affords many areas of
easily developed land for residential purposes.

Those areas that have

not yet developed are either presently inaccessable, low, held in
large ownerships or held by institutions .

Such a configuration of

restraint has not proven in the past to be a long lasting inhibition
to deve lopers as the pressure of suburban development continues to
rise .
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Comparative Development of Study Area Municipalities
Total sq.
miles

Land area
in sq. mi.

Inland water
in sq. mi.

Pop.
April

Pop.
Oct.

°/o of

1960

1965

1960-65

Change

Density
per gross
acre 1965

Cranston

30

28.6

1.4

66766

71913

7.7

3. 9

Warwick

l.i.9 .1

34.9

14.2

68504

77637

13.3

3.4

East
Greenwich

16.7

16.6

6100

8228

34.9

5.8

.10

/

co

.....:]

North
Kingstown

58.3

43.5

14.8

18977

23013

21.3

Sources
Area Measurement Reports, GE 20, No. 41 U.S. Bureau of the Census, April 1967.
Rhode Island Development Council - Research Division
Spec. Census, Oct. 7, 1965, U.S. Bureau of the Census.

1.2

CHART C

Coastal Land-Use West Narragansett Bay
(percentage of coastal land-use for each town)
Based on prima...""'Y land-use within
~ mile of high tide mark
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IV

APPLICATION OF THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter will examine each community in the

st~dy

area in

order that the specific nature and. impact of decision-w.aking factors
ca.Tl be explor ed.

An attempt will be made to show how these factors

express themselves to decision-makers.

Because the economic-ecologic

dichotomy and jurisdictions and controls factors play a passive role
in the decision-fields of these cormnunities, reference will be made
to these factors within the context of discussions of the active
factors of planning, politics and the marketplace.
I.

Cranston, Rh.ode Island
The Evolution of Government and the Distribution of Legal
Authority:

A Synopsis

On November 6, 1962, the City of Cranston adopted the home rule
provision of the 1951 Home Rule Amendment to the State Constitut ion.
Freed from the burden of preparing Special Acts for submittal to
the legislation for changes in daily operation, Cranston could adopt
its own charter, enact and amend local laws relating to the municipality.

The result was the creation of a strong mayor form of government

within a mayor-council format.

The mayor appoints and removes all

city department heads with the exception of the City Clerk and Judge
of Probate.
The current Democratic Mayor is the first and only mayor to
serve under this charter and has held office for as long as any of
the twelve mayors that preceded him dating back to 1910.

1

city Clerks Office, City Government in Cranston :
1969, pp. 8-10.

1

1969-1970,
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The Council is composed of one elected member from ea.ch ward with
three members elected at large. · It has investigatory powers over all
departments, fixes salaries, makes appropriations, levies truces,
grants licenses, and appoints members from its own ranks to boards and
commissions.

The city is divided into six wards.

nine-member ward committee.

Each party has a

The coastal area of the city is en-

compassed by the first ward.
The broad grants of power residing in the Mayor's office are reflected in the organizational structure of Cranston's government.
This is depicted in Chart D.

There appears to be an ·equitable,

logical and efficient allocation of authority among the three branches
of the munici})aJ. government---the administrative and orera.ting responsibility resting under the jurisdiction of the Mayor; legislative and
fiscal con-'-rol as a prerogative of the Council; and the related but
independent function of public education in the School Department.

It

is clear, however , that the ·Mayor's office with its appointing powers
and ability to interlock administration officials with appointed officials, especially on -the Planning Commission, can foster excellent
coordination of ideas and proposals among departments and commissions.
Identification of Key Coastal Decision-Makers :
The Planning Department, the Public Works Department, the Finance
Department and the Redevelopment Authority serve to give the Mayor's
office a great deal of leverage in directing co:nmu.nity growth and
public expenditures.

These functions under the mayor have an important

role in determining the definition and distribution of projects
carried forward in the operating and capital budgets .

Because of

UH!i.RT
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GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION - Cranston
Voters of Cr a n ston
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this administrative control and legal prerogative, a significant
amount of authority is centralized in the Mayor's office.
With all of these key !ldministrative and planning officials with.
the exception of the Redevelopment Authority required by charter to
be on the Planning Commission, this arm of the: Mayor 1 s office plays
the primary role legally and in actuality in the formulation of development policy.

Those elected and appointed officials interviewed in

Cranston felt that the c or:ibination of the Mayor's office and the Planning Commission outweighed in importance all others including the City

Council in the formulation of overall development policy for the City
and for coastal areas (Appendix A. Q. J.).

'l'he

Plann~ng

Facto:i: in the Decision-FiclC!:

T.he Comprehensive Plan:

The Official Policy Document for the Manage-

ment of Cranston 's Coastal Environment The only policy document concern.i ng the coastal environment is

the Comprehensive Pla.11 prepared for the Cranston Planning Commission
by Blair Associates of Providence in May , 1$161.

The plan deals

specificaUy with the Edgewood Section (the coastal area) by reference
to the general development gca.l of conserving residential areas and
redeveloping Pavrtuxet Village .

(See Chapter III, Map II) .

No other

coasta.l goal or development alternatives a:r-e discussed in the Report .
Th~

Corrg?:rehensive Plan is the only policy document capable of

dealing with Cra.nston' s coastal environment , yet it makes no direct
reference to Cranston 's relationship to

Narraga.~sett

any conclusions about the adequacy of this

docurr~nt

Bay .

In drawing

as a useful tool

in shaping public coastline environmental policy, five standards of

~ \.

\

analysis will be applied.

These are:

(l) clarity,
(2) internal consistency
(3) scope in

ter~us

of time span

(4) cojJ_J?rehensi7eness in terms of variety of coastal
activities
(5) o:perationabi lity in the sense of being concrete
enough for action .

Clarity - clarity in dealing w.."ith coastal issues must be present in
terms of direct reference to Cranston's relationship to the Bay .

The

forword to the Comprehensive Plan outlines the purposes and the level
of specificity the plan seeks to achieve.
(The Plan) presents a framework in policies and plans ,
supported with det<::.i 1 ed inforrr.:?,t iori, to guj de the city in

developing its resources effectively. The Comprehensive
Plan • • • (presents a) systematic and harmonious development
for the city. It has been made with due consideration ,
among other things, to existing and projected f·actors such
as population, land-use, a.nd municipal economies, and is
designed to lay the bas:i.s in city policy for the use of
Cra,nston .' s recources for the general welfare of all its
citizens. (The Plan is) designed to serve as a general
gui.de. • • (it) comprise ( s) a concise stat.ement of municipal
policy toward developnent, spelled out in sufficient
detail to guide city agencies that regulate land development , and to serve private investors seeking to determine
when to develop land in the city. 2
·
With the exception of reference to marina and beach facilities
on pages 1-60, and apart from recommendations dealing with the redevelopment of the

Paw~uxet

Business Center, no reference is made to

Narragansett Bay or Cranston 's coastal areas.
A Plan for Rec:reation and Open Space (1.960 ) , also prepared by

2

comprehensive Plan, the City of Cranston, 1961.
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Blair Associates, makes no mention of · the State - owned Sti l.l.house Cove
reserve as well as no mention .of any potential for the coastline as an
open space resource or possible location for open

~pace

acquisition.

The 1961 Capital Improvements budget recommended by Blair Associates
included $62,000 as the City's share in dredging Pavrvuxet Cove, but no
reference was made in any plan to i mproving land areas or stimulating
3
redevelopment of anything but the commercial area.
'l'his area i s the
center of 1hat was the previously distinguishable village of Edgewood .
It now provides limited neigbborhood shopping facilities.
these findings it can be said

tha~

Based on

Cranston ' s Comprehensive Plan

lacks clarity in regard to coastal environmental issues and policies
for :i.t

rn:il~es

n0

distinction betweP.n coasta.l land and any other land

areas of th e city .
Internal Consistency - In lieu. of the lack of clarity in dealing

w~.th

coastal environmento,l issues it is advisable to ascertain why CraL
1ston
would consider investing $62 ,000 for dredging Pa'\rtuxet, Cove without
direct reference being made t.o the effects this development might have
on the ·Pawtuxet Cove Commercial Center.

The Plan recommends the Paw-

tuxet Commercial d istrict to be established as one of four major community business centers in Cranston .
the use of renewal activities .

This would be accomplished through

The plan offers no guidelines an to the

type of facilities, be it shopping centers , office buildings, roadside
commercial or wholesale that should be encouraged , nor does the plan

3capital Budget for the City of Cranston, prepared by Blair
Associates , Providence, R. I . , 1962, IJ . 18 .

attempt to direct any new housing into this area which had been esta,blished as the nucleus of Cranston's development evolution.

The Plan

itself concentrates on development of new housing units in Western
Cranston, but it does not. deal with the adequ.a,cy or demand for rental
units.

In no case does it recom."llend sites for public o:c private hous-

ing projects.
The plan appears remedial in nature.

It seeks to stimulate re-

development but not to deliniate types of development.

No apparent

consideration was given to questions of development quality, potential
users or beneficiaries from the Pa"Yrtu.xet Cove improvement.

No consider-

ation appears to have been given to Cranston's relation to Warwick either
as a relat.ed l an d jurisdiction to the commer.c:l.al area or the cove, or
to Warwick as a governmental institution with which joint planning
for the cove and

col!h~ercial

areas might logically occur.

It can be concluded that Cranston's atten!Pt to stimulate redevelopment of Pawtu.xet Cove was made without regard for or realization of its
total coastal environment or relation to regional coastal cons iderations.

Indeed., with the exceptions of the thoroughfare plan, the

Comprehensive Plan is completely inward looking and does not draw re··
:ference to Cranston's relationship to larger cultural or natural features such as the Providence SMSA, the Pawtuxet River Basin or the Bay.
Scope - Cranston's plan makes reference to a cutoff date of 1975 for
the Plan.
page

96,

Despite the statement in the foreword of the PJ.an quoted on
no priorities or dates were docwnented for completing proposed

land-use changes or redevelopment .

Indeed other than renewal activities

no guidelines or actions were ment ioned for directing this intensi-

fication of l and-usage .

The stating o.f 1975 as a target ' elate for com-

pletion of the Plan appears arbitrary without detailed proposals to
justify this date.
Comprehensiveness - A low rating must be given to Cranston's Plan in
terms of its comprehensiveness in dealing with coastal environmental
issues .

No reference is made to water pollution (although all those

interviewed felt this to receive the highest priority among local environrnental issues ), open space preservation or creation, pu"blic access
development or any of a host of coastal envirorur..ental concerns
(Appendix A, Q. 6).

Stilll1ouse Cove , a state facility, was neither

mentioned as a potential community resou.1."ce or area for recreational
development .

Recreational development in the Cranston Plan appears to

be defined in terms of active participation needing major f acilities
and space with little regard for individual passive enjoyment which
might serve a larger segment of the population.
Operationability - Page I-75 of the Cranston Plan states the following:
The Comprehensive Plan map should be distinguished from
other, more specific plans, such as engineering drawi ngs ,
architectuxal plans, urban renewal plans , or the zoning
map. It is, rather designed to serve as a general basis
for such &-pecific plans, each of which wilJ. requir~
further interpretat ion and study to be for.nulated.
Using this statement as a guide, it is clear that th<:: authors of this
repo:ct view the plan as being a passive document which is well r·emoved
from the action phases of community deve lopment .

l~

.

While it states how

Comprehens ive Plan , the City of Cranston, 1961, p. I-75.

implementation might occur, i.e., renewal and public expenditures, it
makes neither strong specific statement to zoning changes nor mentions
zoning as an implementation measure for the plan.

The very broad

conception of the function of the plan offers little useful guidance
in the creation of a coastal environmental policy.
Summary:

The above analysis indicates that Cranston's Comprehensive

Plan has several major shortcomings as the only technical and policy
document dealing with the community's coastal areas.

The Plan offers

little guidance for either short or long range investment decisions for
private enterprise and lacks the specificity required to be a meaningful guide to daily public decision-n:aldng.
City Planning Ore;?nization and Posit1.on:
~~

~-

Though the formal organizational chart does not tell alJ., it does
tend to position people and groupa in a way which implies roles and
lines of communication.

In Cranston this is an important considera-

tion in determining the position of the planner, and hence planning in
this case, in the governmental hierarchy.

The close lines of formal

connnunication. are shown in the requirement that the Finance Director,
Public Works Director, and a member of Council shall be a member of
the Planning Connnission.

The physical proximity of the Planning

Office next to the Mayor 's suite in City Hall (the Redevelopment
Agency is isolated five miles away) serves to demonstrate the close
physical, legal and psychological linkage among the planning and implementation agencies and the Mayor 's Office.

In Cranston the Plan-

ning function holds the Walker Position described in Chapter II.
In an interview, the Planning Director indicated that he felt
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the Planning Commission should act as an advisory boay to the Mayor
and Council.

He personally viewed his Department as being an adjunct

to the Mayor's Office where he.served as a member of his "cabinet" on
planning and other matters .

The Planning Department with an annual

budget of $68,000 consists of the Director and six sub-professionals.
Major planning studies such as the comprehensive plan .and capital improvements program have been completed by consultant services.

The

most significant weakness in the planning performance appraised by the
Director and t wo other

decision- m~kers

was l a ck of internal technical

ability (Appendix B, Q. 39).
The Planning office, which should be the locus of coastal policy
formulation, has only one planner, the Director, who may qualif'y as a
professional by the standards set i'orth by the American Institute of
Planners .

5CP/c of his time is spent handling routine planning tasks

(Appendix B, Q. 31).

Environmental approaches such as definition of

areas of environmental quality or liability are not actually undertaken by his offic e.

The Director who handles all administrative work

for his office isolates planning employees fr om whatever planning conflicts might arise (Appendix B, Q. 32) and seeks new employP.es through
civil service advertisements and examinations (Appendix B, Q.

34).

All promotions come from within rather than outside his department
(Appendix B, Q.

34). If he were to hire new employees which he has

not in the last three years, he would seek "average or better ability
in reading , writing and arithmetic", despite in his opinion that his
department lacks internal technical ability (Appendix B, Q. 35, 36,

39).

Internal training is gjven by the Director plus extension school
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courses at the University of Rhcxle Island.

In recommending these

courses the Director stresses the achievement of basic verbal and
mathematical skills (Appendix. B, Q. 37, 38).
The close legal and administrative ties between the Mayor's office,
which possesses a high degree of authority, and planning function :indicates that the planning department in Cranston is well positioned to
assume a developmental approach to its activities (see Chapter II,
p.32) .

The professional weakness of the planning staff and shortcomings

of the Comprehensive Plan pose limitations, however , on assuming this
generalized approach to the planning task.
Planning Strategy:
To determine how the planning function, in this case the Director,
attempts to influence decision-makers operating in the decision-field,
the approach applied by the department in carrying out its duties
must be examined .

Because the planning factor usually competes with

other factors in the decision-field conflict situations often arise.
In such instances the planning function usually pursues a policy leading toward community change , while often the political factor seeks
stability.
In the view of the Planning Director and other decision-makers
observing the planning process in Cram;ton, the tension between the
planning process pushing for change and the counter-stabilizing force
of political accountability is not in existence.

The Director, when

queried on how the D€partrrent reacted to public criticism (Appendix
B, Q. 40) in conflict situations felt that there was no significant
public criticism to his planning p:ropo""als. · He believed his actions
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were supported by the electorate in r_eturning the Mayor ~to office in

1966. He expressed the need for planning to respond to market and
political factors.

These f a ctors were beyond the capacity of planners

to greatly change, he believed.
over the course of two intE?rviews, it became apparent that the
Director viewed planning a s a mechanism of coordination, aud tha t his
own role was one of acting to remoye the rough edges of the forces of
economic change which he felt could not be significantly altered in
the case of coastline development.

He felt that while coa stal land-

use evolution would accelerate, there was no specific deadline or
schedule to be imposed on such a transformation.
The Director viewed the Comprehensive Plan a s a br oad and agreed
upon document for stimulating economic growth (Appendix A, Q. ll).
This pos"ition wa s seconded by all interviewed in Cranston although
they questioned the usefulness of the plan in light of its

v~auene ss

in dealing with specific development propos als for coas·i..al as well as
other areas of the City.

When queried on this point, the Director

said that the Comprehensive Plan should set broad guideline s to be
acted upon. by more action oriented agencies such as the Redevelopment
Authority.

Such an agency, on a project basis, would make detailed

proposals dealing with density changes and new la.nd-use configurations.
The Redevelopment Director's views reflected

t~es e

attitudes as we ll

but felt, as did others interviewed, tha t the Pla11 only r eflected
existing land-use a.nd offered no clear criteria to be ncted upon by
his agency in dealing with change i n t he coast.a l areas (Appendix B,
Q. 12).
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These opinions cast the Planning Director, and he felt his views
generally represented the Planning Commission, as favoring the ad hoc
opportunist strategy defined in Chapter II, page 29.

Though this

strategy is adaptive in approach anc1. i11IJ.)lies a weakness in the planning function as a factor in the decision-field it is not, in itself,
sufficient evidence to judge the planning function's capabilities as
the primary agency for coastal policy creation, implementation and
adjustment.

To make this assessment five standards, established by
5
Meyerson, for making planning more effective will be applied.
(1)

Central intelligence function - to facilitate market
operations through the issuance of ~arket analysis
and s imilar technical reports.

(2)

Pulse-taking function - to alert the community through
quarterly or periodic reports to danger sjgns in
environmental deterioration, economic changes and
population shifts; also to be sensitive to social
pressures and hostility in the community.

(3)

Policy clarification function - to help f'rarae and
regularly revise development objectives.

(4)

Detailed Development Plan function - to phase specific
private and public programs as part or a comprehensive
course of action covering not more than five years.

(5)

Feedback and Review function - to analyze through
careful research programs and projects activities as
a guide to further action.

(1) The Central Intelligence Function - The Planning Department
to date has issued no knmm technical reports.

Consulting planners

and engineering firms have been responsible for the preparation of
all major plans.

The Director expressed an apparent intuitive feel-

5Martin Meyerson, "Five Functions for Pla.'1ning", J.A...:..I.P_.:.,
Spring, 1956.
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ing for changes in the economy of his· city, but showed very. little
awareness of regional or economic trends which might affect Cranston.
No officia l market r eports have been issued by the Planning Department
even though

gro~'PS

such as real estate developers, business and resi-

dential owners, and conservation groups regula.rly demand services of
the planning function and receive advice (Appendix B, Q. 17, 18).
Such a.dvice

usua~

consists of suggested locations for development

permitted under the zoning ordinance.

In addition the office provides

maps and acts as a clearing house for citizen requests regarding tax .
assessment practices.

The Planning Department also acts as the main

link between city government and federal funding sources for such
programs as OEO and education.

In these im:tances the Department

serves as a technica l resour ce in application preparation but apparently
does not initiate action.

The Department seeks to promote industrial

and commercial expansion by supplying site and cost information to
inquiring concerns but has no prograra for attracting these concerns
to Cranst on.

None of these sites is on the coastline, even though the

Director acknowledges the potential for commercinl growth in this
area..
(2) Pulse-taking Function - Despite the addition of the functions
of envirorunental quality, open space, and r ecreational parks during
the l ast two years (Appendix B, Q. ll), the planning function has no
systematic mechanism for ascertaining qualitative changes in the
coastal areas .

Even though these new function ha--.re been assumed in

name , there is no evidence that they are being app lied in shaping the
planning viewpoint on coastal environmental management policy.

Con-

lo4
sistant with the Planning Department's lack of interest in sustaining
the pulse -taking function in the area of coastal environmental quality
was the Director's appraisal of the public concern about the coastal
areas of Cranston .

He felt Cranston's residents were more urban-service

oriented and less concerned with coastal natural areas than perhaps the
more rural oriented populations in towns to the south.

All of those

interviewed felt that the city's greatest resources were in western
Cranston for every type of development .

(3)

Polic~

Charification Function - In light of the lack of

direction provided by the Comprehensive Plan in guiding coastal development, it could logically be expected that in the eight years since
that plan was written development objectives for the city's coastal
lands might be defined.

This has not been done by the Planning Depart-

ment.
Zoning for the 3.5 mile coastal area which in theory should reflect the Comprehensive Plan spans seven of the City's fif'teen zoning
categories permitting a total of thirty-nine uses and representing
twenty-seven additional stated uses under which special permits can be
received.

These uses range in intensity from general industry (M-2) to

uses containing a high proportion of open space (S-1).

'l'he zoning con-

forms to tbe land-use pattern and in some cases (A-12) permits smaller
lot sizes than existing land-use patterns.

The zoning code was adopted

by referendmu af'ter the plan had been approved by tbe Council.

The

satisfaction of the Planning Department with present zoning classifications for the coastal area accentuates the Department's weakness in
the policy-clarification f nction.
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(l~)

Detailed Development Plan Function - 'l'here is no detailed de-

velopment plan prepared or being_ prepared by the planning function for
the coast line.

The Comprehensive Plan which the Director views as

fixed and well agreec1 upon but which others feel is revised according
to circumstances (Appendix A, Q. l3) serves as the only guide.
appears to be no coordination in this

~lanning

There

±'u.ncti0n between the

Redevelopment Agency and the Planning Department , even t!'lough the
Director of Planning feels the Redevelopment Agency should make projects

confo~m

to the guidelines set forth by the Comprehensive Plan.

One reason for this lack of cooperation appears to be a personal tension between the Planning and Redevelopment Directors.

This is the

result of a major confrontation (see Chapter V).
(5)

Feedback and Review Function - For coastal areas all

fe~d-

back appears to be political in nature and bears no reflection on professional planning criteria for environmental management.

The Plan-

ning Director is a relative to both a former Governor of the State and
a present City Councilman in Cranston .

He is a long time resident of

Cranston, residing there while employed as a consulting engineer before assuming his present position in 1960 before the Comprehensive
Plan was published .
Because the Planning Director appears to have a narrowly defined
view of his job, he apparently seeks to solve i rumediate problems without developing larger range objectives for either his Department or
the City.

Without stated goo.ls or a program for achieving them, it

becomes most diff icult to meaningful..ly appraise the effectiveness of
any coastal policy positions.

Though the Director was aware of the

lo6
economic forces being focused on coastal land in Cranston, he did not
consider real and proposed changes in coastal land-use particularly
significant (Appendix B, Q. 24).

One might conjecture that because the

Director views market and political factors as undeniable determinants
in the decision-field, the feedback and review function in his view
means assessment of the positions of spokesmen for

tho~e

factors.

Those positions appear to serve ru.ore as a guide for his personal action
than as a point of mediation

between planning, political, and ll'..arket

factors in the decision-field.
Summary:

The Potential Impact of· the Planning Factor

Although the real impact of the planning factor in the decisionfield will depend on the relative strength of competing factors, it is
possible to assess the planning function in Cranston on its internal
capabilities discussed above.

The greatest strength of the planning

factor lies in its close administrative and legal position near the
executive authority of the Mayor's office.

Despite this proximity, the

adaptive approach and weak strategy for coastal policy formulation
applied by the Planning Department offsets the advantage of the position of the planning function in municipal governmental organization.
The Department itself suffers from weak professionalization, and poor
technical data and documentation for creating and judging coastal.
policy alternatives, and weak capability and procedures for focusing
the planning process on coastal environmental concerns.

As a result

the planning factor has no coastal policy or method of devising one
for presentation to decision-makers who are also considering the positions advocated by spokesmen for other factoi·z in the decision-field.
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The Political Factor in the Decision Field
Five traditional interest g;roups seek to express in the decisionfield their viewpoint for the final coastal environmental policy
ado-pted by a given municipality.

Though their views often contradict

each other , their combined interaction wi-(;h decision-makers constitutes
an important factor to be explored in Cranston's decision-field.
The Conservation Commission in Cranston is directed by an energetic state employee who is chief of the Division of Conservation in
the State Department of Natural Resources.

The City's Commission is

the only authorized group in the governmental structure whose sole
responsibility is to advocate the conservation and ecologic point of
view.

He lives in the still rural atmosphere of the western part of

Cranston, an area undergoing rapid development.

The major focus of

his activities during the last three years has been the reservation of
greenways along water courses in that part of the city.

He viewed the

function of his Commission as providing more life amenities (Appendix
B, Q. 22).

He was aware of the mounting market pressure for change

that was occurring it?- coastal areas (Appendix B, Q. 24) and felt that
the only way they could be controlled to preserve or improve coastal
environmental quality was to add a constitutional amendment guarenteeing the average citizen the right to a clean environment and to
authorize greater public control over development (Appendix B, Q. 42).
He viewed present development regulations useful but far too ·weak
(Appendix B, Q. 38).
The commission chairman rejectea the Planning Department as the
best agency to determine coastal land-use policy, because of "their

lo8
proven inability to conclude what they start."

He favored
. instead a Bay

Authority which was geographicaLly based and empowered with authority to
adjust taxes and impose fines to that activity pursuing or working
against public development objectives for the coast.

He felt that

state-wide taxation and zoning powers were a necessity (Appendix B,
Q.

51, 52, 55).

The City Council, he believed, saw Cranston's Compre-

hensive Plan as a mechanism for stimulating grmrth, but felt the Plan
had no defined objective for the coastal area (Appendix A, Q. 15).

Local

residents were seen as the greatest determinants to the final .public
policy position taken for coastal areas.

He felt satisfaction with

present levels of performance was the greatest constraint to pursuing
new ideas for coastal management (Appendix A, Q. 23).

He expressed a

need for more money to be spent on coastal programs, although he could
not specify which programs in particular (Appendix A,

Q.

25).

When queried on what activities his Commission was currently undertaking in coastal areas of Cranston, he replied none.

He felt that the

low water quality, both on the Bay frontage and in the Pawtu.xet River
as well as the highly developed nature of the area precluded the type
of ma.j or improvements that he vie-..1ed were needed to up grade the area.
He thought only a significant connnitment of the local government
could make a lasting impact on the area.

He felt the principal environ-

mental liabilities of the coastal environment were:
deteriorating buildings and public

servic~s,

water pollution,

mixed land-usage and over

development of shore frontage.
With only a few hours weekly to devote to the Commission's work,
he believed he could make the greatest overa.ll contribution to the
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city's cor.tservation program by focusing on the yet undeveloped land in
western Cranston.

He felt the

l~ck

of interest ex-pressed by the

Plan~

ning Department on environmental concerns as well as the sensitivity of
the Mayor ' s office to the local landowners' views precluded the Commission making any meaningful impact on the environmental problems of
the area.

The Commission would, however , actively support any group

interested in coastal environmental i mprovement .

He thought such a

group would have to be state or nationally based to exert much influence.
Taking into account these views, the inrpact of the Conservation
Commission on coastal policy formulation can be appra_ised as low.
Landowners , especiaUy residential landovmers, have a significant
impact on the position decision-riiak.ers take on sanctioning coastal
land-use change .

One group sensitive to landowners' view::> and some-

times acting as an articulator of these views in the community conr.municci,tion network is the local ward conmrl.ttees .

When strongly contested

issues arise, ·however, landovmers interact directly with the Mayor and
Councilmen .
Many of the large residences of the 1890 vintage which characterize
the coastal land, referred to as the Edgewood section, remain in excellent condition.

0.-mers of these homes a.re in upper income brackets

and represent the high income residential character which established
the Edgewood section of the City as a prestige address similar to those
found in the East Bay region in such towns as Newport and Little Compton.
These high-income individuals though fewer than in the past have
frequently expressed their opinions on market or planned change in the
area.

They have hired lawyers to represent their view-point when zoning
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changes have been requested by developers and successfully stopped the
Redevelopment Authority from developing plans for the Pawtuxet Cove
commercial center (see Chapter ·V).

The Planning Di.rector described

these residents as very influential with the Mayor's office, although
he would not speculate on the source of this influence.
On one recent occasion these residential owners successfully de-

feated a developer's bid to have part of the area rezoned to permit
apartment units, even though the developer was able to acquire six
adjacent parcels f'rom other landOimers.

In another instance local

residents success fully stopped an attempt by the Redevelopment Authority
and local businessmen who had

recently become aware of their drap in

sales volume, to revive a once defeated development plan for the area.
All those elected and full-time city employees interviewed expressed the view that though few in number these landmmers

possess~d

the resources and political i mpact to thoroughly arouse the community
about proposed changes in the area .

Politically sensitive Councilmen

felt t hat once such a controversy was initiated it became

part icu.lar~·

difficult to appease the many divergent positions that became strongly
€}:.pressed.

Fro-:n their point of view it was fa:c better to keep such

controversies from arising than suffer the turmoil that resulted from
public sanct ions for change in the coastal areas.
It appears on the record of deci sions made by the Council reflecting the position toward change held by local landowners that this group
has a great impact on the position fina.JJ.y adopted by Council.
Developers were s een to present persuasive views to decisionmakers (Appendix A, Q . 4) •

This assessment was made by tbe Planning
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and Redevelopment Directors in appraising the political impact of
developers .

Although their desi;re to change the coastal land-uses has

been denied by Council in recent cases it is clear that the supercession
of land-uses recognized by all those interviewed is occurring gradually
in Cranston's coastal areas .

This is increasing the fi·equency of the

developers' appeals for greater land-use capacity to be sanctioned by
local zoning l aws .
De".relopers to date are favor:l.ng only certain types of land-uses.
High density residential uses such as apartments are most vocally
advocated .

Commercial facilities such as motels are also seen as eco-

nomically justifiable types of development.

There appears to be little

interest expressed by corrunercial developers, however , in up-grading the
Pawtuxet Cove commercial area.

Because developers act as spokesmen

for market influences their impact on decision-makers is increased by
the force of the market place in affecting change .

This market f actor

interacting in conjunction with developers is discussed as a decisionmaking factor in Cranston on page 116.
Based on the increasing number of petitions by developers for
changes in the coastal area, the i n::pact of developers and the market
factor they represent appear to be rap idly increasing.
Influential Citizens and Institutions in the description of the
political factor prove difficult to define empirically.

Apci.rt from

those individual landowners who were described above only the institutionalized views of the membership of the two yacht clubs located on
the shoreline can be said to be expressed under this category.

His-

torically these clubs , especially the Edgewooo Yacht Club, served as a
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social gathering place for Cranston's most influential and
zens.

That was in an era when

a.rea wa s intact.

~he

we~lthy

citi-

quality residential character of the

Becaus e these institutions acted representing the con-

solidated vieus of many powerful citizens who desired to maintain the
prestigious character of the coastal area.

Those board members of these

institutions once had a substantial impact on coastal public policy.
Today, however, these social clubs no longer exercise a discernable
impact on public policy.

The low water quality anO. deteriorating condi-

tion of the physical structures of these yacht clubs demonstrate the degree of change that these institutionalized uses have experienced in
recent years.

These spokesmen within the large political factor no

longer have a visable effect in shaping coastal policy.
The elected, appointed and administrative staff can be considered
a significant pot ential force shaping the final public policy position.
Leadership in government embodied in these officials has not only the
potential for .a.rousing community support for coastal programs and policies, but also the legal authority to recommend. and carry· through the
budgeting process a consistant approach to coastal environmental improvement, if so inclined.
Those elected and administrative officials interviewed, such as the
Conservation Commission chairman, all possessed the academic qualifications to support such a leadership role.

All have advanced degrees in

such fields as law and public administration (Appendix B, Q. 2).

By

professional ba ckground each had sufficient experience to have a
thorough grasp of ccastal ecologic and development problems.
Elect ed off icia ls showed an i nc l i nat ion to actively :pur sue the

.\
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implementation of desired objectives despite obstacles, and to increase
their own influence where possible (Appendix B, Q. 46, 47).

Each felt

on coastal matters the advice of planners and ecologists would be roost
useful (Appendix B, Q. 48).

All favored better coordination of programs

in government for the coastal environment (Appendix B, Q. 51).

Zoning

and performance standards applied with the use of easements and cluster
zoning were seen to be the best way to control coastal development
(Appendix B, Q. 52, 54).

All agreed more money should be spent on

coastal problems despite increased taxes on all levels of gov·ernment
(Appendix A, Q. 25, 27).
Despite these views and qua lifications ,

on~r

the Redevelopment

Director attempted to show any leadership in attempting to improve
coastal environmental quality (see Chapter V).

All felt that protection

of existing uses was the development objective that appeared to be the
actual policy in effect as a result of council actions (Appendix As
Q. 25) and that property owners views were the most carefully considered

force of those present in the decis ion-field (Appendix A, Q. 16).
It can be concluded that despite personal que.lifi.cations and the
positioning in or near real positions of power; and regardless of views
expressed as to how alternative coastal measure and land configurations
might be employed, no elected or administrative person is now assumir.g
a leadership position sponsoring coastal environmental procedures.
is evident that these officials are not playing an active role in
directing coastal environmental change in the community.
Sum.nary :

The Potential Imoact of the Political Factor

- - - - - ·-· - - - --

----

Despite the disparate views expressed by spokesmen within the

It
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political factor, it is clear that

loc~l

landmmers are able to present

the most forceful argument s for their views.

The action of the city

council in zoning questions has reflected their sentiments.

The land-

owners represent the dominant land-use of the coastal area.

Because

this residential use appears to be in a period of supercession, the
views expressed by developers are being presented more frequently.

It

appears their voices for change will scon equal in impact those of the
landowners.

With landowners willing to sell tbeir p:roperties to develop-

ers, as has been the case in several instances, the developers will
undoubtedly receive the sanctions they seek from public authority as
the strength of the landmmers position is diminished.
The Market Factor in the Decision-Field
One of the first indications that market forces are a.ctively shaping land-use patterns are requests for zoning changes.

One way to

project where petitions for land-use intensification might logically
occur is to analyze the amount of vacant land available for development.
The Planning Director in making such an analysis

estim~ted

gains in

population of only <J1o in the period from 1965-1985 for Ward 1 compared
with 283 for the entire City for the same perioi.

Despite this low

estimate of projected population change in the entire Ward, requests
for zoning changes and variences have numbered 15 for the innnediate·
area of the coastline during the past year.

These requests were for

changes in yard requirements and for increasing density of single
6
family units to multiple family units.

6

Division of Inspection, City of Cranston, Jan. 1970.
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Developers have also petitioned for zoning changes to permit.
apartment construction on land abutting the ocean.

The major conunercial

use on the coastline has been acquired by the Hilton Hotel Corporation
and is seeking room to expand this motel's meeting and convention
facilities.
,John Picerne, a principal in KelJ.y

&

Picerne Re::iltors and Developers

of Cranston , one of Rhode Island's largest real estate firms, stated
during an interview that the national trend in apartment living was
just beginning to reach Rhode Island and that coastal areas offering
an expanse of visual space "enormously enhanced" the value of such a
development from a realtor's point of view.

He felt this 'Was the logi-

cal land-use for Cranston's coast, but felt with good transportation
access apartment complexes of 100 units or more could be profitably
built on any coastal point in the study area.

He noted that tenants

f:or such units were usually young married couples without children,
providing two
$10,000.

inco~es.

Forty percent of these family incomes exceeded

He felt on account of the quality of amenities these tenants

were seeking, e.g., swimming pools, tennis courts, etc., complexes of
less than 100 or more units were not economically justifiable.
The greatest problem facing the developer in Cranston lies first
in acquiring two or more adjacent sites with land-use capacity capa.ble
of returning a profit and second receiving governmental sanctions for
his proposals.

Developers have been able to make the acquisitions

necessary for such higher use proposals. Because of the many zoning
classifications a};)plied to this short coastal area, t.he developer has
many strategy choices available in whether to seek outright changes
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or Exceptions or variances.
On account of the i:;mall anchorage size of Pa.wtuxet Cove , redevelopment of this area for marina use as suggested by the Compre hensive Plan cannot easily oc.:cur by the private sector because of the
mixed land-uses and lack of both water and shore a.reas for ancillary
uses.

In this area small lot sizes and variety in zoning classifica-

tions makes this transition difficult to

co~template

for developers

beca1.lse of high development costs and difficulty o-f' persuasively
arguing for zoning sanctions.
Apartnents, however, are in national and local demand.

They can

be built on one or more of the single-famil,y residence sites which
away from the Cove area average nearly 1/2 acre each.

Such units are

considered by tenants as highly desirable because of their visual
rather than actual access to the coastline.

It was this type of land-

use which was seen by all intervie1rnd as being the most likely manifestation of the market influence .

Because of the age and marital

characteristics of the tenants, developers can persuasively argue that
they are providing housing for Cranston 's middle

and. low income work

forc e without adding to the City's educational expenses.

It has been

argued that such new uses actually add to the City's housing stock by
replacing inefficient older units, such as victorian hous es , with new
units which serve a greater segment of the population.
The change of older units classified as consumption uses to production uses, such as apartments and commercial facilities, results in
not only increased real property valuatio'l'l , but also an assUTance of
mnre expendible income being pumped into the local economy.

These

\
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occuran~es

can be seen as desirable facets by

decision-m~~ers.

Negative facets can be accounted for in the need for public expenditures for increased services such as roads and sewage facilities
for such land-use changes.

Unlike schools, however, the impact on

these services is gradual unless the scale of the developer's proposal
necessitates major changes.
Summary of the Potential Impact of the Market Factor
Coastal land is in a period of transition from single family consumption uses to multi family production uses.

Developers are advocat-

ing higher and better uses while a decreasing number of land owners
seek to maintain the status quo.

Demand for increased land-use

capacity is effecting land prices.

Turnov-er of coastal parcels o:f land

is at a higher i·ate than more immediately adjacent inland parcels.
Assessing evaluation based on re-evaluation base year rather than on
current sales makes comparative land value changes difficult to
determine.
rising.
Council.

The increasing demand, however, indicates land prices are

As this demand continues more petitions will come before
It appears that the market factor will have an increasing

impact on coastal environmental issues as they are acted upon by
decision-makers in the decision-field.
Summary of the Potential Impact of Passive Factors:

Economic-Ecologic

Dichotomy and Jurisdictions and Controls
There is no evidence that the ecologic viewpoint is represented.
in the decision field in Cranston.

Economic and political considera-

tions dominate all conservation and ecologic facets of coastal areas.
These latter facets of Cranston 's coastline have no spokesmen in

t~e
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decision-field.
Jurisdictions e.re recognized most universally by officials in
protecting individual

prope rty~

Municipal controls such as zoning

s.ppear to be adjusted to reflect the des ires of local citizens whose
political impact is considered

g~eat.

Controls do not appear to

inhibit decision-makers because they seek to maintain existing landuse pattern:> which have local political impacts.
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II.

Warwick, Rhode Island
The Evolution of Goverrunent and the Distribution of Legal
Authority:

A Synopsis

7

City government in Warwick has evolved through three definable
periods.

(1)

From Settlement -

193~

- During this formative period

of development town government functions were distributed among a large
number of boards and commis sions.

Decision-making was accomplished

first through town meetings ·,and later by a town council.

(2)

1933 - 1960 - The City of Wa.rwick was incorporated in 1933.

From
The

Charter provided for a strong council-weak mayor form of municipal
government.

The Mayor served as the ceremonial and political repre-

sentative of the City, while the Council committees supervised administrative agencies .

Gradually administrative responsibilities were

added to the Mayor's duties during the 1950's.

Attempts at Charter

reform failed, however, and the strong mayor movement weakened in 1958
when a semi-autonomous Waterfront Deve lopment and Park Co!IIDlission was
established .

This Commission answers to the Council.

( 3)

I<'rom 1961 -

Present - The moving forces behind Charter reform activities during the
1950's fina lly succeeded in having a new Charter enacted in 1961 .

The

effect of this change was to foster greater professionalism in the City
and place executive and administrative author1ty in the Mayor.

In

1969 yet another Charter study was undertaken as part of the Community
Renewal Program sponsored by the Mayor's office.

City government was

7The basis for this historical section was an unpub lished paper:
J. Anderson , Charter Reform for Municipal Government in Warwick, 1969,
P· 2 ·
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reanalyzed and a report issued.
shown on Chart E .

8

Present municipal organization is

"The Slavet R_eport" recommended that the City govern-

ment be reorgo.nized around a policy council which would be directly
responsible to the Mayor.
F.

This proposed organization is shown on Chart

It was felt this arr.angment would permit the greatest impact of

governmental development policies on municipal problems.

It was also

thought that such an administrative organizat ion would overcome the
basic problems of the present governmental organization.
are:

These problems

proliferation of narrowly-defined, single function agencies; in-

ad.equate full-time staff; part-time administrative boards and commissions responsible for major operating responsibilities; and semiautonomous agencies undermining the Mayor's responsibilities as chief
9
executive and administrative officer.
The Charter reform issue was defeated in Council by three votes.
The major reason for these negative votes expressed by Councilmen interviewed was that the proposal placed too much power in the proposed
Department of Planning and Development.

The Planning Director felt,

however, the negative votes were resulted from fear of losing Council
patronage privileges.
The grants of power to the Mayor's office recommended in the
Slavet Report are based on the concept of increased efficiency in
government through professionalization and deligetion of authority to

BJ. S. Slavet and :t--1.R. Levin, Report on Administrative Organization: An Investment in Municipal Exc e llence (Warwick , R.r:: Community
Renewal Program, Feb. 1968) .
9Ibid., p. 10.
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these professionals.

The attempt here was to create a ciear legal and

real distinction between the decision-makers on policy on the Council
level and the policy initiators and implementors residing under the
Mayor's office.

The fact that the proposal was narrowly defeated in-

dicates the conununity's willingness to seriously consider such major
structural changes in Warwick's government.
Identification of Key Coastal Decision-Makers:
Inherent to the concept of governmental reorganization supported
by the Mayor .is a necessary close working relationship among staff
professionals and the Mayor's office.

As in Cranston, the Planning

Department acts as the key development policy locus in aiding the Mayor's
office in creating programs for community development.

These alter-

natives are made on professional planning criteria but without the
Planning Board acting as a political lightning rod in this process.
Thus the Mayor and his staff agencies such as the Planning Department,
are the primary initiators of general development policy .

Those admin-

istrative and planning interviewees associated with the Mayor 's office
and planning function thought the Mayor and his staff had the greatest
impact on coastal development decisions, while the Council and appointed
personnel indicated that the Council and Waterfront Development Commission were the prime coastal policymaking body.

(Appendix~ '

Q.

1).

These divergent views were made compatible in subsequent discussions.

Because the Mayor and Planning Department defined the issues and

alternatives for decisions to be made, they felt they had the greatest
effect on determining coastal policy.

Because the Council made t11e

actual choices among policies presented and left the progrannning of the

specific coastal policy to the Waterfront Development Co~ission, they
believed they had the greatest impact on coastal policy formulation.
On the basis of the Charter refor.m proposal it is clear an attell'q)t was
made to increase the authority of the Mayor 's policy formulation
function to include detailed programming of implementation phases.
The present capacity of the Planning

D~partment

as the initial formu-

la.tor of coastal policy makes it the primary decision agent in the
municipa l government 's approach to coastal environmental management.
The Planning Factor in the Decision-Field :
The Comprehensive Plan:

The Official Policy Document for

Management of Cranston 's Coastal Environment The primary policy document for articulating the City's position
toward the coastal environment is entitled:

Master Plan - Recreation,

Open Spa ce, and Waterfront (MP - ROW) prepared by the Planning Department and adopted by Council in May 1961-t.

The plan documents the needs

and programs for recreation, open space and waterfront development in
the City.

The objective of the Plan relating to the coastal environ-

ment is:
the maintenance of wildlife conservation areas and the
development of opportunities and suitable locations for
further private commercial development along the City's
39 mile shoreline.lo
This objective was thought to meet some of the City's recreational needs
as well as expanding the economic base of the conununity (Appendix B,

Q. 22).

The plan includes for the coastline a development approach

10
Master Plan - Recreation, Open Space, Waterfront (Warwick, R.I.:
City Plan Dept • , 1964) , p • A-1.
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using the following methods:
( 1)

land acquisition for future needs

(2)

strategic capital investment

(3)

development of land for immediate use

( l~)

retention of open spaces.

The overall obj ective of the plan is incorporated by the development
strategy defined in the 1968 CRP, to be discussed in the following
sections.

Seven explicit recreational open space and waterf1·ont goals

·are stated which serve as the basis for the aforementioned irnplementation methods.

Though all relate to the coastal environment, one makes

specific reference to coastal development.

This states:

Facilities for public waterfront activities should be
maintained ancl developed. They should be coi:!plernented
by opportunities for private development, particularly
for development of marinas .11
In creating a plan to accomplish these goals the Ci"t;y was divided
into seven districts.

Five districts encompass the coastal areas.

The

geographical b'ounds of ea ch district is described in terms of population
change and is subdivided into neighborhoods.

Each neighborhood is

described in terms of population change and existing recreational
facilities.

A sunnnary is tl'En presented for each district with specific

recommendations for added land or facilities in each district.

Maps

show existing facilities, areas for expansion or development and
specific sites for proposed new facilities.
Major open spaces are mapped for the City with four existing areas

11

b·a
!.2:.....·'

p. 7 .
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shown on coastal land.

Muni cipal open space policy is then stated.

These explicit statements in effect since 1958 are :
(1)

to acquire through gift , dedication, easement for
drainage, park or for other purposes or by other
means the streams , brooks , swamps, marshes and
other areas which comprise the natura l drainage
system of the City.

(2)

to retain ownership of tax de linquent 10ts. Lotz
will be withheld from tax sale wherever drainage,
recreational or educational purposes are to be
served. 12

The implementation of these policies in coastal areas has been supplemented by the development of specific waterfront clevelopment plans .
Citing the economic importance of the waterfront to Warwick 's economic
base , the plan summarizes past efforts and financing in six coastal
areas :

Apponaug Cove , Conimicut Point, Oakland Beach , Warwick Cove ,

Pa:wtuxet Cove , Buttonwood Park.
Eight specific coastal development policies are then proposed :
(1)

Through public investment , provide opportunities
for private capital investments along the shoreline to broaden the economic basis of the community.

(2)

Provicle adequate mw1icipal public facilities along
the shoreline.

(3)

Provide neighborhood bathing facilities along the
shore wherever possible.

(4)

Assure existing and future rights of way to the
shoreline for fishing, bathing, and other waterfront activities.

(5)

Provide public launching r amps for s mall boats.

(6) Control the use of land along the shore front
t hrough zoning .
12

Ibid . ' p. 36 .

\
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(7)

Reserve areas along the shoreline for conservation
purposes .

(8)

Explore the possibilities for further navigat ional
improvements in ot 1er coves of Warwick's coast line
to meet the needs of increased boating activities. 13

In addition to these policies for controlling coastal development in
general and 1 the aforementioned projects in par ticular, eight new proj ects are recom:nended .

These are located at:

Brueh Neck Cove,

Passeonquis Cove, Occupasstuxet Cove, \vlth additional development at
Apponaug and Warwick Coves.

A neighborhood beach concept is also

developed for the following locales:

Nausauket Beach, Capron Farm

Beach, Longmeadow-Bayside Beach , and Sandy Point.
The report concludes with specific implementat ion measures based
on two major concepts :

(1) a syatematic program of public land acqui-

sition; and (2) a systematic program for development of public facilities.

Five specific guidelines are presented to focus concept one.

Detailed

progr~.Jns ,

budgets, proposed legislation, and outside sources

for funds are cited to accomplish concept two.
Though such legislation requires changes in zoning in certain
locales, it is clear that preservation and enhancement of the coastal
environment depends primarily on strategic acquisition of land and
strategic placement of public services in conjunction with zoning
rather than through primary reliance of zoning to shape or encourage
new development (Appendix A, Q.

14). In terms of agents most likely

to reshape this policy and pr ogram approach , developers were seen as

l3Ibid.' p. 59 .

-. · . .
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the group outside government most
(Appendix A, Q.

like~

to influence policy formulation.

4)

To judge the quality of the Plan on coastal matters , five criteria
will be applied:
(1)

Clarity - !he Master Plan--Recreation, Open S:pace, and Water-

front should rate high on the criterion of clarity for the plan.

It

presents explicit goals , objectives , policies, detailed analysis and
plans for coastal development, implementation costs and programs.

It

recommends legislation on the local level and proposes regional cooperation to unite Warwick with neighboring towns to solve problems that
are ::cegional in nature.

In addition, the Slavet Report proposes a

program of conununity renewal and governmental reorganization to help
achieve coastal programs and policies.
(2)

Internal Consistency - The proposals in the MP-ROW are out-

growths and expansions of some of the major concepts and policies
originally

pre~ented

in 1956 and after.

Many of the basi~proposals
:;;-

date as far back as 1940 when the Planning Board recommended a Maritime
Commission to deal ·with coastal concerns.

In addition, the Report

presents new policies and proposals which are consistent with past
policies and the chanr;es in Warwick .

While maintaining continuity with

past efforts these policies are designed to meet the needs of increasing
population growth.

In many instances existing areas are recommended

for improvement, but in each case these improvement s are based on projected populat ion increases in each neighborhood as well as overall
demand for coastal uses .
Report links the c oncis€

The clear and logical arrangement of the
goals and policies to i ndividual proposals

.

'· '
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and site plans.

In addition, it stresses the desirability
of linking
...

Warwick's development plarts with East Greenwich and Cranston.
Initial movement in this direction has been evidenced by joint
appropriations with these municipalities for channel improvements in
both the Pawtuxet and Greenwich Cove.

The major reason for such im-

provement was seen as strengthening Warwick 's economic base through
additional marina developmE.nt and appreciation of coastal land values.
The Report presents a consistant approach to coastal development.

The

only shortcoming of the report is that it does not deliniate specific
areas of ecologic importance, nor does it attempt to demonstrate in
any other than economic terms what the relationship of Warwick's
coastline is to the rest of Narragansett Bay.
(3)

Scope - 1980 is the target date for this plan.

All proposals

for expenditures and additional regulations are based on the projected
population size and demands as of this date.
to be completed by this date.

The CRP is also projected

Though behind schedule the implementation

of the plan is being accomplished.
(4)

Comprehensiveness - With the exception of not dealing with

ecological concerns, .specifically (though marshland protection is noted)
the plan and approach to coastal development is inclusive.

Within the

plan specific programs and actions are designed to relate pollution
abatement , residential grovrth , r egional coope ration , and commercial
development to the goals of the plan.

Implementation measures are

equally comprehens ive in defining public and private roles in ownership and operation of municipal areas and in the manner in which these
roles are achieved .

These measures include proposed controls of off-
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shore waters.

(5)

Operationability - It is clear that the plan seeks to estab-

lish a broad conceptual approach to coastal development in its statement
of goals and objectives, but also to present a detailed plan and implementation program suitable to be immediately followed.

The report

outlines development areas _which serve existing neighborhoods as well
as the city as a whole.

Though renewal of some areas is advised, this

activity is presented in terms of a city-wide program for community
improvement.

In approaching the question of implementation maximum

use of matching funds is advocated.

The history of the community's

interest in the waterfront as well as its past achievements in coastal
improvements, such as channel- dredging and beach creation, indicates
that this plan is both realistic in its approach and use of federal
funds, but also operational in terms of appeal to the local p opulus
who would be expected to vote on bond issues.

Such bond issues had

been approved in the past .
Summary :

Warwick's Master Plan--Recreation, Open Space and Water-

front clearly presents strong guidelines for both public and private
action.

It shows where specific public investments s hould be made and

how these investments will be funded.

This plan in conjunction with

the Slavet Report indicates how the government in Warwick can achieve
its municipal goals for the coastline.

These interrelated plans

present not only a feasible proposal for the coastal lands, but also
recommend a lasting mechanism for monitoring coastal cb ange .
high capabilities for influencing municipal policy.

It has

\
·\
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Citr Planning Organization and Position:
Unlike Cranston where the Charter requires the interaction of
administrative personnel such as the Finance arrl Public Works Directors
with appointed members on the Planning Commission, the Planning Depa.rtment in Warwick acts as the main technical r esource and research department for the municipal government and specifically to the Mayor.

By

divorcing the Planning Department f'rom immediate accountability to the
. ...._.
_

Planning Board the Department :i.s able to set and pursue development
goals and to maintain long range programs of

com..~unity

i mprovement

within the jurisdictions of its departmental authorization.
The Slavet Report proposed the reorganization of the planning and
deve1·opment function in response to the weakness in the Department's
present ability to deal effectivezy with the City's problems of growth
and development and for making maximum use of Federal assistance in
carrying out the City's physical, economic, and social goals.

The

new Department of Planning and Development
would absorb the responsibilities of the following agencies:
City Planning Department, Warwick Development Commis sion,
Warwick Housing Authority and Department of Building Inspection. This new Department would a.ls o assume the responsibilities of a redevelopment agency under State law. It would
have jurisdiction over the following general areas: comprehensive planning; renewal project planning ; social planning;
physical and economic development, including renewal, rehabilitation , conservation , commercial and industrial development; planning, developrGent and operation of pu.blic housing;
family and business relocation services ; building and housing
inspection . The head of the new department ·would serve ns
Warwick's coordinator for Federally-assisted programs. 14
Although this proposal was narrowly defeated, it indicates the

14Ib.
~., p. 12.

~-
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important role a strongly based professiona l planning off_ice is viewed
as playing in Warwick 's municipal government .

'l'he current Planning

Director would have headed this Department.
Being closely associated with the Mayor's office, the Planning
Department seeks to supply the chief executive with the technical
support necessary to conceive , develop, present, and finance development plans for Warwick.

To accomplish this the Planning Director, in

addition to his departmental duties, acts as an advisor to the Mayor on
planning and other matters .

Though a close working relationship is

neces sary for program effectiveness, the Planning Director cited administrative staff functions for the Mayor as an activity he would willingly
give up (Appendix B, Q.

41). During interviews the Director stated

that he considered time spent in this manner less productive than comparable time spent in Departmental Planning activities.
The movement toward Charter reform in Warwick was based on the
concept of the Mayor's office being the decision-making center for community development.

Historical trends in governmental evolution attest

to the centralizing of authority in the chief executive's office.

The

proposed Department of Planning and Development reinforces the Planning
Department 's close affiliation with the executive office and demonstrates
the validity of the Walker position (see Chapter I, p. 28) as a mechanism
for increas ing the i mpact of municipal development policies.

The model

for the proposed department wa s the Boston Redeve lopment Author ity.
Edward Logue , former Director of that agency, was a consultant to
Slavet and Levin, authors of the Slavet Report .
The willingness of the Planning Director to shed some of the ad-
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ministrative burdens of the Mayor's off'.ice indicates a desire on his
part to maintain a degree of independence from the workings of the
Mayor's office which must by necessity deal extensively with political
matters.

Unlike the Planning Director in Cranston, Warwick's Director

feels the need for independence in formulating development plans and
policies before the political implications are thoroughly assessed.

By

maintaining a discrete distance between political and planning .activities,
plans are able to be developed without being unduly compromised .

In

remaining in contact, however, the Director has excellent feedback on
the political feasibility of his proposals and the most advantageous
position for assessing the best timing in making his presentations.
It appears from discussions with the Director that he uses the
natural tension existing between the planning function designed for
change and the political function based on stability to advantage in
achieving the acceptance of his plans.

Because of the centralizing of

power in the Mayor 's office and the current Mayor 's interest in City
development, the Director is able to harness the substantial political
forc e of the Mayor's office to carry through his plans.
the Mayor becomes his primary clientele .

In this sense

When conflict arises, the

Director has the independence necessary to present his plans without
compromising the Mayor 's political stature.

In such debates planning

profess ionals under the Director are not isolated from conflict
(Appendix B, Q. 32).

If proposals are unacceptable to the council or

public, planning functions and solutions are redefined (Appendix B,
Q.

4o).
The effectiveness of planning proposals .depend to a large degree
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on the communications skill of the planning professional.'' In Cranston,
the Planning Director was able to maintain an excellent rapport with
the Mayor and Councilmen because he was keenly attuned to the political
ramifications of his role as he saw it.
desire or skill to communicate

He lacked, however, either the

or translate technical pLanning pro-

posals into a meaningful guide to coastal policy formulation.

The

result was a low professional planning input in decision-making on
coastal matters.
The technical planning input into coastal policy formulation in
Warwick is high.

· It demands a high level of communication efficiency

among the Planning Department and other governmental agencies and the
public.

Failure to have clear communications between operating agencies

and boards in Warwick prompted the Chairman- of the Waterfront Development Commission to feel competition existed between his and the planning
function.

All those interviewed recognized the communications gap

among these and other governmental agencies (Appendix A, Q. 23).
This was one reason the Slavet Report
Warwick's

government~l

structure.

recoru..~ended

changes in

The nature of the breakdown appears

to result from the inability of non-professionals familiar with communication patterns of individuals and groups in the political context
to grasp the technical terminology and concepts of planning professionals.
This gap is espe cially evident between the lay boards such as the Waterfront Development Coll'.mission and the Planning Department.

Professionals,

on the other hand, appear to place very little value in creating more
efficient communications networks with these lay boards and commissions
because they feel their existance creates inefficiencies which the
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Slavet Report documents and which the proposed Department of Planning
and Development would avoid.

~nherent

to this position appears to be

an unstated desire to minimize the relevance of these lay boards by
taking over their functions.
Despite the fact that there is clear evidence of the Planning
Department 's activities being separated from the Planning Board, the
function of the Planning Board remains authorized under State enabling
legislation .

In Warwick this function appears almost entirely limited

to dealing with subdivision layout and administration.
easily be taken over by the Planning Department .

This could

In ·the proposed re-

organization, the Planning Board would exist more as a citizens task
force on subdivi,s ion ma,tters supporting the Depart ment of Planning and
Development , rather than having the Planning Department support the
activities of the Planning Board as is now constituted.
In developing a policy for the coastal environment, the semiautonomous Wat erfront Development Commission was viewed by the majority
of interviewees as the agency most competitive with the Planning Department (Appendix A, Q. · 2).

One basis for this competition comes f'rom the

Commission 's independent source of revenues in their authorization to
issue bonds and from their position in the governmental organization.
This Commission lacks any technically trained staff and reports to the
Council, while the Planning Department with a strong professional staff
reports to the Mayor .

The normal friction that exists between the Mayor

and Council seemingly is expressed on coastal development policy through
the r elationship of the Waterfront Development Commission and the
Planning Department .

Conversely the motivation of these two bodies
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concerned with coastal development

see~s

to reflect the basic split

between the position of the executive functions of the Mayor's office
and those of the Council.
The Waterfront Development Commission (WDC) sees its function as
improvement of existing services rather than creation of new services
which is accepted as a planning function (Appendix B, Q. 22).

The

chairman of this Commission would depend on outside advice in attempting to devise ne>: approaches to the gradual change he sees his agency
making (Appendix B, Q. 42, 47).

The services he seeks to provide are

additional facilities such as park playground equipment and parking
spaces within existing public coastal areas.

The limited planning

approach used by the WDC typifies the Kent pos ition (see Chapter I,
p . 28).

The WDC appears particularly responsive to requests from councilmen to perform special tasks for const ituents.

Such a task might be

cleaning up of litter on roads approaching public beaches.

In opposi-

tion the Planning Department sees its tasks as creating new public
areas and services

i~

coastal lands through a systems approach to com-

munity facilities allocations (Appendix B, Q. 42).

This aspect of

planning policy formulat ion will be discussed in detail on the following pages.
The difference between these approaches to their functions seems
to reflect both a strain between the WDC and the Planning Department
as well as the City Council and the Mayor .

On one hand ther e is the

WDC and Council representing the traditional care-taker approach to
municipal government, while on the other hand there is the Mayor and
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Planning Department seeking to actively manage municipal governmental
resources.
The Planning Department was established in 1952 at the urging of
citizen groups within the city.
prehensive Planning approach .

The Department seeks to apply a ComThis broad term includes environmental

quality, and marine and water resources and covers the City's entire
land and water areas .
Federal Funds.

5Cfl/o of the working budget is. supplemented by

The complement of personnel of three planning pro-

fessionals i s augmented by as many a.s five graduate planning students
from the graduate planning program at the University _of Rhcde Island.
(Appendix B, Q. 22, 30,

36). Employees are recruited through national

planning societies and are selected on the basis of professional qualifications.

Internal training is non-systematic (Appendix B, Q. 33, 35,

37).
The current Planning Director who brought the Department to its
position of prominence in Warwick's govermnental structure has an
academic background in ecology and is past president of the New England
Chapter of the American Institute of PJanners.

He was a moving force

behind the creation of the Natural Resources Group which was largely
responsible for the establishment of a State Department of Natural
Resources and more recently the Governor's technical cowJnittee on
Narragansett Bay .

This group is charged with the responsibility of

studying the need for a regional management mechanism for the uses of
Narragansett Bay .
Many of the proposals presented in the Slavet Report are the outgrowth of concepts urged by the Planning Director in his attempt to
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utilize a systems approach in solving urban problems.

..

The Slavet Report

represents one of the few examples of planning reports which have been
prepared outside the Planning Department.
The major strength of the planning function can be broadly defined
as the h:i.gh caliber of planning professionals on a full or part-time
basis; the degree of receptiveness of the Mayor's 0ffice to advanced
management a.11d planning proposals; and the public support of planning
function in conflict situations (Appendix B, Q . 19) ·.

The major weakness

of the function, in addition to those inherent to governmental organization, are low technical ability in dealing with the many problems the
city, especially environmental and ecologic concerns (Appendix B, Q.
39); and the 1·apid rate of growth in the community with which the
Department must contend.
units by

The town increased its number of dwelling

473 between 1950 and 1960. Retail sales increased 1113 between

1962 and 1967.

(See Chapter III - Warwick)

The proposed organization, and to a lesser degree the present
organization of the planning function working in close affiliation with
the Mayor 's office indicates that this department seeks to utilize its
high professional capabilities in concert with the centralized authority
of the executive branch of government.

Such organization makes pos-

sible the department's developmental approach.
Planning Strategy:
Overall development strategy to date. has been succinctly defined
by the Slavet Report.

This report is based on analysis of the City's

development activities over the last several years as well as on a
detailed understanding of the operation of tne Planning Department and
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the Mayor's office.
In recent years Warwick has. followed a strategy which has given
top priority to providing a high quality of public school education and
a high priority for selected public services such as sewer and water
facilities for incoming industry.

As a result of this investment and

the rapid rate of industrial and commercial growth, Warwick will be
.
reaping
a t ax surplus

fro~

these investmen
.
t s. l5

The task ahead as seen

by the Mayor 's office is to maximize existing resources so services to
the crnnmunity can increase while increasing taxes a minimum amount.

To

accomplish this, maxirnum use of Federal and State funds must be used.
The availability of these funds depends primarily on the effectiveness
of the planning function.

The Slavct Report was the first step toward

increasing the effectiveness of the PJanning Department and city governma nt, especially the executive branch.
Geographically Warwick 's development strategy has been directed
toward two areas:

commercial and industrial growth along Rts. 95 and

295 in western Warwick; and commercial and service industry growth in
proximity to the
City.

exp~nding

A third area, the

Green State Airport in the center of the

39 mile coastal zone , is the other locale in

which municipal development will certainly occur.
The Community Renewal Program (CRP ) developed by the Planning
Department represents the implementation measure and development
strategy for enhancing existing developme nt and resources, especially
in coastal areas.

15rbid., p. 12.

The explicit goa l of the CRP relating to Warwick's

\
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coastline are:
To fulfill non-residential as well as existing and new
residential needs and balance development of the City's
39 mile shorefront. 16
Warwick's primary human resource development goal is:
providing all people and families of the City with a
greater variety and quality of living, including a
basic parity of municipal services for all neighborhoods
and residents, and meeting the needs of disadvantaged
groups through specialized services.17
To achieve these goals the CRP places strong emphasis on the improvement of housing available to low income families, through the
elimination of blight, and through the construction of new housing by
the use of available public subsidies.

other implementation measures

include encouraging the establishment of representative neighborhood
groups , especial·l y ·in low income areas, and establishing communication
links between such groups and an agency within the municipal government
which would be re sponsible for social planning (see Chart E).
The total - implementation of the CRP is based on the concept of
coordinating city services with the private sector.

The Planning

Department 's strategy is built into the program itself rather than
being a separate device for program acceptance.

By accepting the con-

cept of community renewal in the format of the CRP, elected officials
are in effect accepting the approach and program of the Planning Department.

This approach differs greatly from Cranston's Planning Department

which attempted to establish the values of the decision-makers in the

16Ib.d
__1_.' p. 6.
l 7 Ibid. , p.
I

6.

'

~~-·-

:

political context then designed action around them.

Instead of ·dealing

with planning issues as they ari,se, Warwick's Planning Department s eeks
to treat the City development in a systematic way .

This is done by

attempting to handle city problems as they relate to each other within
the context of the city as many urban systems.

This approach rejects

the long range desirability of daily problem solving at the expense of
setting up a meaningful pattern of municipal investment of resources.
It also rejects the concept of broad statements such as Cranston's
Comprehensive Plan as a meaningful document without specific plans and
programs to follow it up.
Warwick's development strategy is explicitly stated in detail by
the Planning Department in the Slavet Report:
The implementation of the CRP will mean that public actions-the construction of public facilities, tbe use of eminent
domain to guide development in renewal areas, the use of
zoning to preserve the integrity of different categories of
land uses--will help to channel the private markets in
housing, industrial and conunercial development tmmrd CRP
goals. The City of Warwick 's role in development will
broaden in focus from providing traditional promotion and
advisory services to prospective developers of housing,
industry and commercial construction to an active partnership role by city officials using eminent domain, police
powers and taxing powers and working in close cooperation
with ~rivate enterprise to realize the potential of the
CRP. 15
On the basis of this statement and with the realization that the
CRP is designed to deal with the conditions inhibiting development of
coastal areas, the Planning Department's approach to change in coastal
a.reas can be termed developmental rather than adaptive.

18

Ib i_
·d .'
__

p. 7 .

These condi-
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tions are extremely small lot sizes in multiple o>mershiI> with little
or no public services such as sewer and water .

The high degree of

professionalization and centralizing of authority which typifies the
rec ent evolution cf the City's government lends itself to this approach.
The emphasis of the Planning Department on comprehensive planning
through a systems approach coordinated with municipal investment incentives and use of regulatory powers indicates the Department employs
,:.;-

Strategy E--strategic service allocation--as their conceptual approach
to community change.

In ad.dition aspects of Strategy C--systems

analysis and simulation--are employed.

During interviews the Director

stated that if the Department of Planning and Development had been
created (and he feels there is still a chance ), he would attempt to
formalize this systems appr oach with additional staff capable of supplying technical expertise in mathematic and computer analysis of urban
systems .
Thus far_~he planning factor has been discuss ed in terms of its
plan, its organization and strategy .

'l'o assess the department's

capabilities or internal strengths is necessary before any conclusions
can be made about the strength of planning factor in Warwick's decisionfield.

To do this the same five standards applied to Cranston's plan-

ning function will be used to analyze the overall effectiveness of
Warwick's planning function.
(1)

Central InteLligence Function - The Planning Department pro-

vides a wide range of services to Warwick .

Because it is the agency

which most approximates a r esearch department and because of its importance in the governmental structure it is called upon to provide
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many services which include feasibility studies, programs, advi ce and
"'

design services.

Those that regularly request such service·s are real

estate developers, business, residential owners, city departments , conservation groups, and the Mayor and Council (Appe ndix B, Q. 17, 18).
The Department acts as a major link with the federal government for
grant-in-aid programs .

The Departme nt appraises agencies in local

government of these programs .

This function tends to supplement the

importance of the planning function within local government and makes
the influence of planning criteria an important factor in program
formulation.

In defining these criteria economic, social and technica l

data are used.
(2)

Pulse-taking Function - The Planning Department maintains

close ties with the Inspection Department which supplies the planning
function with data indicating detailed changes in the physical standards
of the City.

Such standards would be housing conditions.

Although the

Planning Department issues no known reports on these findings, it is
clear these facts are reflected in the programs the Departme nt develops.
The Slavet Report recommended that this relationship be formalized by
making the Department of Inspections a division under the proposed
Department of Planning and Development .

By proposing in that same

report increased communication with neighborhood groups one can see
that the Planning Department is seeking to increase its ability to be
sensitive to connnunity sentiments as well as to the community's physical needs .
(3)

Policy Clarification Function - The policy clarification func-

tion is well docume nted by the Slavet

Rep~rt

.and by the Master Plan--
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Recreation, Open Space, and Waterfront .

In these reports goals, ob-

jectives , policy , programs, and implementation measures are explicitly
stated.

While it is evident that the Department is willing to meet

with interested groups in discussing policy matters it is

equa~

clear

t hat the Department works primarily through the Mayor's office in its
relationship to the Council.

In this regard some aspects of the policy

c larification are left with the Mayor's office who must defend poli t ica~

(4)

the policies of its administration.
Detailed Development Plan Function - The construction and

imPlementation of the waterfront plan is ample evidence that the Plan•
ning Department undertakes detailed development planning.

All those

interviewed saw the plan as well agreed upon, but felt that periodic
revision was necessary because of the rapid rate of change the community was undergoing (Appendix A, Q. 13) .
( 5)

Feedback and Review Function - The aforeme ntioned relation-

ship between the Planning Department and the Inspection division indicated that the feedback and review function are incorporat ed in the
planning process in Warwick.

The Slavet Report in recommending a new

administrative organization for city government recognized the need for
constant review and sought to create the administrative machinery which
was capable of responding most efficiently to public sentiment and the
need for new community services .

The role of the new social planning

division was ·t o fulfill thi.s function.

In terms of changes in the

physical environment, most of those interviewed felt that the increased
commercial development repres ented the most signifi cant coastal landuse change in the community and that increas ing water pollution was the
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most drastic environmental change in the last several years (AppendiX
B, Q.

23, 24). Of the five criteria used to judge probable real

policy impact Warwick's Planning.Department shows the greatest weakness
in the application of thi s criterion.
In conclusion, it can be stated that Warwick's planning function
will have a high impact on the coastal environmental change applying
their present policy output.

Only increased water pollution seems to

fall outside their ability to direct coastal environmental change toward their ,stated goals.
Summary:

The Potential Impact of the Planning Factor

The MP-ROW is a strong policy document reflecting the strong
professionalization of the Planning Department.
demonstrates the developmenta l approach
to apply.

th~

The SJ.a.vet Report

planning f unction seeks

The analysis of the Department 's internal capab ilities

shows no major weakness.

From the above findings the potential impact

of the planning factor in the decision-field can be appraised as high.
The Political Factor
Because the MP-ROW presents such a strong program for coastal
development (which has been adopted by the Council) it is necessary to
discuss the political factor in terms of its relationship to this plan.
Historical}¥ the political factor had interacted in the decision-field
in a way which had complemented the plans implementat ion measures.
Warwick's share for initial land acquisition necessary to carry out the
plan was estimated at $166,000.
referendum in

Of this, $55,000 had been voted by

1964 with $50,000 allocated annually in the Capital Im-

provements Budget .
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Five interest grot..."PS express a distinct viewpoint on various
aspects of the City's coastal management program .

Together these form

the political fact or as it interacts with other factors in the decisionfield.
The Waterfront Development Conuniss ion is run by a part-time director whose full-time occupation is store managing.

This commission was

created in the late 1950's as a special purpose agency to deal with
coastal development concerns.

It has the authority to issue bonds for

acquisition and development costs for development programs in coastal
areas.

The Director felt only gradual approaches by his agency would

solve coastal environmental problems (Appendix B, Q. 42).

The goal of

his agency as he saw it was to provide more life amenities (Appendix B,

Q. 22).

He saw therefore the addition of recreation facilities pr o-

vided by his Commission in the Oaklawn and Conimicut Beach areas as
the most significant adjustment in land-usage in tre coastal areas in
the last two yeaxs (Appendix B, Q. 24) •

From interviews it appeared

that this commiss ion's approach to coastal environmental management
was defined entirely in terms of facilities.

Facilities incorporatine

park and playground equipment were seen as being necessary in coastal
areas.

No thought had been given to reservation of coastal l ands for

future use or to analyzing who coastal users might be and what their
recreational needs might be.

He viewed the conservation viewpoint as

valid but not the concern of his agency. · He felt the Planning Department issued nice reports but could not communicate well with the public
and Council which he considered one of the strengths of his commission .
He apparently did not see any r elationship between the Community

Renewal Program and the MP-ROW.

He indicated a strong

de~endence

on

others in formulating his own programs for coastal change (Appendix B,
Q.

46,

t~7).

He preferred more ·p ublic land-uses in coastal areas as
'

the best way to control key coastal properties (Appendix B, Q. 50),
even though he viewed the administration of coastal programs could
most effectively occur on a metropolitan scale or above (Appendix B,

Q. 51, 55).

Lack of dynamic leadership was seen as the greatest factor
.

inhibiting new ideas in coastal land-use management (Appendix A, Q. 23).
He looked to the Council for this leadership in setting the direction
for his Connnission rather than to the Commission itself or to the Mayor
and his staff.

He felt more money should be spent on coastal programs

but that they had a low priority behind other local and State programs
(Appendix A, Q. 25, 26, 27).
It appears the limited and passive role this commission sees itself
as playing as well as the Commission's affiliation with the Council
rather than the Mayor makes its potential impact in the decision-field
limited to those areas about which it feels it has influence.

Because

discussion of equipment facility types can only occur af'ter issues of
location are determined it appears that the Commission will have little
impact on primary coastal development decisions.
Land Owners have vigorously expressed their preferences for
coastal land-use development patterns.
impact they had hoped for.

They have not always had the

Land owners in such areas as Oaklaw-n Beach

and Conimicut Point have petitioned the Council to make municipal improvements in those areas .

Due to the recurring hurricane damage in

these areas the Council followed the recommendations of the Planning

~...

., .
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Department in applying to the State legislature for funds authorized
under Rhode Island Shore Development Act of 1955.

Although the bond

issue required to rais e the local matching was denied in referendum by
a small margin, the City appropriated funds annually f'rom the operating budget to gain the ainount needed.

This would indicate a strong

commitment by the Council to improving coastal area s despite the views
expressed by some residents.
Members of the Planning function and the Mayor's office, the
force which developed the plans for these areas, each said that as
long as planning and plan implementation occurred within the context of
normal governnental operation it could be effective and responsive to
local residents' wishes under usual circwnstances .

However , if land-

ovmers became aroused by development plans and the idea of city hall
interfering with their affa irs they are capable of stopping the entire
development program .

It appears the Slavet Report seeks to completely

integrate planning into all phases of government development and by
doing so make it more responsive to local opinion which was seen by
all interviewed as very influential (Appendix A, Q, . 4).
Developer s and Realtors were seen by the Planning Director as the
group outside government which most influenced public decisions on
coastal matters .

Such influence is usual.zy exhibited in the gi·anting

of variences in zoning cases.
was expressing itself in
ment in coastal areas .

All recognized t hat the market influence

increas~d

commercial and residential deve lop-

The Planning Director saw this as the most

significant envfronmental change in coastal areas in the last two
y ears (Appendix A, Q. 25).

Developers face several inhibiting forces in attempting to exert
themselves with decision-field.
coastal areas.

The:re are few public sewerlines in

Decision-makers, while not against development, all

expressed a concern over water pollution as a threat to Warwick's
coastal areas (Appendix A, Q.

6). Developers therefore must have a

thoroughly worked out plan before they will be seriously considered.
The City has undergone very rapid development in recent yea:rs.

Deci-

sion-makers know that by denying development they are not in danger of
being underdeveloped in the future.

Decision-makers can demand quality.

This discourages certa in developers .
Despite these constraints Warwick is development oriented.

All

interviewed saw the function of the Comprehensive Plan, for example,
as directing economic growth (Appendix A, Q. ll).

Developers exert a

significant impact on decision-makers .
Influential Citizens and Institutions cannot be definitively proven
to have any impact on the overall coastal development , but within
certain definable areas their views are greatly respected by decisionmakers.

Land ovmed by such citizens and institutions as the Brovm

family, the founders of Brown University, and the Rocky Point school
are both listed as major open spaces for the City.

It appears the City

seeks to maintain these uses; both of which reflect the desires of the
landOimers .

Should the ownership of these properties change, both could

be used for many other more profitable uses.

Currently none of the

lands abutting these ownerships threaten the high environmental quality
of these coastal open space uses.
Elected, Appointed and Administrative Staff in Warwick are a major
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force shaping public policy toward the coastline .

Leadership in

coastal affairs has been exhibited by the Mayor's office, however,
rather than by the Council.

One ward Councilma!1 said he didn't know

much about the City's coastline except in his ward.

The administrative

leadership exhibited by these officials is supported by their academic
experience which in the majority of cases was on the graduate level in
public administration (Appendix B, Q. 2).
f~mdliarity

Elect-ad officials all felt

with Warwick and its citizens helped them in their work.

Appoir rted officials sought to promote only those policies which
they were interested in or effected their fvnction.

In indicating the

best approach to coastal environmental control strategies, the Planning
Director stressed the expansion of municipal jurisdictions while the
re st indicated that they would rely on others to set the strategy
pattern.

These views reflect their actual approach.

In dealing with

coastal issues these officials would seek out advice of technical
advisors whose expertise lay in the areas of conservation and ecology
with planners and lawyers ·being their second choice (Appendix B,

Q.•

48).

Those intervie·wed felt that water pollution and erosion represented
the types of problems that would receive the highest priority in local
government .

Most felt, however, that these were the types of problems

that were the hardest for local policies to have an impact on.

All

viewed extended zoning p owers and acquisition as the best way of controlling coastal land us e evolution .
tives was rec ommended .

In addition the use of tax incen-

All favored a combination of zoning and per-

formance standards in conjunction with adjustable tax policies and
penalties a.s a control mechanism .

No clear patterns emerged as to the
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desirability of creating an overall
environmental concerns .

ad.~inistrative

agency to encompass

All felt they would have to judge each proposal

on its detailed configuration .
Of the 20 items listed in Appendix A, Question 25 on which money
is spent, all interviewees felt more money was needed.

As in Cranston

this question appears to have solicited a re sponse which reflected the
interviewees' general concern over envir onmental issues, but did not
reflect any detailed knowledge of the programs themselves or levels of
expenditures in question.

All felt that higher taxes would be the

only way to finance this high level of governmental involvement.

Inter-

viewees felt special purpose bonds and general tax increases were the
best means to finance these measures, though most felt that with the
rising level of expenditures for all aspects of government that
coastal concerns would get their share of revenues needed.
Elected and administrative officials associated with the Mayor's
office demonstrated the wiJ.J.ingness, knowledge and authority to influence coastal policy, while appointed and elected officials show
less of an i nclination to be actively concerned with this issue .

Those

associated with the Mayor's office will have a significant i mpact on
coastal policy formulation.
Sununary :

The Potential Impact

~!:

the Political FactoE

While the impact of the Political Factor can be expected to be
high the views of developers and land owners can be judged as having
less of an i mpact than those of the community leadership residing in
the Mayor 's office.

These officials are development oriented and

appear better qualified and. more wilJ.ing to consistantly influence the
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Council than any other group when the broad spectrum of coastal environmental questions are

viewed~

Landowners and institutional users

can be expected to play an influential role on issues which directly
affect them.
The Market Factor
Increased demand is evidenced for Warwick's coastal lands.

Resj-

dential and commercial uses in the form of apartments and marinas are
the principle manifestation of this demand .
Two factors can be appraised as the major constraints t o the
market place .

First large areas of Warwick ' s coastline were developed

as recreation homes .

Many of these homes were of very poor construction ,

lacked inside plumbing and had through the years been abandoned .
Developers find it most difficult to assemble this property for re-use.
In addition the poor environmental characteristics caused by surrounding
property, if assemblage is possible, tends to devaluate the developer ' s
i nvestment. · Secondly, lack of sewage facilities poses a major constraint to high density uses .

One of the aims of the CRP is to over-

come these obstacles through the use of public powers and investments
in utilities in coastal areas.
Such a plan seeks to direct development but conversely will
stimulate the market through the use of these incentives.

By

carefully

pinpointing of where public investments will be made the market influence is directed into predetermined areas for growth.

Rather than

increase existing uses the market influence is for increasing land-use
capacity by establishing productive uses in place of consumption uses.
This transition is occurring.

\

'·-'1.•
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Su.mmary of the Impact of the Market Factor
A land-use ·c:ransition is occurring in Wa..rw:i.ck' s coastal areas.

Turnover of coastal l and is increasing both among use types such as
residential units and between consumpt ion and producti on uses .

Demand

for coastal land is increasing generally with parUcular variations
upward depending on the qualities of a particular site.

Transitions

in land-use are being focused by public action into certain areas
around municipal investments .

The i mpact of this market factor can

expect to increase as these investments are made and developers vie
for proximity to these services, and public s anctions.
Summary of the Potential Impact of Pa.ssive Factors :

Economic-Ecologic

Dichotomy and Jurisdict:i.ons and Controls
The Planning Department of Warwick has evidenced an ai'ra1·eness of
ecological concerns and has, in their plans, illustrated areas of
ecologic importance such as water courses and coastal marshlands .

The

Department concedes that the ecologic problems are regional in nature
and has stimulated thinking on this level in helping establish a statewide task force to determine the best manner of utilizing Narragansett
Bay as a resource.

The rate of growth of the community, however , is

having a strong econom:i.c impact stimulating intensification of landuses.
The small parcels of coastal land held by individuals create a
major constraint to the feasibility of re-use proposals.

The munici-

pality s eeks to override this constraint through use of police and
eminent domain powers.

Willingness to use such controls will be a

major f actor in Warwick's success in following the ir coastal policy.

Such wiJJ.ingness will be dependent on the
this use generates.

pol~tical repe~c ussions
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III.

East Greenwich, Rhode Island
The Evolution of Government and the Distribution of Legal
Authority:

A Synopsis

Government in the Tmm of East Greenwich has changed little in the
last two hundred years.

Though the government functions without a

Charter, five Councilmen sustain the traditional role of tmm fathers
in presiding over the administration of local government.

The legal
.

executive officer is the Council President who is the administrative
head of all committees.

This formal structure is shown in Chart G·

Each Councilman moderates one or more co:rranittees

and boards.

These committees and boards, however, answer to the Council as a whole .
The School Department is separate from the

Cou..~cil's

administrative

control .
Principal administrative officers are the City Solicitor and the
Public Works Director.
to feel the

pr~ssures

A town of 8200, East Greenwich is just beginning
of suburban growth.

These a1ministrative officers

are the most aware of this pressure because of their positions in
government as advisors on legal and development problems.
dominate elected positions.

Republicans

A Democrat has never held a major post.

The town holds an annual financial town meeting.
Identification of Key Coastal Decision-Makers:

---

Unlike the cities of Cranston and Harwick, there is not a strict.
organizational distinction made between policy initiators, in the form
of a planning department and policy implementors in the form of administrative agencies such as redevelopment agencies and waterfront development commissions.

Instead a select group repres enting elected, appointed

":.
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and administrative positions are seen by those interviewed,_ as being the
key policy formulating and implementing body for coastal issues.

The

:planning board is not viewed as ·among this group (Appendix A, Q. 1).
Of these key decision-makers two are on the Council, and one each is
involved with administration, and representing the district in the State
Legislature.

In addition, one other who could be termed an advisor to

the decision-makers plays an importa nt role in development policy.

He

works for the Department of Community Affairs and provides State-sponsored
technical assistance to the town on development matters.

Assistance in-

eludes such technical services as design and mapping as well as advice
on development concerns and availability of federal funds.

This group

appears to collaborat e informally on all development decisions.
final position appears to determine

t~

Their

course of action taken by the

Town.
The Planning Factor in the Dec ision-Field:
The Comprehensive Plan:

The Official Policy Document for

Management of East Greenwich's Coast a l Environment Development policy for East Greenwich's limited coastal area is
not meaningfully articulated in the Town's Comprehens ive Plan.

This

plan was prepared in 1966 by the Department of Community Affairs.

The

stated purpose of the plan is
•.• to inform the citizens of the type of conununity which
could be expected in the future .19
The Plan contains three elements :

a general l and-use plan, a

1 9comprehensive Plan for East Greenwich , Department of Community
Affairs, December 1966, p. 1.
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circulation plan, and a community facilities plan.

Within these

elements no significant land-use changes are proposed for the waterfront area.
uses.

Instead the Plan seeks to upgrade existing facilities and

In shor t, it reconunends,
growth of boating , commercial aspects, restaurants, various
shops, boat sale s and services, bait and tackle shops,
docking, and repair and storage facilities, to blend with
recreation and conservation resources of the Cove. 20
Residential uses in the area are projected as high density (4-10

families per acre).

To achieve this density minor rehabilitation is

recommended in the upper cove area and clearance and extensive renewal
is seen as needed in the section of downtown abutting the cove.
such action existing uses are to be re-established

After

in a modern form.

Also projected is the establishment of a new circulation pattern for
the shore area and the ultimate (1975 or after) conversion into a
recreation area of the town dump at the mouth of the Muskerchug River
which abuts Warwick on the town ts western boundary.
The usefullness of East Greenwich's Master Plan as a guide to
coastal development can be determined by applying five criteria .
Clarity - The Comprehensive Plan lacks clarity on coastal environmental issues because it presents planning concepts and coastal
environment management concepts, in particular, in such general terminology that they cannot be used as a meaningful guide to action.

The

Plan contains goals and objectives but these are equally meaningless.
Eight goals for the community are listed. · Goal one demonstrates the

20Ib.d
_ _i_.' p. 4.
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lack of focus in these statements.

The goal is:

To further the welfare of th.e people of the tovm by helping
to create an increasingly better, more healthful, convenient,
efficient and attractive community environment in which to
live. 21
The Plan objective is:
To promote the welfare of the residents in the town by
developing a better, more efficient and attractive
environment. 22
The author of the Plan urges upgrading of existing coastal uses but
offers no map or site plan for this improvement.

As a result the Plan's

broad statements can be seen to lack clarity in dealinG with coastal
concerns.
Internal Consistancy - Despite the statement that commercial uses
such as boat repair and marina services should blend with conservation
areas the plan rec01mnends that the coastal area be zoned as a waterfront
district favoring these commercial uses.

On the only expanse of un-

developed coast line the circulation plan shows a major access road
which will serve this commercial district.

The effect of this road

which has been built by filling part of the cove is to overwhelm five
hundred feet of this natural area with a man-made feature.

Such a plan

and action appears inconsistent with the stated desire to conserve
unique natural areas.
In the dmmtown area clearance is urged in coastal areas although
one aim of the Plan is to maintain the historic resources of the tmm.
The waterfront area
21 Ibid. , p . 7.
22 Ib'd
__i_.' P· 11 .

historica~

was the nucleus of the town 's develop-

\
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ment patterns and yet this is not mean.ingfulfy" acknowledged in the
Plan.

Such an oversight makes the Plan internally incon sistant.
Scope - The Plan has a target date of 1986-1990.

It presents no

specific program for accomplishing the broad goals of the Plan.

The

establishment of such a target date in this instance appears fanciful.
·Comprehensiveness - The breadth and all inclusiveness of the goals
statements should not be mistaken for comprehensiveness .

The Plan

does not make reference to the community 's role in environmental control, especially in such an area as water pollution.

The lack of

specificity as to coastal use locations, implementation measures, and
delegation of responsibility in sustaining the planning program severely
weakens the Plan as a useful doc ument .
Operationability - The Plan requires many additional studies and
actions in order for it to be used as anything other than a conceptual
approach to conununity development .

Interviews with decision-makers

indicated that so few copies of the Plan were still available that most
could not reca ll exactly what it said.

Because the Plan is so vaguely

presented it cannot be considered a meaningful guide in daify" governmental operations.
Summary :

East Greenwich's Comprehensive Plan is weak.

It lacks

specific statements and maps to indicate what form coastal evolution
should follow or what public investments should be in coastal areas.
It offers no guide to private investors because it does not indicate
what the municipality should do or when it should occur.
Tovm Planning Organization and Position
The Planning Board is the official body in East Greenwich charged

\
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with devising development plans for the town.

Because there is no

Charter for the town, the board functions under the mandates of the
State Enabling Legislation .

This legislation has been characterized

by the Rhode Island Department of Community Affairs as disjointed, and
weak both in terms of its provisions for the role of the planning function in local government and in its provisions for zoning of local
municipalities.

These acts are currently being consolidated and revised

.,

. .· . •.

~

for presentation to the legislature.
Two other groups officially speak out on development matters .
These are the Conservation and Development Commissions.

Because each

of these three groups are responsible to the legislative body they
take the position in government characterized as the Goodman Stance
(see Chapter II, p. 29).

These groups seek to represent the whole

public interest of the community but act as advocates for certain
functional specialties or areas of expertise.

Th e se specialties are

conservation, industrial development and planning .

It appears from

those interviewed that the small and homogeneous size of the community
gives the members of these groups a sense of knowing what the community
wants and rejects the validity of unconventional views .

In East Green-

wich the viewpoint of the Democratic Party is apparently considered
unconventional.

The result of this splitting of advisory services on

development matters reduc es the impact of the Pla nning Board .
Instead of the conservation and industrial development specialties
reporting to the Planning Board who might integrat e their position on
issues into a pla n or policy position for presentation to the Council,
each group pres ents their views directly to the Council which has the
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option of taking one of these varied positions on a case by ca.se basis.
Those interviewed felt that these three board::; and commissions were
often in conflict with each other (Appendix A, Q.

3). None are seen

as particularly influential in directing Council positions.
A review of the Council minutes for 1969 shows that on is sues
such as zoning changes where the three groups have taken differing
positions , the Council showed no clear weighting of one -board's or
commission 's position over another .

On the contrary , on several in-

stances the Council disregarded the negative reconnnendations of these
groups to grant changes.
Despite the fact that these appointed agents of the local government represent certain functional interests it appears that the Council
uti lizes their advice more as a reflection of public sentiment on
certain is sues such as zoning rather than as an imput of technical
expertise on a given issue.

The Council appears to depend primarily

on the administrative staff, particularly the Public Works Director
for technical advice .
The dispersal of the planning function among these three functional
specialties is in keeping with the tradition of small town government
which evolved in the agricultural tradition of decentralization of
authority .

While this gives a public image of a participatory demo-

cracy , administratively it constipates the daily decision-making pro·ce ss .

Decisions have to be made on planning coll1Illunity development .

These are made , it appears, independently of these groups .
Unlike Warwick and Cranston, relations between official government agencies such as the Mayor 's office and the Planning Department
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do not have a significant impact on coastal policy fonnulation.

In-

stead, in the small bureaucracy of East Greenwich there are certain
key individuals who by force of their position and personality tend to
dominate coastal development decisions.

Of this group the Public Works

Director has initiated most of the thinking in terms of East Greenwich's
approach to coastal development.

All those elected and appointed

officials interviewed felt the Public Works Director is the town's
planning function..

The

Comprehensive Plan is seen by him as a general

guideline for controlling community growth (Appendix B, Q. 22).

On

account of the rapid change in the community the Public Works Department has sought to increase its internal technical ability through
added staff.

This lack of expertise is viewed by decision-makers as

the major weakness of tovm's ability to control change (Appendix B,
Q.

39).
Because the planning, decision-making and implementation functions

are not organizationally based but instead located in a few select
individuals what ever tension exists between the planning and political
considerations appears to be controlled in the informal bargaining
process that occurs as this group decides what to do.

Location of

these individuals at the top of the town's administrative and political
structure can be viewed as the major reason for their success in carrying forward their ideas.
Planning Strategy:
One major occurance in recent years has set the pattern of actions
for this group to attain public acceptance for their proposals.

In

1968 this group decided that an additional boat l aunching site was

\
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needed in Greenwich Cove.

A site occupied by a house was found on a

steep bank overlooking the cove and a sale price of $15,000 was
established.

It was the feeling of this group based on the Public Works

Director's site plan that sale of the gravel excavated from the site in
preparing a rump and paxking area would off3et most of the development
costs.
Although State

50%

matching funds were available under the Green

Acres Act, the group felt the requirement that the area be open to all
State residents wa s not desirable.

They believed that if Town funds

were used the facility could be restricted to the exclusive use of
Tovm residents.

The proposed sum of $15,000 was rejected at the finan-

cial Tovm Meeting.

Seeking to move ahead with the plan, the Town

officials then applied for Green Acre funds which did not require the
sanction of the Town meeting.

The Plan was then carried through as

originally conceived by the decision-makers, despite the original
negative vote of the town meeting and despite t he fact that there had
been no particular sentiment expressed at any point for the r amp pr oposal.
When queried on this point those interviewed. in this group unanimously agreed that the negative expression at the Town meeting was for
the amount rather than the concept of a boat r amp in the proposed
location.

In making the determination of this use no other alternatives

were considered.

All interviewed felt, despite some expressions of

community that the Council had gone against the will of the people,
that they had acted well within t he ir p erogatives in pursuing this
plan in t he manner they did.

All expr essed a dis satis faction with the

:.·

equity and efficiency of the Town meeting mechanism and felt that perhaps a charter and reorganizatio!f of government into a mayor or councilmanager format might be worthy of investigation.
It is clear from interviews that the success of the ramp and the
ultimate public acceptance of this

m~nner

of Plan implementation has

chrystalized a strategy approach for the decision-making group .

All

feel this ramp represents the most significant change in East Greenwich's
coastline in the last two years (Appendix B, Q. 24).

Since

that time

the r amp facility ha.s been further improved and additional work such as
the installation of sanitary facilities is scheduled for this year.
None of those interviewed, however, feel any desire to encourage
private initiative from outside the Town by using public funds as
incentives.
This select group while exercising actual power cannot pursue a
developmental approach to planning because of the dispersal of lega l
authority and lack of professional expertise.

While the boat ramp plan

was not specifically mentioned or sited on maps in the

1966

Comprehensive

Plan, the idea fits generally into the concept of coastal development
envisioned by the Plan .
Within the adaptive approach practiced by this group the ad hoc
opportunist role defined on page 33 best fits the strategy used in the
boat ramp issue and in their subsequent activities.
By using this approach and funds from his operating budget, the

Public Works Director has been able to push forward with municipal
coastal development on a project basis.

Two small coastal "mini-

parks" are now being constructed by his department.

The Director feels
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this initiative on his part and on the part of the other decisionmakers is an efficient way to develop the Town's coastal areas for this
type of use.

The Director noted that he did not react in any way to

criticism of his department (Appendix B, Q. li-0).
Summary of the Planning-Development Factor:
Unlike Cranston and Warwick where there is a high degree of
functional differentiation in the government, East Greenwich's planning
and development factor is not organizationally based but rather is
based on the · interests and activities of certain key individuals.
Unencumbered by governmental bureaucracies these individuals interact
freely and are not constrained by accepted roles in the governmental
hierarchy .

Organizational definitions such as planner, administrator

and executive officer do not strictly apply where no such organization
and differentiation of authority exist in their manner of interaction.
For this reason it is impossible to apply Meyerson's five criteria as
a judgement of the affectiveness of the planning function's impact on
decision-makers in the context of the decision-field.

The adaptive

approach and ad hoc opportunist strategy used in East Greenwich represents the way the Town effectuates their coastal management procedures.
This is a distinct consideration from the way a planning department
might devise a strategy for community development which may or may not
be followed.
The Political Factor:
The political factor in East Greenwich must be discussed in terms
of the way it affects the planning and development factor.

This latter

factor exercises the initiative on coastal issues, though the following
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groups express views which are considered.

Aspects of the decision-

making group are discussed in the context of the political factor.
The Conservation Corr.mission in East Greenwich is chaired by a
retired state police officer .

The major focus of his work is preserva-

tion of water courses in the inlan:J. section of the town.

His views on

conservation stress the John Muir tradition of the conservation ethic
which upholds that the sanctity of nature should be preserved untram.rneD.ed for the future.

As a result of these views all his efforts

are exerted in the undeveloped part of tovm.

It appears that key

decision-makers tend to respect the views of this group only when
issues which might have an environmental impact arise in these areas
of town.

An area of specific expertise is that of pollution in streams.

He expressed the view that the Cove is already polluted and has few
conservation areas worthy of preservation.

He feels the coastal areas

of his Town need complete rebuilding to reflect the original environmental qualities of the area.

He advocates only specific policies he

is interested in, and relies heavily upon others for guidance (Appendix
B, Q. 46, 47).

He favors increased regulation of the coastal zone by

some higher authority such as a regional agency .

He feels more should

be spent resolving coastal problems but looks to the State and Federal
governments for initiative in these matters (Appendix B, Q. 55).
While it appears that the Conservation Commission has a limited
interest both functionally and geographically decision-makers indicated
that they wished the conservation conunission would be more active,
especially in coastal concerns which are of particular interest to the
decision-making group.

Some of this group i ndicated that the Conunission
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was an excellent place to plant ideas which later became their own.
Decision-makers feel it desirable .t o have ideas generated on conservation
matters by this group but also feel they are too slow to have a real
impact for the conservation interest in·light of the rapid development
the town is undergoing.
impact is

Thus on coastal decisions their interest and

lo~.;.

Land O\omers exert some pressure on decision-makers.

Coastal land-

ovmers such as marina operators have repeatedly petitioned the Council
for extension of their uses but have had no noticable impact on coastal
decisions.

These groups and individuals cannot be considered a dynamic

group willing to disrupt their smooth relationship with the Council.
The

view~ expressed

by fishermen and quohoggers are not seriously con-

sidered by decision-makers, interviews revealed.
Developers and Realtors have showed little interest in East Greenwich's coastline.

This may be accounted for, in part, by the highly

developed and low quality of the land and buildings in the area.
Influential Citizens and Institutions exert a significant impact
on coastal decisions.

The Tovm's preservation society has recently

come to life and is making a survey of much of the coastal land-use
structures.

It appears tbe growing conllllitment of this group to up-

grading this area will preclude the extensive renewal reconunended by
the Comprehensive Plan.
The .20-25 member Town Republican Committee is the second organization which has a meaningful impact on coastal decisions.

From this

source all those elected officials receive their perception of public
opinion.

While this group does not initiate action, its reactions are

carefully appraised by the decision-makers.

Currently this Republican
"'

Conunittee is studying the desirability of urban renewa l for the coastal
a.rea.

From interviews it appears that this investigation will take

several years as there are no

outspoken supporters of the concept.

Elected, Apnointed, and Administrative Staff described in this
discussion as the decision-making group shape public policy toward the
coastline.

Their leadership in this area is evidenced by their carry-

ing throt gh of the boat ramp proposal.

Problems such as overcrowding

in the harbor and traffic and congestion on the shore areas have
prompted this group to attempt to expand their authority on coastal
problems by submitting a bill to the State Legislature.

The submittal

of such a bill indicates the willingness of this group to press forward
with their ovm policies and to increase their personal influence (Appendix B, Q. 46,

!~7).

This group possesses progres sive views on how

coastal areas should be handled in the future.

All feel planners and

engineers offer the best advice on coastal development matters and would
consider proposing the addition of one or more of these professionals
to the Tovm 's payroll (Appendix B, Q.

48). All favor increased public

ownership and centralizing of coastal programs into a single administrative agency.

All favored more state and federal participation and funds

to carry out these programs but each insists on strong local control
(Appendix B, Q . 50, 51, 55).

All show a willingness to adopt new un-

tested c oastal development programs, provided they do not arouse the
Town (Appendix A, Q .

21~ ) •

The leadership a.em6nstrated by this group is a natural outgrowth
of their personal characteristics.

Each of those elected officials
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interviewed runs a business .

One elected offi cial is a probable candi-

date to oppose Congressman Tiernan.
Summary:

The Potential Impact of the Political Factor

Of the groups constituting the political fact.or only the decisionmaking group cescribed as elected, appointed and administrative staff
and the Town Republican Committee have a meaningful impact on constal
development decisions.

The decision-making group, while political in

nature appears to be free :from any countervailing pressure.
The Market Factor:
Coastal land use patterns in East Greenwich's shore front show
little evidence of being affected by market pressures.
such as marinas and boat yards are not competing

Existing uses

active~

for land.

Dome antiquated uses such as fisher:ticn's shacks rem1in as they were

35 years ago. · There are no spokesmen for the market factor attempting
to influence decision-makers.

Coastal land-use patterns appear stable

even though the uses themselves are in demand .

There is no evidence

that the market factor is making any impact on decision-makers.

On

the contrary, the lack of improvement in the area has prompted some
officials to consider renewal as a mechanism for stimulating market
activities.
With the exception of land purchased by the town for municipal
boat ramp turnover has remained low.

While land values are appraised

by realtors as increasing the configuration of existing land-uses,
topography , rail lines and streets appear to be inhibiting the market .
Summary

of the Potential I mpact of Passive Factors :

Dichotomy and Jurisdictions and Controls

Economic-Ecologic

\
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The lack of market activity has not resulted in any significant
movement forward of the

ecologi~

viewpoint in the decision-field.

On the contrary, demand for increased anchorages and the discharge of
effluents from boats has had an effect on water quality.

Though some

interest has been shown in pr otecting and enhancing coastal lands for
aesthetic purposes, water quality is not actively being monitored or
improvement sought.
The lack of municipal controls evidenced by the special bill
seeking to expand local control remains weak and unaggressively used.
Private property rights are greatly respected; eminent domain bas not
been used .

. ·-
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IV.

North Kingstown, Rhode Island
The Evolution of Government anc1 the Distribution of
Legal Authority.
Like East Greenwich, North Kingstown functioned for most of its

civic life under a council form of town government.

With the adoption

of a town Charter in the early 1960's, North Kingstown established a
council-manager governmental form.

The manager oversees all admini-

strative functions and acts as the Public Works Director.
only administrative professional in Town government.

He is the

All boards and

commissions report directly to the five man Republican Council.

The

tovm appropriates money in the annual town meeting.
Development considerations are handled by the Planning Commission
which answers to the Council but utilizes the City Manager as a technical
resource during the time of capital budget preparation.
Although the Tovm has over 26,000 residents and a professional
administration it gives the impression of resisting centralized
authority.

Eighteen special purpose commissions composed of 90

members serve as advisors to the Town Council.

Governmental structure

and standing committees are illustrated on Chart H.
committees have more than eight members .

Some of these

There is little overlapping

membership.
Despite the profusion of advisory groups there is little or no
full-time organizational staff to coordinate these diverse efforts.
This facet of the governmental organization is its distinguishing
operational feature.

The Planning Commission is the agency which

most closely approximates this coordinating function.

\
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Identification of Key Coastal Decision.-Makers
The lack of corrununication and organization among these advisory
committees seemingly makes decision-making a highly diffused practice.
All major decisions, however, are legally made by the Town Council
using the advice of these groups .

Officially these groups answer

directly to the Council without reporting to the Planning Commission.
This Commission , however, is the key locus for policy formulation discussions on coastal concerns.
As in East Greenwich, certain individuals from various advisory
commissions have a particularly strong impact on coastal development.
These same individuals interact informally without reference to their
particular

com.~ittee

assignment or elected position.

As one council-

man put it, "We make most decisions over the telephone long before it
is taken up on the Council meeting."

This informal interaction forms

a communications network which is common to all small towns yet unique
in each.
On coastal issues the Planning Commission chairman is accepted by
all those interviewed as being the most influential individual.

others

include a councilman and chairman of the Industrial Development Commission, chairman of the Conservation Commission, and the City Manager .
Of this group the City Manager achieves his influence by his legal
authority while elected and appointed officials, though possessing
legal authority", appear to have gained th.eir influence by the impact
of their personalities and their place in the local political setting.
'Vhile it is possible to identify this group as key decision-makers,
many individuals interacting with these few form a complicated hierarchy
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whose influence cannot be precisely determined.

As in

E~st

Greenwich,

group consensus is sought even though the basic definition of the
issues being considered is usually articulated by the key decisionmakers.
The Planning Factor in the Decision-Field:
The Comprehensive Plan:
The town of North Kingstown has no Comprehensive Plan.

The Rhode

Island Department of Community Affairs prepared a plan for the community
in 1958 but before it wa s accepted the tensions that developed between
the Commission and the State project planner negated the usefulness of
the plan.

Apparently the town officials felt this state employee acted

in a high handed manner in advising the town.

The Plan was shelved.

In 1969 the first year class in the graduate curriculum of Community Planning and Area Development chose North Kingstown as a study
area.

During the course of the year a Comprehensive Plan for the town

was developed by the class of 18 members as a study exercise without
consultation with North Kingstown officials, although the class
attended Commission meetings and supplemented information supplied by
the town with field investigations.
Since the presentation of this report to the community at a public
meeting in North Kingstmm in May 1969, no apparent movement has been
made to accept or modify this document.

Two graduate planning students

were hired on a pai·t-time basis ostensibly to work with the Planning
Commission detailing precise proposals from some of the concepts
presented in the student report.

The students , however, performed

drafting services for the town in transcribing zoning classifications

·..
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from plat maps; being so directed by the Planning

Connnis~ion

chairman .

Currently there are no studies used by the Commission to dir ect
their position on coastal land.:.use policy.
Town Planning Organization and Position
The Planning Commission has been functioning in North Kingstown
for t wenty years and is currently chaired by one of the original members.
As in East Greenwich, this

co~.mi ssion

answers directly to the Council

though it also works informally with the :many boards and commissions
associated with the government.

While the Planning function occupies

the Kent Position de s cribed on page 28, it uses ad hoc connnittees (see
page 29) both as a means of deriving community participation and consensus and also as a means of generating broad based support for planning proposals.

Though all those interviewed stressed how smoothly the

town government functions there appears to be some competitiveness or
strain between the chairmen of the Planning and Conservation Commissions
and between the Planning Com.'llission chairman and the City Manager .
The source of this competition appears to result from the inability
of the Con111lission to adopt a Comprehensive Plan after twenty years of
meetings .

The Commission chairman made repeated reference to the Com-

mission's efforts to direct community growth in accor dance with the
Comprehensive Plan even though no such document exists.

The Conservation

Commission chairman noted that without a plan or data the advice of the
Planning Connnission on coastal or other areas was no better than the
views of his COIIDllission or anyone else.
The City Manager felt that the Planning Commission had become somewhat of a government in itself in that it makes decisions which the

l77
Council invariably endorses but without being politically responsible
directly to the citizens.

He indicated that he had been unable (or

unwilling) to introduce any changes into the functioning of the Commission.

He felt the Commis sion had established an image of what plan-

ning is and that at.tempts on his part to redefine their manner of
operation challenged them .

Conversely the Planning Commission chairman

minimized the importance of the City Manager, casting him as a
financial technician.

Since being interviewed the Manager has resigned

citing frustration at his own inability to create a municipal building
program which would make an impact on the development patterns of the
town.
The Planning Commission chairman dominates the Connnission.

In

addition to his mm business as newspaper mmer and editor, he averages
12 hours per week on Commi ssion activities (Appendix A, Q.

4). He

views the goals of his planning function as economic growth and provision of more life amenities .
development questions.

The Commis sion meets weekly to handle

The chairman cites low budget and unexpected

workloads as the major reason for gaps in the planning performance
(Appendix B, Q. 39).
Despite the fact that the Commission has been unable to devise
a connnunity plan they have rarely used planning consultants or drawn
on state expertise since 1958.

The Commission is confident in its· own

ability to shape developme nt particularly in coastal areas.

This con-

fidence is reflected in their development strategy .
Planning Strategy :
Because the Planning Commission has no plan, and considers the
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land-use pattern in coastal areas fixed there does not aJ?_pear to be any
particular development objectives framed which vary significantly from
existing land-us es .

Neither are any problems in coastal areas per-

ceived by the chairman.

He did not feel that either pollution or

dredging and filling were a significant problem to the town, even though
the two Navy aircraft carriers stationed at Quonset Naval Air Station
have no shore sewage treatment and house over 800 men each (Appendix A,
Q.

6).
When asked which group outside of government most influence

deci sions on coastal matters the chairman responded local landmmers
although he strongly pointed out that the Connnission had the final say.
In achieving acceptance of his proposals the Commission works
through many of the committees of government.

These informal gather-

ings set the pattern of the planning strategy for the Commission.

All

are urged to express their opinions on development matters even though
very little basic information is available .about the physical and
social characteristics of the community.

The Commission appears to

dominate the conclusions drawn from these discussions because of their
accepted position as technical experts.
This expertise is reflected in the Commission's view of planning.
To this group planning has a strong engineering connotation.
how the chairman approaches his tasks.
is an engineer.

This is

One of the Commission members

He was appointed to the Commiss ion as were two other

members in recent years on the strong advice of the chairman.

Most

planning proposals brought bef ore the Commission are decided on the
merits of engineering feasibility.

Decisions are made on the basis of
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the cumulative knowledge and experience of the Commission members .
Ground water pollution, for example, was viewed by the chairman as the
major implication of subdivision development.

In coastal areas, much

of which has very low density development this pr oblem was viewed as
particularly severe.

Because of this view in the Saunderstown village

of North Kingsto~m the Commission has required lt acre minimum lot
sizes on some of these coastal lands.
The lack of overall plans for coastal areas and the emphas is of
the Planning Commission on examining proposals individually indicates
that the planning function applies an ad hoc opportunist strategy (see
page 33) within an adaptive development approach .

All those interviewed

felt the planning function sought to channel growth (Append ix A, Q. ll).
This approach, however, is not reflected in the Town's zoning of
coastal areas.

The ordinance which has experienced minor revisions

since its adoption in

191~7

leaves much discretion on development

matters with the Planning Commission and the zoning board.

These

decisions are made on the basis of the Town ' s lilnited technica l resources in judging development proposals and in accordance with the
desire of the Planning Commission to maintain the status quo.
The Planning Commission chairman presents a consistant and
strongly held position on coastal programs and environmental control.
He feels he has good information and no organizational constraints in
managing the Tmm' s coastal environment , but that any new ideas for
management should be tested elsewhere before being adopted by North
Kingstown .
State's

He believes local towns should be able to draw on the

borro~dng

credit for local financing of loca],. coastal plans ,
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but that the State needs to spend less . money and more time rethinking
their coastal programs (Appendix- A, Q. 23, 27).
He views State enabling legislation and local zoning powers as
sufficient to handle all coastal development problems, and yet ·he
looks to the State and Federal agencies as the best levels of government to resolve coastal problems which he believes should be remedied
by educating the public (Appendix B, Q. 42, 50, 52, 55).
Summary of the ;planning Factor:

· Planning in North Kingstown lacks organization, professionalism
and documentation.

Technical criteria and objectivity which were

stated as being primary · criteria and the most descriptive feature of the
planning process appears to be based more on the personal views of the
planning chairman whose conception of the planning function appears
dominated by a civil engineering viewpoint rather than on broadly
based community analysis (Appendix A, Q. 15).

Though not actually

sought out, the views of planning and engineering professionals were
seen as most useful to the commission in deciding coastal matters
(Appendix B, Q. 48).

All new proposals are judged primarily on this

engineering viewpoint and their relation to existing uses only within
the municipal jurisdiction.
Unlike Warwick where detailed planning proposals have a significant
impact in the decision-field, North Kingstovm' s planning efforts lack
the organizati onal strengths, but nevertheless the factor remains influential because it is thought to have this technical competence and
because it has functioned in a consistant manner with the same individual approach for over twenty years.

l8l

The Political Fnctor:
The Planning Commission , especially the

chairm~n,

influences

decisions on coastal matters not by weight of technical expertise, but
rather by their interaction in the political context.

The leadership

role of the chairman has been discussed in this framework in determining his views toward new coastal programs .

Other groups, however, play

an active part in the coastal decision-making process.
The Conservation Commi ssion's work in North Kingstown has made a
sizeable impa ct on decision-makers.

Over the past four years more

than 1,500 acres of land and inland water area have been acquired or
placed under easement for conservation purposes.
perty is located around inland water bodies.

Most of this pro-

No acquisitions are

currently projected for coastal areas, where the Commission chairman
indicated he feels costs and the views of coastal owners preclude
meaningful purchases .
Like the Planning Cormnis sion chairman , the Conservation chairman
is a long-time r esident of the Town and has been active in sportsmen 's
clubs.

He is currently vice-chairman of the New England Advi sory

Board on Fish and Game Problems.
He feels his knowledge of the community and experience in wild
life related activities gives him the basis of information he needs
for making conservation decisions.

He wishes, however, the University

was more active in supporting technical information such as model
ordinances.
In his retirement he repairs automobiles and spends 12-15 hours
weekly pursuing his conservation work .

He cites decline of shell
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fishing and filling of Bissell Cove and Duck Cove as the ·most significant coastal environmental change in the last two years (Appendix B,
Q.

25).
He feels the Conse:.rvation Commission has the most influence with

the Council.

This is not a contradiction of the views the Planning

Commission, but rather indicates that as discussions occur consensus
is reached with each group feeling its viewpoint has prevailed (Appendix
B, Q.

44).
The Conservation chairman sought to increase his influence and

strongly presents his viewpoints despite obstacles (Appendix B, Q.

47).

46,

He feels ownership of coastal lands should be public, but that

zoning and paid easements to prevent future development presents the
best prospect for controlling growth in coastal areas (Appendix B,

Q. 50, 52, 54).

He views Federal and State agencies as the rightful

initiators of coabtal programs but feels they are presently poorly
coordinated both locally and on higher levels.

He feels tovms have

equal responsibility with higher levels of government but lack resources
to handle problems (Appendix B, Q. 55).
When asked how effective he felt his Commission was in communicating their viewpoint to the Council he said he had always gotten along
well with them.

He found his hobby of repairing cars, often council-

men's cars, allowed him an opportunity to discuss town matters informally while councilmen waited.
He tends to view shore areas in terms of locales, such as Saunderstown or Wickford Cove, as independent places each with a particular
development pattern.

He feels environmental problems could only be
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solved by public education (Appendix B, Q. 42).

He values most highly

the views of conservationists, economists and oceanographers in devising local coastal policy (Appendix B, Q. 48).
The Conservation Connnission has a strongly expressed vie•lpoint
which has an impact on the Council.
been in coastal areas.

Their efforts to date have not

Because of the strength of the chairman it is

likely that the conservation vievlpoint will increase in impact as
development in coastal areas increases, both because the chairman is
respected by Councilmen, and because their conservation viewpoint is
compatible with the Planning Commission's interest in slowing development.
Landowners in certain areas have a significant impact on coastal
decisions.

Marina and boat yard operators in Wickford Cove play a

significant role in shaping decisions for that area.

Their views have

been supported by the Planning Commission.
Landowners in the Saunderstown area have sought to maintain low
density development which has been consistant with the Planning Commission viewpoint.

Landowners are seen to have less impact in un-

developed coastal areas than developers (Appendix A, Q. 14).

It was

felt by elected decision-makers interviewed that if landowners were
willing to sell to developers they would be unlikely to oppose development if landowners in abutting low density areas did not feel development would affect their property.

It was in this manner that land

between Saunderstown and the Jamestovm Bridge was slowly developed
from farm to single family tracts.

It appears that the impact of

landowners views will increase with the density of development.
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Developers and realtors are seen to have a significant impact on
decision-makers even though the views of the Planning Commission
modified their proposals .

o~en

In one case lot size requirements were in-

creased from 20 to 50,000 sq.

~-

Currently a nationally based real

estate firm is proposing the building of more than twenty-five high
income condominiums on coastal property north of Wickford Harbor .

Al-

though this involves changes both in zoning and the previous position
. taken by the Planning Commission on high density dwelling units, it
appears the impact of the firm is having a meaningful affect on both
the Council and the Planning Commission.
Armed with plans and engineering data it appears this developer
is going to over-power the Planning Commi ssion whose basis of knowledge
is experience .

As deve lopment

pre~surcs

increase it is probable that

developers will increasingly challenge the local decision-makers.

A

major challenge in the next decade will surely come from the Narragansett Electric Company which holds 90 acres of coastal land (see
Appendix D) .
Influential Citizens and Institutions:
The Navy is the largest coastal landowner in the

To~m.

Their use

of the coastline in this jurisdiction occurs independent of any local
sanctions or restrictions and without apparent regard for ecological
considerations.

The Town has not evidenced any interest in curbing or

influencing the Navy's use of their shoreline, even though Navy land
abuts shell fishing beds and is near public beaches.
Yachtsmen do not appear interested in coastal development patterns
but have urged the Council to consider expansion of docking facilities

in Wickford Harbor.

Their influence appears to be defined to their

interest in the Bay as a functional part of their boating interests.
Local fishermen have compl,ained about ecological damage to shellfish beds but neither the Council nor the Planning Con:nnission have made
an effort exerting any influence to arrest existing pollution sources,
even though they are considering raising the Tovm's minimum lot size
from 20 to 30,000 sq.

~.;

ostensibly to curb more pollution.

One citizen group based in the northern part of tovm , where most
new grm·rth has occurred has successfully pressured local government
for mo"t"e professionalism.

Not only did they petition the Council not

to accept the City Manager's resignation, they advertised on a billboard
urging the Council to hire a full-time planner.

Twenty-five thousand

dollars has been budgeted this y ear for such a new Tov:n department.

If

this group continues its activities it could have a great impact on
development decisions.
Elected , appointed, and administrative staff described as the key
coastal decision-makers have not shmm leadership in directing coastal
environmental issues .

The lack of a Town Plan, or activity in reserv-

ing coastal lands as · a conservation re source indicates a lack of concern over the use of the tmm coastal areas.

Present zoning allows only

low dens ity residential uses outside of Wickford Harbor.

Though each

in this decision-making group showed an inclination to press forward
with their own points of view, none showed an active interest in North
Kingstmm ' s relation to Narragansett Bay even though the Planning Commission felt his board most active in coa stal matters (Appendix B, G,.

46, 47). Two individuals other than the Planning chairman felt the
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addition of a planner to the Town's staff was desirable.

On coastal

matters roost preferred conservationists as advisors (Appendix B, Q. 48).
All showed a strong inclination for the tovm to share in state

revenues~

but few favored an overall administrative agency to coordinate coastal
prograrns.
Although support and initiative are looked for on the Federal and
State level strong local control is urged in guiding the uses of Federal
and State programs (Appendix B, Q. 48, 50, 51, 55).
appears 10w.
programs .

J,ocal initiative

There seems to be little willingness to create local

The C:tty Manager who might logically be expected to help

create such programs said _he was not much intere sted in what happened
to the quohaugs, indicating h:Ls attitude toward coastal environmental
questions .
Sunnnar.r:

The Potential Imp act of the Political Factor:

Key decision-makers by personal. inclination and past action show
little i nterest in coastal questions.

Landowners express their view-

point forcefully only when public or private action appears to threaten
their holdings.

The Navy acts completely independently of local con-

siderations on environmental matters, while yachtsmen are concerned
only a.bout environmental qual{ty as it affects their boating interests.
Developers and real estate interests a.re more frequently pressing for
land..:use changes .

Only the combined viewpoints of the key decision-

makers a.re currently slowing their activities.

Certain local groups

are pressing government to change their car·etaker stance.

Should this

change occur, capab ilities for considering and acting on coastal environmental questions should increase.

Without this change developers will
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probably feel little constraint in reflecting the unmodified influence
of the market place.
The .Market Place:
Coastal land in North Kingstmm is in large parcels and is weakly
controlled by zoning.
activity.

Only the decision-makers constrain development

Market pressures do not appear as intense as in Warwick or

Cranston , nevertheless intensification of land-use capacity is being
sought .
Two years ago the old Cold Spring Hotel abutting the tmm beach
came on the market .

The tovm purchased the property on the market for

$180,000 after a developer had bid $172,000.

Af'ter the deal was

t ransacted the tmm lea.med the developer had bid an extra $15, 000
thinking the parcel served by town water and sewage.
In this i nstance the Town paid an inflated market price because it
had no mechanism for determining market demand.

The market influence

is stimulated both by the proximity of the Navy base and the University
of Rhode Island which serve as generators of market activity.
The demand for coastal land will increase · as the South County
area grows.

Developers will press for more changes in land-use capa-

city in response to this demand .

It appears, North Kingstmm will be

greatly influenced by this factor because of their o'm l ack of preparation and because of their inability to stop it.
Turnover of coastal property is increasing as land values rise.
Because the rural character of much of the coastal area below Wickford
Cove it i s difficult for realtors to appraise exact increases in l and
value .

A major new use which is in regional demand, apartments , is
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only beginning to manifest a dema.nd in North Kingstown.

This demand

may be a major challenge to the town's present zoning.
Summary of the Potential Impact of Passive Factors:

Economic-Ecologic

Dichotomy and Jurisdictions and Controls
Economic

~actors

will. overpower ecologic considerations which have

no spokesmen in the decision-field.

Low local awareness of environ-

mental issues appears to preclude for the moment any meaningf'ul attempt
to incorporate the ecologic viewpoint into coastal decision-making.
The Conservation Cor:iraission possesses the highest potential for this
expression but is not actively interested in this pursuit.
Jurisdictions and controls do not inhibit decision-makers who
avoid use of eminent domain and resist infringement of private property
rights.

v
A CASE STUDY

THE PAWTUXET ·coVE REDEVELOPMENT SCHEME
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This case study demonstrates the interaction of
factors for a study area city in a real situation.

the ~ decision-

While the manner

of interaction of these factors may be unique to this city, the issue
of coastal redevelopment is pertinent to the entire study area for it
demonstrates that planning politics and the market place are important
factors in determining how coastal land areas will evolve.
THE PAWTUXET COVE REDEVELOPMENT SCHEME
In June 1961 the City Planning Commission of Cranston received
from their consultant, Blair Associates of Providence, a comprehensive
plan for the city.
analy~ed

Among the many aspects of community development

by the consultant was the desirability of urban renewal.

The

consultant's surveys found that in some census tracts "as much as 263
1
of all dwelling units in deteriorating or dilapidated conditions".
The report continues, " ••• on the basis of preliminary surveys and the
city's needs, it is apparent that urban renewal action of the most
drastic

sort-~tearing

dovm of structures--is generally not the most

appropriate form of renewal for Cranston . . . • in addition to renewing
residential areas, urban renewal should be used where possible to
further the economic growth of the city, i.e., by renewing commercial
2
areas and providing sites for industrial expansion"
Under a section entitled "Tentative Renewal or Redevelopment
Areas" the report lists several areas for renewa l consideration.
1Blair Assiciates, Cranston Comprehensive Plan, June 1961, p.

I-72.

1.9l

First on the list was the
1.

Pawtucket Business Center

Citing the existance of a substantial trade area which extends
south to include the Gaspee Plateau on the Warwick Coast the consultants recorded, as the basis of redevelopment activity, the inadequate
harbor, the demand for marina facilities, and needed community facilities .
The report supported renewal recommendations on the rationale that
inadequate parking and the existance of several deteriorating structures
were inhibiting this area as a community center .
Another site for renewal action was the Bellefont Pond area which
due to its diverse ownership pattern, inadequate parking and vacant
land was described as an area of "arresting growth" which had , however,
due to its proximity to rail lines and the proposed extension of the
Huntington Expressway a high potential for industrial redevelopment.
The Cranston Redevelopment Agency was e stablished in 1963 with
Daniel D. Dicenzo, a civil engineer , as its executive director.

Follow-

ing the mand_a te of t he State enabling legislation the agency began
making surveys into the conditions of the first two redevelopment areas
referred to in the Blair report.

Preliminary surveys in September ,

1964 , of the area surrounding the Pawtuxet Cove established the following deficienc ies :
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

deteriorating buildings
substandard living facilities
traffic congestion
incompatible mixtures of land use
lack of parking facilities
inadequate street capacities and layout
obsolete building types
inadequate platting of land parcels
congestion and misusage of the cove area as .a natural resoui·ce

\
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10.
11.

poor siting of buildings
loss of tax revenues

A tentative renewal area of
closer analysis.
and 53 ovmers.

app~oximately

11 acres was selected for

This area included 69 land parcels with 49 structures
The 35 residential and combined residential-business

structures represented 60 families .

There were also 13 businesses and

one manufacturing club, and volunteer fire stations usages in separate
structures .

The appraised value of this area totaled $860 ,244 return-

ing $18 ,464.16 in tax revenues to the c ity in 1964.

In making pro-

posals for alternate uses of the area the following improvements were
proposed:
1. A 50,000 sq. foot business building with 650 off-street
parking spaces, an increase of 595 over the existing on and
off-street spaces , which was to house as many of the 13
displaced busine sses as de s ired spa ce . At the time of the
agencies survey there were 30 empty store fronts within the
area of the prop~sed renewal site. 20 other businesses were
in arrears in their rent.
2. A 28 story luxury apartment with parking facilities
within the building.
3. Recreational facilities which included a yacht club,
a private club renting cabanas to 400 members. The club
would include an olympic sized salt water pool and restaurant facilities. Also to be constructed on part of the
area dredged f'rom the harbor would be marina with a
capacity of over 150 boats.
4. Along the northern banks of the Pawtuxet River was to
be constructed an extensively landscaped and lighted park
which would have a vista of the cove area as well as
space for open air concerts.3
It was estirnatcd that these improvements would return to the city a
tax revenue of $167 ,528 .59 not including the marina .

3cranston Redevelopment Authority, Cranston, R.I.

Preliminary
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figures forecasted the project cost to_ be approximately $1 .8 million
with a net city cost of $480 ,000. after the sale of the land to developers
and after the 2/3 federal participation with r enewal funds.
The general condition of the Pa,vtuxet Cove area assayed by the
Redevelopment Agency's surveys did not come as a surprise to either
local resident s or the city council.

In addition to the references

made to the area by the Blair report, the number of empty stores and
the formation of the Edgewood Improvement Associates attest to the
awareness of the general decay of the area .

Earlier in 1964 a published

consumer analysis by the Providence Journal noted the decline of Pawtuxet business .

Zoning for the area. at the time was a mixture of com-

mercial and multiple family intertwined with s ingle family residential
districts.

Residential r ents averaged $40 to $80 per month .

The

majority of the structures in the proposed project area were not owner
occupied.
The proposed improvements for the area were t he out-growths of
the studies of the Redevelopment Agency's Director, Mr. DiCenzo,and
his summer help.

No detailed feadbility studies for erecting the 28

story residential structure had been made though the Director from hi s
own professional background did not estimate any particular difficulty.
A rough working site plan had been prepared by the director for presentation and discussion with Redevelopment Agency 's citizen boaYd.

In

order to provide the needed space for the· proposed facilities it was
evident that most or all of the existing structure s on the site would
have to be cleared .

Extensive rebuilding of utilities and the harbor

would have to occur in order for the plan to "proceed .

It was apparent

\
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that this was going to be a long term proisram even without the extensive

..

delays inherent to Federal renewal programs.

Local businessmen aware

of this as well as the other aspects of the program soon became aroused
at the prospect of "buJldozers displacing people".

Newly elected Mayor

James Dil'rete had met with the Redevelopment Agency's Chairman, Fred C.
Kilgus, and Dicenzo and had reviewed the plan and the site.

According

to Dicenzo, he expressed shock at the condition of the Cove area, but
._..

remained neutral about supporting the plan.
Procedure for the submission of the plan once it had been formalized into drawings with their appropriate documentation could have
followed one of two routes leading to the required approval by the
Council before application to HUD for the necessary federal participation.

Chart I and J illustrate the procedural courses that would be

followed under the normal circumstances .
Chart I
City Plan
Redevelopment
Agency
- - - Conrnission

Full Council

Ordinance
--- Committee
of Council-Public
Hearing

Votes
h'UD
Council- - - N .Y.
Chart J
City
City Plan
Redevelopment
- - - Council - - - Commission
Agency
Council Cow.mittee
---on Ordinances
Public
Hearing

Full
Council

Council

- - - HUD
N.Y.
Submits
Recommends
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Under .the Rhode Island redevelopment law, it is the agency's
perogative to init iate renewal studies and to submit their findings to
the city council with suggested action.

The submission of such reports

could be either directly to the Council or through the Cranston City
Plan Connnissi on to the Council who then by the terms of the charter
(Sec. 13:03) had to refer any such proposal to the Plan Commission for
their recorranendation.

The proposed plan or idea as, it later became

referred to, differed from the Blair report's reconunendations in two
significant ways:
L It demanded significant clearance and rebuilding while
the report advocated spot clearance and privately financed
conservation and upgrading of existing neighborhoods.
2. The Comprehensive Plan map of p roposed land use designatecl the cove area as being medium density, while proposal
suggested high density.
By October

17, 1964, Ward l councilmen within whose district the

project fell were speaking out strongly against the proposal.

John J.

Tuohy, Republican Chairman of the Council's Finance Committee , was
recorded by the Providence Journal as saying,
"Apparently Daniel Dicenzo would like to push all homes and
businesses into the sea just to s atisf'J a whim without re gard to the personal rights of1 the people of the area. This
we guarantee he shall not do."+
Tuohy further stated that the agency was attempting to "Usurp the
powers of the elected City Council" in announcing a proposed redevelopment area.

Speaking to a rally of Republican candidates and workers

at city headquarters John Florence, another Ward 1 Councilman , promised

4Providence Journal, October 17, 1964.
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to "fight against this plan every step of the way".

5

By early spring the forces_ working against the plan had mounted

another offen&ive.

Decenzo remained the sole recorded supporter of

the redevelopment :proposal and thus criticism was leveled at him as
well as the plan.

Planning Commission Chairman and Ward I resident

Murray Upham who had received from the Redevelopment Agency a request
to disc uss the proposal at a Commission meeting commented publically
that, "He (Dicenzo) can 't bu:Ud.oze that area.

He can 't get government

funds and he doesn't know what he is talking about, and he just got a
$2000

a year raise. 116 Even Redevelopment Agency Chairman Fred C.

Kilgus who had made no previously recorded public statement concerning
the plan stated that, "The plan looks interesting", but added that the
agency would be very concerned about relocating the families who would
7
lose their homes as a result of the renewal.
Others speaking out during this period regarding the plan were
Public Works Director and member of the Planning Commission Edwin G.
Avery who stated that it was the Council that deliniated the redevelopment area and that Dicenzo had no apparent support from his own agency.
Counci lman Richard M. Casparian Democratic majority leader and chairman
of the Ordinance Committee stated, "I don't see how other members of
the agency can let him bring it up a second time after the initial

5Providence Journal, October 15, 1964.

6Providence Journa l, March 24, 1965 .
7Ibid .
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reaction.

Councilman Ca . . parian later vowed, "I will do everything I can
8
to defeat it (the plan). 11
On May 23, 1965, Mayor DiPrete ordered a public hearing on the
proposal in Cranston City Hall .

Such a hearing was within his perogative

to call, but was contrary to estab lished procedur es.

The proposal, it

should be noted, had not been submitted as of this time to any city
agency or board, nor had the Redevelopment Agency itself taken a formal
position on it or formalized the project itself into a site plan with
documentation.

The following summarizes the public positions taken on

the proposal before the May 23 hearing .
BEFORE THE HEARING
st~ ongl_I

against

Councilmen
Tuohy - Chairman Finance Committee ward 1
Florence
ward 1
Casparian - Democrat ic majority leader,
Chairman Ordinance Cornraittee
Planning Board
Chairman
Upham
Local Businessmen and citizens
Against
Public Works Director Avery
Counci lman Goodwin
Edgewood. Improvement Associations
Neutral
Mayor DiPrete
Redevelopment Agency Chairman Kilgus

8Providence Journal , April 30, 1565 .
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For
Dicenzo, Redevelopment Authority Director

AF'l'ER THE HEARING
------Strongly Against
Mayor DiPrete
Counci lmen Tuohy, Florence, Casparian, Goodwin, Marchesi
Planning Board Chairman Upham
12 citizen speakers

Planning Director Del Sesto
Spitz, ChEi.irman of Rhode Island Area Redevelopment Committee
Neutral
Dicenzo
Of the one hundred people attending the hearing only Dicenzo supperted the plan.

He limited his remarks to supporting the opportunity to

be seized at the Pawtuxet Cove area rather than defending the merits of
the plan itself.

Arguments against the plan stated that the high rise

structure ·was not in keaping with the character of the area; that the
plan itself not only did not serve the needs of the residents and the
area, but opened up the area to out of town "sharpie s " who would benefit
from fed eral financing in taking over the area.

It was stated that the

plan would bulldoze the area that wasn't blighted and had not been
proven to be blighted by the Agency; that greater rather than lesser
congestion would result; and finally that the Council had made no provision for such a project in the five capital budget extending to
1970 and that the plan seemed less of a plan and more of a proposition
of Dicenzo .
Before the hearing concluded the Mayor and several Councilmen and
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othe:r; city officials came out strongly against the plan} , but recognized
the need for improvement of the area.

At the uext meeting of the

Redevelopment Agency the B:>ard· passed. a resolution postponing further
action on the program and directed their attention to the development
of the Bellefont Pond Industrial area.
The Planning Factor
Other than the reference in the Comprehensive Plan to upgrading the
Pawtuxet Cove Commercial area no mention or guidelines were set by
that document or by the Planning Department to aid the Redevelopment
Authority in devising a redevelopment program for the area .

Indeed,

before Decenzo was able to fully discuss his proposals with public
officials his preliminary ideas which he had used as a point of discussion became solidified in the public eye e,s "the Plan."

Prior to

this public disclosure he had not conferred with the Planning Department on the merits of the scheme.
Neither those for or against the proposal made mention of the
possible impact of the plan on the City of Warwick whose municipal
boundary defined the cove side of the project.
No apparent cooperation in

co~stal

development schemes was in

evidence between the two to-vms even though they had jointly appropriated
funds for improvement of the cove itself.
As far as the plan was defined no measure had been rr.ade of the
impact of the scale of the proposed desig_n on the surrounding area.
In summary , the plan as prematurely defined lacked the detail to
answer some of the most pointed criticisms against it.
a plan than a scheme •

It was less of

\
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The Political Fa ctor
No group for or against the plan expressed any opinion as to the
effect such a high land-use capacity might have on the Pawtuxet Cove
as an ecological asset.

The Conservation Commission took no po.s ition.

Land and busines s owners so vocally supported their views that the
plan was completely stopped and the Redevelopment Authority discredited.
Potential developers did not enter into the debate, even though
.

the Redevelopment Authority Director had interested a New York concern
in the idea.

This concern had developed similar plans elsewhere but

was awaiting local public support before taking any concrete action in
supporting the plan.
The Edgewood I mprovement Association, composed of loca l businessmen actively worked against the plan.

They were the only local citizen

organization wh i ch expressed a view and were thought to be the group
that urged the Mayor to hold a public hearing .

This organization bad

a significant impact in the outcome of the plan proposal.
With the exception of the Redevelopment Authority Director, all
elected, appointed and administrative officers in local government
followed the ear ly l ead set by coastal ward councilmen and finally the
Mayor and opposed the plan.

No leadership was demonstrated in attempt-

ing to reach a compromise position.

In that election year all these

officials responded only to the lead set by the elected Counc:Ll in
opposing the plan.

Each overlooked the recommendation of the Compre-

hensive plan to upgrade the area through redevelopment.
Redeve lopment Direct or attempted to i mp l ement t he plan .

Only the

:._··
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The Market Fn.ctor
Because the area evidenced·no signs of the mexket influence in
making the area a suitable locale for local business, the Redevelopment
Director sought to stimulate the market with public investments in the
area.

When this effort was defeated business volume continued to drop.

The outside developer who tentatively sought to participate in the plan
felt, according to the Redevelopment Director that a profit could be
made if the scale of the development was large enough to overcome the
major deficiencies to the area.

Location was seen as the major reason

why such investment would be profitable.

\
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REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Three case studies found in Chapter 5, and Appendices C and D
present narratives on coastal environmental issues which have regional
considerations.

In each case participants argued for and against

proposals even though exact benefits and costs were not systematically
defined or acknowledged.
Publi.c planning is the mechanism designed to sort out these
benefits and costs so that. a clear and common ground of understanding
can be used by decision-Dl3.kers .
A central feature of each case wh:ich precluded achieving this
common ground is the widely varying pe:::-ceptions held. by participants
of what impact coastal resource use would have regionally.

The basis

for these differentiated perceptions rests on the varied definitions
appli ed to coastal resources .
Historically natural resourc es have been considered commodities to
be consumed as part of the economic growth process.

In recent years

with the national movement toward a tertiary economic orientation,
this traditional definition has come into question .

1

In an urban

society, amenity resources such as air, water, and open space are becoming increasingly scarce.

The coastline provides a transition point

between man-made environments and the natural environment.
The shoreline possesses high value as an amenity resource but it
is particularly susceptible to the effects of externalities .

The i m-

pact of these externalities resulting the effect of the market factor

1tt.

S. Perloff (Ed .), The Quality of the Urban Environment
( Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1969) , p. 5.

\
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is not limited , in most cases, to a particular municipal , jurisdiction.
The Pawtuxet

_g_~

Scheme (Chapter 5) was seen by participants as

an issue with only neighborhood significance .

The Redevelopment

Authority Director sought to utilize the amenity value of the coastal
environment as a, stimulus for economic re>.ritnlization.

He did not

consider the external effects such a development might have on Warwick's
coastal environment , and particularly on the .:;:patial qualities of
Pawtuxet Cove and adjacent lands.

He appeared to relate his extensive

r ebuilding proposal only to the narrow objective of upgrading the small
commercial area without taking into account what effect the physical
scale of the 28 story apartment tower and ancillary uses would have on
the cove's or coastline's total amenity resource value.
Though the Director had an image of the cove which allowed him to
utilize the amenity resources of the area as a basis for his plan, local
residents, politicians and planners viewed the proposal in much narrower
terms.

The coastal environmental resources of the area appeared to be

perceived only as land, which despite its proximity to the ai-nenity
resources of the c oastline was seen to possess no unusual value outside that placed on it by the owner.
Politicians viewed the proposal only in terms of its impact as an
election issue.

Potential improvement of the environment of the cove

appeared to be completely ignored as a by-product of the proposa l's
intent to upgrade the commercial uses.

In no recorded instance did

any participant feel the proposal would have a negative environmental
effect on the c oastal ecology .
Rejection of the :Proposal appeared to be based on at least the

\
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followin g factors:
(1)

The degree of local opposition, and lack of support;

(2)

The degree of initiative expressed by the Redevelopment
Authority Director which was viewed as an encroachment
on Council perogatives;

(3)

The desire to squelch an issue which would arouse public
sentiment during an election year.

The Jamestown Refinery Case (Appendix C) presents the l argest
coastal environmental controversy yet faced by the West Bay Ar·ea Communitie s .
dichotomy .

The record is a clear statement of the economic-ecologic
It is in this dichotomy that the basic shift in the defi-

nition of resources is most clea1·ly demonstrated.
Those favoring the establishment of the Refinery appeared to view
the Bay as a commod ity

r~source.

The hiehest and best use of its

environmental re sour ces were seen to be used (or consumed ) as one
primary basis for economi c development .

Despite a history of oil

spillages , the impact of new jobs and tax revenues overwhelmed J ames tmm and State politicians.
The deepwater characteristic of the West Narragansett Bay made
feasible such a proposal and yet despite the obvious positive economic
benefits there was no mechanism for determining the economic and environmental liabilities.
Only the J amestown Improvement Association and its supporters
sought to represent the ecologic-environmental viewpoint .

This

point of vi ew perceives the coastline as an amenity resource which
could not be separated from the maxine resources of the Bay itself.
Specific functionally specialjzed organizations tended to be
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narrowly concerned with the refinery proposal.

Chart K indicates some

of these views on how the Bay resources should be viewed.

While the

strict d.i stinction between commodity and amenity resource definitions
llas not made explicit, it is clear major participants viewed the proposal in these terms.
Chart K
Connnerce Oil Refinery Case
Participant Positions on use of Coastal Resources

Participant

Major
Activity

Resource
Value
Position

Position On
Resource Use
As Proposed

Navy

National.
defense

Conm1cdity
uses as
functional
support

Functional
conflict

Rhode Island Development
Commission

Economic
development

Commodity

Economic return to state

Jamestown Tovm Council

Representing
host locale

Commodity

Local economic return

Jamestown Protective
Association

Representing
owners

Amenity

Local & regional amenity cost

Governor Roberts

Representing
state administration

Commodity

Political &
economic return

Commerce Oil Corp.

Profitmaking

Commodity

Investment
return support

Newport City Council

Repres enting
locale

Amenity

Economic
liability

North Kingstown Town
Council

Representing
locale

Amenity

Amenity
costs
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At the heart of the conflict lies the economic-ecologic and the
commodity-amenity dichotomy.

The lack of an institutionalized body to

meaningfully determine costs and benefits precluded any bargaining to
resolve the issue.

Instead jurisdictional and functional control

mechanisms all reviewed the proposal from their narrow breadth of interest.
The potential environmental conflict was

le~

to be resolved not

by public leadership or rational and comprehensive action on the part
of a public agency but instead in the raw exercise of power.

In this

instance, the type of development proposal required the ultimate legal
sanction by the federal government on a narrowly defined functional
basis.

Local regional environmental impacts were considered only by

individuals based regionally who were able to spontaneously forge a
political force from local groups with common concerns.

Public re-

source policies on the local, state, and federal level played no part
in the outcome of the case.
The Rome Point Case (Appendix D) illustrated the basis for a
future regional environmental issue.

Local decision-makers in North

Kingstown appear to anticipate few envirorunental liabilities when compared with the

~.assive

economic benefits inherent to the project.

Though the greatest threat to coastal environmental quality was seen
to be therma l pollution, complete faith by North Kingstown officials
was placed on the state and federal governments for protection of
coastal environmental quality.
Unlike t he other cases which occurred several years ago, participants from all cities and towns recognized tne potential i mpact such

\
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a development might have on the Bay

a~

an amenity

resour~e .

City inter-

viewees showed a greater concern for this potential resource cost than
did town officials .

The use of the Bay water as a coolant was not

viewed by local officials as detracting from the environment of the Bay
as a local or regional resource .
Only one official of the many interviewed considered the proposed
power plant from a regional development viewpoint.

This Planning Direc-

tor stressed the impact of the scale of development as having a potentiaLly detremental environmental effect by establishing a precedent
in the type and scale of the development .

This particular proposal,

he felt , will draw heavily on the amenity resources of the West Bay
Coastal area.

As in the refinery case, market demand for the Rome

Point site was not evident for competing uses of a similar character .
The site offered particular attributed conceived as consumption resources by the developers .
Sum.mary of Case Studies :
In the first two cases public planning on the state or local level
had no active role on the issue resolution, even though the PaJ'ftuxet
Redevelopment Scheme was based on a coastal policy document .

Although

t hese case.s had strong regional impacts there was no coordina.ting
mechanism to relate local and regional

viewp~ints

hierarchy of issues for these geographic areas.

or to define the
No public policy on

the local, regional or state level was used as a standard for judging
the overall desirability of these proposals .
Political factors played a critical role in the resolution of these
two cases .

The impact of landowner 's viewpoints appeared to turn senti-
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ment against the proposals.

In both cases the

developer~

(the Redevelop-

ment Agency and the Corporation) initiated the issue but finally ·succumbed to political and fiscal constraints.

In these cases local and

regional l eadership responded primari ly to political and economic
factors but did not seek out a planning viewpoint.
In each study ecologic factors were poorly expressed and able at
best only to inhibit the market factor .

There was no standing organiza-

tion or institutionalized body presenting the ecologic perspective even
though e cologic harm in the refinery cas e was considered a major point
of contention .
Fragmented jurisdictions and controls located in such bodies as
the Jamestmm Town Council, the Navy , the State Division of Rivers and
Harbors, and the Corps of Army Engineers dealt with the proposed
refinery in an uncoordinated manner and from many indep endent p erspectives.
The Pawtuxet Case demonstrates how despite the presence of planning
res ources , local political factors can have a great effect in shaping
development patterns which have r egiona l implications .
The Refinery Case is significant because it shows that when a
large scale development proposal was made which used r egional environmental resources no local, state, or federal public agency had the
authority to review the project as a whole to determine its impa ct on
coastal resources.
The Rome Point Case illustrates that future regional environmental
issues are emerging which have the apparent support of the local
decision-makers, but not the endorsement of municipal neighbors .

Al-

\
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though interviewees expressed a willingness to cooperate "in coordinating development plans among

coas~al

communities, no formal mechanism is

currently available for this purpose.

The state was seen as supp lying

only limited technical services.
Based on the emerging national awareness of ecological problems
and the format ion of such local groups as Ecology Action for Rhode Island
it is likely in the resolution of this case that the ecologic viewpoint
will be an important factor swaying decision-makers.

VII

SUMMARY AND CO:NCIUSIONS

\
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Coastal environmental issues as

~xplored

in this

sulted primarily from coastal land-use proposals.

~tudy

have re-

These proposals

were inspired by the lack or presence of influences initiated by the
market factor.

These influences appear to have two types of impacts

on the overall development of the Study Area.
On the local scale development decisions, such as proposed intensification of dwelling capacity in Cranston, mini-park and boat ramp
development in East Greenwich and proposed condominium housing in North
Kingstmm are locally oriented coastal changes.

Extended through time

they create a cumulative development pattern which changes the current
environmental pattern of the total shoreline in the Study Area.
On

the regional scale certain proposed developments would have a,n

irmnediate impact on the local and regional
patterns.

envir~nmental

development

Such proposals as oil refineries, large high-rise apartments

and a nuclear generating station have lasting environmental conse··
quences which .go far beyond local jurisdictions.

While it is impossible

to factually judge the effect of the proposals from currently available
information, one can conclude as a result of this investigation the
ability and interest exhibited on the local and regional scale in
determining how such coastal issues should be approached.

In addition,

one can draw certain conclusions concerning which factor in the decision-field appears most capable of directing coastal management policy
to reflect its point of view.
Chart L summarizes decision factors influencing study area
municipa lities.

Chart L
Sum:nary of Decision Factors Influencing Study .Ai·ea Municipalities

Cranston

Warwick

E. Greenwich

N. Kingstown

Executive Authority

Strong
Mayor
Centralized

Strong
Mayor
Centralized

Town
Council
Diffused

Town
Council
Diffused

Planning Factor
Plan
Position

Weak
WaLlcer

Strong
Walker

Weak
Goodman

Strategy

Adaptive

Developmental

ProfesEionalization

Weak

Strong

Limited
development
Moderate

None
Ad Hoc
Comm .
Adaptive

None

Weak

Weak

Weak

Strong
Increasingly strong
Weak

Mode:rate
Increasingly str ong
Some Strong

iodera.te
Weak
Weak

Moof'r<>te
Increasingly strong
Weak

Weak

Strong

Strong

Weak

No awareness
La.ndmmers
Developers

High Awareness
Official
Plan
Developers

High Aware- No Awareness
ness
Landowners
Official
Leadership
Landowners Developers

None

High

Limited

Governmental Form

Politica l Factor
Impact of: - --Waterfront or
Conservation
Connnission
Landom1ers
Developers
Local Ind. or
Inst.
Official leadership
Economic-Ecologic
Dichotcmy
Jurisdictions
Constraints
Primary influence
on coastal policy
Secondary influence
on coastal policy
Regional Awareness

Weak

None

Using Chart L and the preceding analysis in Chapter IV certain
conclusions can be drawn regarding the degree of urbanization of these
connnunities and the manner in which they are f'ormulating coastal policy
or reacting to decision-ma.king f'actors.
In North Kingstown , the least urbanized municipality, coastal
policy and govern1nental organization seek to create consensus through
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citizen participation, diffused authority, yet single party control.
New and transient residents are·beginning to challenge this pattern
of traditional decision-making.

The tmm has no coastal policy.

Neighborhood groups influence action toward the town's total coastal
resources.
East Greenwich also has strong party control but a higher degree
of professionalization.

Increased development pressure town-wide is

forcing the tight:cy- organized decision-making groups to recognize that
increased professionalism is necessary to handle the problems of
coastal change.

Coastal policy remains as a,n outgrowth in formal

interaction between professional and elected officials.

The coastline

is treated as a whole or single resource as a result of the professional
imput of a f'ull-time development official, the Public Works Director.
Warwick exhibits the most urbanizing segment of the study area.
It is here that professionalism has reached its peak resulting in
strong local coastal policy spanning all of the city's coastal areas
but also resulting in increased tension between professionals and
politically appointed lay boards and some elected officials.
manifest in a communication gap.

This is

It is in Warwick that planning has

both the greatest impact and the greatest conflict with the political
factor.
Cranston's coastal areas have long since been urbanized, resulting
in a segment ing of the city's shore resources into an entrenched
political clientele which seeks to represent this neighborhood interest
through a machine style :political i nteraction with elected officials.
Planning impact and a unified coastal :policy are weak before this factor.
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Planning - With the clear exception of Warwick's planning function,
"'

the planning factor locally has a weak impact on coastal changes .
Where centralized authOTity exists the planning factor has not utilized
this potential asset to frame development approaches.

Planning has

been ineffective in formulating coastal development objectives and
strategies for achieving them.

There is no operative regional dialogue,

communication between professional officials in neighboring to-vms on
a sustained basis, or active professional leadership coordinating
development among municipalities .

Planning, as now practiced, appears

capable of dealing with coastal areas only incrcmenta.D.y with little
coordination or assessment of local resources in and among jurisdictions.
Politics - Political leadership for dealing with regional coastal
management proposals is not in evidence.

Politics for spokesmen of the

political factor remain :f'unctionalJ.y based in such groups as yacht club
members, local landowners, and developers.

Personal values and a

narrow scope of perceived responsibilities appear to preclude local
politicians from having a significant impact on a continuing basis on
regional issues.

Voter appeal and increased tax revenues are clear

motivating forces to elected decision-making outcome s.

For this reason

where there is no major upheaval in the local political system politicians favor production uses which create tax revenues.
not open space and low density residences.

Such uses are

Regional environmental con-

siderations are not seriously considered when local tax and voter
support favor higher uses.
Consistent with this impact

loca~

on the converse side is the

local Conservation Commissi on which advocates open spaces but ce.nnot
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justify it fiscall.y under usual circumstances.
have no regional organization or viewpoint.

Weak as they are, they
"'

Conservationists seek to

promote the natural coastal envirorunent as an amenity resource but
have little power on a regional basis to overpower large scale economic
users of these resources.
Landowners exert only local interest in the ma jority of cases.
The economics of development require regional market studies making
developers a primary holder of regionalJ.y-oriented data.
The market factor for coastal land expres ses

&x1

increased demand

for higher uses throughout the study area, but is not expreszing this
demand in an integrated market.

Local land-use patterns, laws and

environmental quality appear to segregate this market factor into
local sub markets .

Demand is expressed almost exclusively for resi-

dential and marine oriented commercial facilities.

Lack of comparable

data a..111ong municipalities precludes a thorough locational analysis of
market effects on land values.
Economics overwhelms ecology.
ecologic viewpoint.

There is no institutionalized

It has been ignored until recently.

There are no

ecologic facts applied that are being translated into forms usef\ll to
countering regional scale development proposals.
Jurisdictions and controls reflect the varied uncoordinated
approaches of single purpose agency and governmental units.

Local

controls in some instances can be effective.

An overview:
The market factor is the prima_T"Y forc e from which other factors in
the decision-field derive their stance .

Coastal policy expressed in

\
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documents on zoning is a weak constraint to market factors in undeveloped areas.

Historical

la~d-use

patterns and present landQ'l'Nners

constrain the market factor more than do planning, ecological, or
jurisdiction and controls.
Such controls seek to control land-use and density, neither of
which relate to particular areas of high amenity value or ecologic importance.

Coastal resource amenity value, a basis in economic develop-

ment, is not being seriously recognized by municipalities.

General

awareness of local coastal environmental :patterns is not translated
into regional awareness of the Bay as a resource totality.
The market acts on a regional scale while countervailing factors
such as

p~litics

and planning are locally operative.

Consumption uses

have local impacts but are acted upon by regional economic forces .

In-

creasing l and-use capacity urged by the market factor works against
sustanence of open spaces and coastal amenity areas.
not

maintaini~g

Public policy is

coastal open spaces and general public accessibility

to the coastal environment.

Town officia ls respond to productive uses

as a tax resource generator and show little or no ecologic awareness.
With the exception of Warwick, public policy for coastal areas is
formed without a regional
vigorously presented.
the

exper'~i se

a~ra.reness

and reflects those factors that are

Policy f0".£'1llulation and quality de:pends more on

a nd communication skills of the participants than it

does on placement or particular agencies in government or the community.
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APPE1'DIX A

PERSONA L INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN - WEST . NARRAGANSETT BAY, R.I.
PART I - Personal Interview Questions

QUES. 1

.X

a)

From this list, which of the boards and commissions
do you consider have the greatest impact on the
overall development policies of your city?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 •

x'

City Council as a whole
Redevelopment Authority
Planning Board
Historic Commission
Development commissions
Council Committee on Finance
Real Estate Board
Mayor and administrative staff
Zoning Board of Review
Other_, who

b)

Can you add to this list?

c)

How would you define the major emphasis of the
two most important boards or commissions during
the past year?

QUES. 2

Rate this list of boards and conunissions for their
effectiveness in handling such coastal environmental
issues as open space or salt marsh usage.

QUES. 3

From this list of boards and commissions which do
you consider in competition for areas of functional
responsibility in planning the use of your coastal
land resources?

QUES. 4

From this list of those not directly affiliated with
local government decision making which in the past
have had the most influence on public decisions
relating to coastal environmental concerns, such
as land use in salt marsh areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

realtors
developers
marina operators
Navy
land owners

6.
7.
8.
9.

local foundations
newspapers
Utilities companies
others, who

\
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QUES. 5

a)

How is a coastal planning problem such as the
reservation of open space identified and stated
by your town government?

~

b)

Which of the .following groups usually initiates
action:
1.
2.
3.
4.

x QUES. 6

Planning Board
Redevelopment Agency
area residents
developers

realtors
councilmen
city administrators
others, who?

From the following list indicate which types of
potential coastal enviro~mental problems receive
the highest priorities in local government?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

X QUES. 7

5.
6.
7.
8.

a)

water pollution
dredging-filling
erosion
tract development unrelated to the
natural landscape
strip commercial development
hurricane threat
industrial deve lopment
mass recreational use
other, what?

Listed below are several alternative coastal land
use classifications: which would you prefer for
the
section of your shore areas?
1. manufacturing
2. heavy commercial-recreational, eg. Rocky
point
3. community facilities, eg. tennis, swimming,
marina
4. government use - armed services
5. open :space - conservation areas, eg.
walking, nature walks
6. utilities

QUES. 8

b)

Why did you choose this use?

·c)

Under what circumstances would you substitute one
of the other uses if you had the opportunity to
choose any from this list?
Listed below are s e ve ral decision s e que nces, which
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most accurately portrays the manner in which the
allocation of municipal money, materials, personnel,
or legal pro~e~tive devices were allocated when
your town determined to
?
l.Citizen
petition
Council
Committee

Planning
City
Board recommends to council
City
Council

----

2.Planning
City
Council
Board
Council
Committee
-~--~----~~~
City
Council
Planning
Council
City
3.Petition
Council
Board rec.to comm.

----

4.Petition~~ward

council
commi ttee

5.
X QUES.

9

City
coun'

councilman . sponsors bill city

Planning board recommends

coun-c~i~l--

council

othe+, what?

Listed below is the process which could take place
in making an ordinary decision in government.
Assuming that all groups contributing to public
decisions regarding coastal environmental use all
or a combination of these elements, which combinations
seem to best fit the emphasis of
(see result of
ques. 1)

Planning Board
City Council
council cormnittee
city administration
special boards or conunissions

1.

Perception - obtaining of new information on
coastal situation or problem.

2.

Assimilation - analyzing information in order to
see the problem from several facets

3.

Performance
Assessment - determines that there is a gap between
present goals and activities and
dimension of the problem.
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QUES.10

.

4.

Formulation of Alternatives - Designs a number
of possible actions
to close the gap

5.

Analysis of alternatives - determines consequences
of possible actions

6.

Evaluates Alternatives - evaluates consequences
of alternative actions by
measuring them against goals

7.

Strategy Selection - develops course of action,
examines how conditions correspond to this strategy

8.

Action impact &
assesses impact of action on
feedback
situation, assesses new info rmation
as result of action, asseses how
impact has altered the problem

9.

Performance Reassessment - revaluates action in
. light of new information.

Please rate the following in order of importance to
councilmen making decisions regarding coastal land
use and environmental considerations?
a) •

THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVE - What does the program
set out to do? Are there several distinct
objectives? How can they be formulated in
clear and precise terms so that their degree
of achievement can be observed and measured?
What is their relationship to the norm
established in surveying the problem situation?

b).

THE ACTOR - Who enacts the program (eg., the
Federal, State, or Local government? Who
administers it?

c) .

THE PROGRAM MEASURES (OR MEANS) - What provisions
are used to meet the objectives? What are
the appropriations? To what extent are the
measures mandatory, or can they be accepted
or rejected by individuals on a voluntary
basis?

d).

THE CONDITIONS - What are the physical, technical,
economic, and social conditions to which
the measures are adapted and by which they are
limited in their use? To what extent are
the measures made flexible enough to suit
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particular conditions of various regions
or groups of people?
Do you feel the Council sees the Comprehensive Plan
as a means of
a)
directing growth
b)
stimulating growth
c)
maintaining the status quo
c)
ignores the Comprehensive Plan

QUES.11

QUES .12

a)

Do you feel that the pres e nt zoning in your town
accurately .reflects the recommendations of your
city plan.

b)

Is your capital budget following the needs outlined
by your plan?

QUES.13

Would you consider your
Zoning Ordinance under:
a)
b)
c)
d)

QUES.14

QUES .15

·~

d) design standards
e) speci a l district regulations
f) other, what?

Below is a list of objectives which are commonly
applied to coastal land areas. Which of these
reflect most closely your coastal land use objectives
in the
section of your shoreline?
a) •
b).
c) •
d) •
e) •
f}.

QUES.16

constant si g nificant revision
under small irregular change
fixed ~nd well agreed upon
revised in reaction to circumstance

Which of the following ways would you prefer to
employ in influencing coastal land-use patterns:
Please indicate which you consider to be the optimal
method (most effective & most practical)
a) zoning
b) acquisition
c) easements

-~

Comprehensive Plan and

developme nt of single use categories
development of multiple use categories
protection of exis t ing uses
increased pub lic access to coastal resources
preservation of natural areas
allocation o f coastal r e sources equitably
among all social groups

a)

Are coastal land use obj e ctives ·suf f iciently defined
that alternate objec t ives can be considered?

b)

Which of the following factors do you feel carries
the most weight with decisionmakers in judging these
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objectives?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
c)

QUES.17

~

QUES .18

Do you feel there is a consensus among the City
Council on priorities among these considerations?
Do you judge the advice of Federal and State agencies
on such matters as open space preservation as you
would information developed by local government?

a)

Did you determine public preferences before making
coastal land allocations? If so, how?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

b)

QUES.19

the official plan of the area
th e sentime nts of th e residents
the sentiments of the prope rty owners
the arguments of the developers
the degree in which present land uses would
be changed
other, what?

public hearing
survey
by thos e communicating with the administration
and elected officials
by organized citizens ' groups or interests
other, what?

Did you conside r these opinions representative of the
majority of the affected citizens in the
of your coastline?
If I · had an idea to be implime nted by local government concerning coastal land usage, what would be
the best way to get it implimented?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f •.
g.

petition council
petition planning board
form a citizen committee
talk to individual councilmen
get support from local groups
get support and recommendations from various
city depar t ments
other, what?
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QUES.20

a)

Do you feel your job title accurately reflects
the major emphasis ~f your activites?

b)

Do you feel yo_ur superiors, peers, subordinates
view your job in the same way?

QUES.21

If there are conflicts present among these views
do you feel that they affect the quality of
information you receive and the decisions you make?

QUES.22

To what
of your
section
towards

QUES.23

~

a)

Do you feel the organization or procedures of your
town's administrative agencies constrict new ideas
for coastal environmental management?

b)

Which of the following factors do you consider
contribute most to inhibiting new ideas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

')If

degree do you feel the acceptance of others
ideas toward the utilization of the
of your coastline influenced your decisions
its use?

poor outside information sources
disinterest in the problems of the
coastline
inflexibility of present programs to
innovative reorientation
satisfaction with present level of program
efficiency
personnel restrictions
budget allocations

QUES.24

To what degree do you feel new coastal management
concepts should be tested either in your town or
elsewhere before a committment either legally or :
financially establishes them in your town? Such
a concept or approach might be the acquistion of as much
as coastal land as possible with leaseback privileges
to the present owners.

QUES. 25

The functions of town ·and state governments are
increasing rapidly while at the same time government
budgets are hard pressed to provide for these new

\

'
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demanded functions. Your state and town governments
spend money on many· things. Below are listed some
of these things on which the governments spend their
funds.
Should the governments spend more money,
less money, or about the same amount on each program?
program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
QUES. 26

~-

QUES. 27

more spending less spending same spendir

shore erosion . control
water pollution control
hurrican.e protection
beach facilities
land use zoning
road improvement
open space
marsh protection
land use planning
flood protection
beach creation
education
parking lots
harbor improvements
mosquito control
industrial parks
town pier
unemployment compensation
forest fire control
city parks
For those programs above for which you said the
government should spend more money, if the governments
had to raise taxes to finance the additional expenditures necessary for these programs, then for which
of these things would you still favor spending more
money.
6.

11.

16.

7.

12.

17.

8.

13.

18.

9.

14.

19.

10.

15.

20.

If more people coming to the coast each year cost
the towns and the state more money during the next
few years, do you think the governments should:
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a. raise property tax
b. raise sales tax

---

c. spend less on other coastal programs
d. spend less on noncoastal programs
e. issue bonds
f. go into debt
g. begin and increase user fees for town
and state beaches
If you checked 3c and 3d above, which programs
suggested in number 1 above would you want reduced:

QUES.28

1.

6.

11.

8.

13.

9.

--------14.

16.

2.

-------3.
-------4.
---------

18.

-------19.
-------

-~----~

---~--~--

5.
QUES. 29

a)

b)
c)

If a nuclear generating station was to be established
on Rome Point in North Kingstown, what do you feel
the effect would be on your town?
. On Narragansett Bay?
What of the following liabilities would concern you
most, and why?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

QUES.30

explosion potential
thermal pollution
change in the natural environment of
the Rome Point area
Ecological Damage
change in currents
presence of high voltage transmission
lines
the potential for damaging the esthetics
of the area
other, why?

What is the capacity of the West Bay communities
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..

to absorb the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

construction employment
operational employment
impact on schools, sewers, streets,
recreation areas
housing
governmental supervision

QUES.31

What is the single most important piece of information you would require before granting a p e rmit
for a land use change such as the utility request
at Rome Point?

QUES.32

What would be the effect in your town if the state
passed and enforce d a zoning change requiring
conservation and recreational U$ es only of the
shorelands in the future?
a) gain estimate of $
b)

c) neutral
QUES.33

-------- -

loss estima t e of $

What federal and state monies are now being used
by your town which affects the coastal region?

APPENDIX B

MAILED IlITERVIEW G,UESTIONNAIRE

•
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN - WEST NARRAGANS:E."l'T BIW, R. I.
Part II - mailed interview questions

This final section of the questionnaire is designed to be

completed by the interviewee and ma"j.led in the self-addressed stamped
envelope to the University of Rhode Island.

None o.f the questions

involve lengthy answers ; in most cases, only a check mark is sought.
'l'he return of the questionnaire as soon as is conveniently possible
after the interview will both add to the quality of the results of
this i mportant research and be most appreciated by the Department of
Food and Res ource Economics at the University of Rhode Island.
Thank you for your continued cooperation!
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN - WEST NARRi\GANSETT BAY,

~.I.

Part II - mailed interview data

Ques. 1.

Age at last birthday

Ques. 2.

Education:

---

years.

a) Formal school training - circle highest grade
completed :
1) grade school
2) high school
3) college
4) graduate study

Degrees:

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
1 2

3 4

BS BA BFA :triA MS MBF MPA MCP . PHD
other

----

b) Major at highest education level

c) Non college training
Trade or vocational
Ques. 3.

l~.

----

Income :
less

$40005999

$6oOO7999

$80009999

$1200013999

$1400015999

$1600017999

$18000-

$3999 or

Ques.

, year

19999

$10000-

11999
$20000and over

What is your full-time occupation?
(If full-time city employee go to #~----------

Ques. 5.

How many hours a week do you spend on your regular
job?
Attending to city business?

Ques. 6.

What military, educational, work, or life experience has
been most useful to you in making decisions affecting
coastal l and use as a public representative, official,
political leader?

Ques. 7.

v7hen was the planning function started?

Ques. 8.

What led to the planning function
(continued )

- - - (year )
being started?
----
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Ques. 9.

...

How fast has the planning function grovm since it started?
a) increase in budget from start
(amount) to size now
b) increase in personnel from start
---'----to size now
c) increase in scope of operations (new
:functions) from
·,
-----'
to size now
-----------~

Ques. 10.

Ques. ll.

Of the total personnel involved in the planning :function,
how many are involved in m.ostly administrative problems?
What new planning functions have been added over the last
two years? (If none, check here
.)
1. environmental quality
2. water resources
3 ~ marine resources

4.

open space

5. recreational parks
6. industrial parks

Ques. 12.

Do increases in budget and person.nel go along with increases in planning funct ions within the planning agency?

Ques. 13.

How broad is the scope of your planning functions?
check one
of these
check one
of these

Ques.

14.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

cover entire land-water area
cover only land. areas
cover only limited land areas
only feasibility studies
comprehensive planning
single function planning
following and coord ination of
plans of others

Who defines the planning :functions of your organization?
a) the town or city council
b) the town or city charter
c) real estate board
d) chamber of commerce
e) city ma.nager
f) mayor
g) other, who?

-------

Ques. 15.

What tmm boards or commiss ions and outside groups such as
State organizations and other towns compete with your
planning functions?
(continued)

..

~;

.
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Ques. lG.

What is your system of allocating financial resources
~Tithjn your agency?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Ques ·. 17.

problem perception
points
professional considerations
tradition
other, what?

pre ~ sm:· e

-------

Who regularly demands the services of the planning function?
a)
b)
c)
d)

real estate developers
business
residential oi-mers
recreation boards or agencies
e) other towns
f) conservation groups

Ques. 18.

What service_s does the demander normally receive?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Ques. 19.

feasibility studies
advice
design services
other, what?

- - - -·- - -

From whom does the planning function derive most of its

outside support in conflict situations?

a) realtors
b) business
c) newspapers
d) state
e) other planners
f) other towns
g) town council
h) boards
i) commissions
j) other, who?
Ques. 20.

How are those whom your planning function causes to suf1'er

handled (such as zoning changes)?

Ques. 21.

~-~-~------~

What goals do you have for your planning function?
a) encoUTage economic grovrth
b) provide more life amenities
c) improveme nt· of existing service levels
(continued)
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d) arbitrate among conflicting in\erests
e) addition of ne~·T services
f) other., what?
Ques. 22.

What environn-~ ntal shore protection has been done privately
within your t~wn?

Ques. 23.

What is the most significant land use change along the
shore during the pa st 3 years?

~~----------~

Ques. 24.

What significant adjustments in environmental quality of
the bay shore have occurred in the l a.st tv10 years?

Ques. 25.

Ubat do you think is the major emphasis of the State for
our Bay coast ?

a) concerned with the coastal. environment
b) local planning assistance
c) technical services
d) specialized programs for coastal resource
management
Ques. 26.

Do you consider the state planning and zoning enabling
legislation adequate support for t h e planning activities
your tmm should undertake?

Ques. 27.

Do you feel you have sufficient fre edom to shif't monies

within your annual budget to meet unexpected needs?

---

Ques. 28.

Do you undertake f'und rai s ing?

Ques. 29.

What is the role of Federal grants-in-aid in supporting
your w~rking budget ?
%, in supporting your
capital budget?
%

Ques. 30.

How much of your planning function is routinized? ___3

Ques. 31.

Are planning employees isolated from planning conflicts?

Ques. 32.

Hmi is recruitment for new planning employees done?

Ques. 33.

Promotions within your planning functions come from
within
or outs ide
?

Ques. 34.

What do you l ook for in a new planning employee?
(continued)
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Ques. 35.

What is the turnover rate of new employees in the last
three years? professional
, non-professional

---

Q,ues. 36.

What internal training do you give new employees?
If so, what do you emphasize?

Ques. 37.

Listed below a.re some planning alternatives for directing
changes in land use. Please rate each one for its
effectiveness in your town. Please rate + for benefit;
- for liability.
Benefit (+)

Alt.

Liability (-)

zoning
subdivision regulation
health regulation
building codes
land purchase
cluster development
lease
easement
eminent domain
grants-in-aid
town management
Ques. 38.

To what do you contribute gaps in performance in your
planning functions?

a) internal turnover
b) internal technical ability
c) low budget
d) unexpected workloads
e) change in state and ~ederal rules
f) change in political se·cting
g) r ap id rate of change in the connnunity
h) slow
II
II
II
II
II
"
Ques. 39.

How do you react to public criticism of your planning
solutions to coastal problems ?
a) not at all
b) attempt to conform to image held
c) attempt to change i mage held
d) redefine functions or solutions

Ques.

4o .

Are there any planning functions you are willing to give
up?
If so, what?
(continued)
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Ques. 41.

How will coastal environmental problems be resolved?
a) adoption of innovative approaches
b) keep basic gradual approaches

c) general education of public to amenity values
d) change outside rules, e.g., enabling legislation
e) other , what?
Ques. 42.

On such natural municipal buundaries as the Pawtuxet
River, Greem:kh Cove , and Potowamut River, is there:
a ) formal effort to coordinate deve lopment
policies toward these common resources
b) awareness of planning a.ctivities of
abutting towns
c) no awareness of policies of neighboring
towns , but willingness to cooperate in the
future determiua.tion of new policies
d) no auareness, no interest in future
coordination

Ques. 43.

Which board , commission or citizen group do you feel is
most influential with the council or public in making
decisions which relate to coastal land use ?

l) City Council as a whole
2) Redevelopment Authority
3) Historic Commission
4) Historic Commission
5) Development commiss ions
6) Council Committee on Fi nance
7) Real Estate Board
8) Mayor and Administrative ste.ff
9) Zoning Board of Review
Ques. 44.

10) realtors

ll) developers

12) marina operators

13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Navy

land owners
local foundations
newSJ?apers
Utilities companies
others, who?

Which of the following factors most closely states your
reasoning for this choice in #43?
a)
b)
c)
d)

prestige of the board, commission or group
prestige of the individual members
political strength
their technical ability in dealing with
coastal concerns
e) legal authority in dealing with coastal
concerns
f) their rapport with decision-:rr:akers
g) other, what?

Ques . 45.

Which best describes your activities in local government
(continued)

last year: (circle answer)
a) Sought to increase your influence and personal values
on original ·decisions and to change and increase your
responsibilities within your function or area of the
organization .
b) Sought to solve new problems presented to you through
rules specifying regular operating procedures.
{Sought to maintain the status quo.)

c) Sought to promote on~ specific policies you were
actively interested in. Attempted to create in
others strong backing for youi· policies.
d) Sought to create a consensus within the rest of the
organizati on before making any change in functions
that affected the organization;

e) Sought to serve the public interest as you saw it
beyond your organization even if your organization
would suffer.
Ques. 46.

Which of the following strategies would you employ in controlling th~ coastal environment in your town: (circle
answer)
a) Decide what you wanted to do and then attempt to do
it despite obstacles.
b) Choose perhaps the second best wa:y to control the
environment, but continue to strive for constant
improvement beyond it.
c) Gather as many facts as ti~~ and money permits and
seek to eliminate all factors which cannot be considered strict~ objective.
d) Delay choosing a final policy until several alternative approaches have been thoroughly tested for
practicality.
e) Choose a single policy which f'rom ym;rr experience
or judgement seems best.
f) Seek out and rely on others for choices.

Ques. 47.

If you were asked to be chairm~:m of a committee which was
to study and present a program dea liug with the use of
{continued)
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the shoreline in your to-rm, which of the following professionals do you think could offer the most valuable
advice. Please rate l, most valuable, 2 second most
valuable, etc • ·
a) oceanographers
--b) engineers
- c ) planners
-d) lawyers
--e) economists
--f) industrial-commercial developers
-g) ecologist
--h) conservationists
= i ) other, who? _____

Ques. 48.

Do
in
as
be

you feel changes in the land use patterns should occur
your tcrwn if these changes would benefit the bay area
a whole even though accomplishing these changes would
disruptive to certain segments of your community?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Ques. 49.

strongly agree
agree
don 't know
disagree
strongly disagree

Should property ownership in the coastal area be:
in totm commons by each coastal tovm
- - - - - .held
held by a Bay authority

-----.held
held

in state cr.mership
in private ownership with no public
-----regulation
beyond zoning
held in private mmerRhip with extended
-----public regulation
none of the above, but instead
-~---

Ques. 50.

--~-~---

salt marsh protection
shore erosion control
hurricane protection
land use zoning
open space
industria l parks

aquacultural leases
shoreline drives
tourist complexes
pier placement
marina placement
land alteration permits

Above is listed a few of the many programs whi ch affect
the quality of the coastal environment of Narragansett
Bay. If one administrative agency was t o be designated
to organize and approve of these and other programs
dealing with the use of the shoreline 1hich of the following would you choose:
(continued)

•
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
Ques. 51.

a new Narragansett Bay authority
RI Dept. of ·community Affairs
RI Dept. of Natural Resources
the RI legislature
the Corps of Army Engineers
the Federal govt. through a single agency
the University of RI
combination of the above
other, what?

Which of the following general approaches to coastal
environmental control do you favor:
a) zoning and performance standards
b) price-like devises such as deferential and
preferential taxation and effluent charges
c) engineering or structural devices such as
barriers , groins , etc.

Ques. 52.

Which of the above do you feel is most practical
administratively?
Why?

Ques. )3 .

Here are some of the alternative ways for influencing and
sometimes controlling land development . Please rank them
in the order that you would prefer to see them applied in
your town:
Cluster development zoning placing single f ami ly
in circles (clusters ) around dead-end roads
away from the immediate shore so that greater shorel and environment is maintained .

--~houses

Paid easements
---prevent
futui·e

on existing property patterns to
development by purchasing development
rights along parts of the shoreline deemed publically
necessary to retain attractiveness and maintain
available space.

---

Condemnation with just compensation paid to mmers
to remove all present development along the shoreland and to re-create and attractive and open space
area.
Zoning of shoreland into three zones:
Conservation and recreation zones on immediate
shoreline; 2. Residential and developed recreation
zones behind the first zone followed by the third
multiple-purpose development zone .

~--1.

(c ontinued)
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Cooperative shoreland districts designed to maintain
---the shoreland attractiveness whereby owners organize
themselves to accomplish the one task (such as a
fire district or soil conservation district).
No public controls
- - -practices.

of private land use patterns and

No single family homes allowed, but clustered con---dominium (multiple family) homes with large open
space areas between the.~.
Ques.

54.

Please check the box which the coastal problems stated in
the vertical column of the lef"t can be most appropriately
handled by the one of the agencies listed on the horizontal
colunm below:

a. industrial pollutants
b. residential wastes

c. dredging and filling
d. beach erosion
e. hurricane protection
f. beach development
g. Eublic access

-

h. open space
i. marsh protection
j. beach creation
k. harbor development
1. mo~uito control
m. uses of the bottom of
the bay
n. land use control
o. other

»
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APPENDJX C

A REGIONAL CASE STUDY

COMMERCE OIL CORPOHATION - A NEW REFINERY FOR JAMESTOWN

Changes to the environI!l.ental

qua~ity

of the West Narragansett Bay

ocean environment may eminate fl;'om a variety of sources.

Some of these

changes are imperceptible, while the impact of others is immediately
clear.

The following c-ase presents a stmy of a single development

proposal whose i mpact would have had regional consequences.

The real

decision-makers in this instance were not located in a single municipality but instead were placed on several levels of government and
in several provate concerns

an~

groups .

It is in this case that the

impact of the passive decision factors described in Chapter II demonstrate their importance.

The significance of this

n~rrative

lies not

in the merits of the particular proposal in question, but rather in
the potential it exhibited for directing the overall pattern of
future development on the Bay .

Such a potential posed questions to

decision-makers which theretofore had never been considered .

This is

what happened.
Cormnerce Oil Corporation - !>_ New Refinery for J amestown
During the early 1950's the economic condition of Rhode Island
was not encouraging .

Textile in¢l.ustries which had long been the back-

bone of the State's economy were declining .

In 1947, 27,000 textile

mill workers were without employment and Ll, 000, 000 sq. feet of mill
space remained empty .

1

John A. Monahan , Executive Director of the

newly created R. I. Developme nt Commi ssion noted in 1956 in a speech
on J amestown that the state had made good industrial progres s over the

1

Providence Journal, May 13, 1957.

\

last few years but that "we hope in the next few months to do a great
deal more".

In concluding tre speech Monahan stressed the importance

of the Navy in bolstering the State's economy, but noted that Rhode
Island was receiving $47 per capita of prime defense contracts while
Connecticut was receiving $620.

In manufacturing Rhode Island was

receiving $307 per manufacturing worker, Connecticut was receiving

$3200 .

2

Senator Pastore at the ti.me was advocating action at both the
Federal and State level to improve the condition of the State.
industry in Rhode Island needs modernization," he said.
plants are archaic.

"Our

"Many of our

Industry has taken the position, at times, that it

has done enough to modernize .

Labor has so;netimes taken the position

that not enough profits have been plowed back in to industry to modernize.

113

In forming the Development Council in 1951 Govern9r Roberts

had made his major political thrust around the issue of economic
development for the State.
During 1953 and 1954 Lehman Brothers , New York financiers, in conjunction with Gulf Oil Corporation created Commercial Oil Company
which sought to build a refinery first in Portsmouth and then in Jamestown.

The Corporation caine into existance because Gulf Corporation

sought an east coast refinery to which they could transport Kuwait
crude oil and from which they could ship the processed oil to transfer
points.

The land originally acquired by Commerce, located on the north-
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ern end of the Jamestown Island and stretching along both the East
and West shores, was sparsely .s ettled with summer and permanent homes.
Before the refinery could be built, however, several important hurdles
had to be crossed.

The acquisition of additional land was necessary

both in Jamestown and North Kingstown.
to be overcome .

Local zoning restrictions had

Navigation clearances from the Navy were required as

well as :from the Corps of' Army Engineers.

A large fresh water supply

aJ.so had to be obtained for the operation of the refinery.
By September 27, 1956, the Jamestown Town Council had passed a

zoning amendriient creating a refinery use district which included over
16,000 feet of shoreline on the east and west coastlines and included
over 640 acres in the interior of the is1and.

Council.Iran Francis K.

Costani and Town Solicitor Daniel Murray vocally supported the establishment of the $55,000,000 refinery on the grounds that it would prove to
be an immense tax producing resource for the town which had no industrial.
base and would serve as an employer of' 250 area residents.

Public

opinion at this time had not become polarized for or against the proposed refinery, yet all were aware of the tax benefits it offer·cd the
town.
During this period, however, several of the residents whose properties were being sought by the Commerce to enlarge their site and
others in the immediate area became alarmed at the implications a
development of this scale and nature would have on the character of the
Town and the Bay area.

Forming the Jame stown Protective Association

with an initial membership of 17 members , area resident Dr. William W.
Miner sought the support of the Navy, President Eisenhower , and the

\

State Division of Rivers and Harbo1·s

~n

preventing Commerce from pro-

ceding with the construction of.a concrete pier which was to extend
850 1 into the East passage of Narraeansett Bay then run 1205' parallel
to the shore.
Up to January 1957, the forces ga.thering on both sides of the
issue remained locally based.

Each sought to win the support of the

Navy for their own point of view.

The Navy's Department of Defense

Mobilization had the authority to approve or disapprove

~f

the exten-

sion of the rapid tax write-off certificate which was essential to
Lehman and Gulf's financing plans.

The State up to th is time remained

reticent on the issue although Governor Roberts was known to be working
for the establishment of refinery as was Development Council Director,
Monahan.

Before Commerce could proceed in any meaningful way with the

actual construction the pier had to be built with the approval of the
State Division of Rivers and Harbors with subsequent approval of the
Navy and Corps. of Army Engineers.

On January 9, 1957, the Director of

the State Division of Rivers and Harbors announced that a public hearing would be held on January 22.

The released statement said:

The state is anxious to obtain the views of navigation
interests and the general public as well as other
interests which weuld be affected (by the establishment
of the refinery).
The Jamestown Protective Associatior. whose members had quickly swelled
to over 700 had not been idle during this period and had, as a result,
been instrumental in forming the West Shore Association composed of

4Providence
.
Journal Bulletin , January 9, 1957.
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over 200 members f'rom North Kingstown, East Greenwich, South Kingstown ,
and Narragansett .

On February 15th a Journal Bulletin editorial urged

the creation of a panel of experts from the University of Rhode Island
and. from industry to try to answer some of the following questions.
1.

Is the Commerce Oil refinery a threat to the Bay
resources?

2.

How would such an installation affect the Navy?

3.

What is the balance between the i rrunediate economic
gain offered by the refinery and the long ter m
social benefits the Bay itself offers in its undevel~ped state?5

Within a week, State Senator Jos eph Savage co-sponsored a bill before
the Rhode Island Legislature which would create a Senate subcommittee
to investigate the economic impact of the Jamestown Refinery.
During the last two weeks in January 1957 several key developments
took place.

NaV'J Undersecretary Thomas S. Gates, Jr., had announc ed to

Commerce Oil's lawyers in Washington that the Navy would "prefer that
the refinery be located elsewhere " and that the use of the planned site
might force "adjustments in the Navy 's operations which could affect
6
military readiness. 11 • The Newport City Council backing the Navy voted
to oppose the refinery location.

The Corps of Army Engineers in separate

deliberations had approved phase s of the refinery plan under its jurisdiction af'ter conferences with the Company and public hearings.
Com.~erce

Oil Company began the second round of negotiations with

the Navy in Washington and finally managed to overcome every explicit
objection of the Navy .

This included a plan to relocate the proposed

5Providence Journal Bulletin , February 15, 1957 .
6Providence Journal Bulletin, October 11, 1957.
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pier from the West to the East Passage. of the Bay, and the resiting of
other facilities the Navy feared would interfere with aviation controls.
After this second round of meetings Undersecretary Gates wrote,
"We have urged the Company to give full consideration to
the needs of national defense in making their final
determination as to the site of the proposed refinery.
We only hope that they will select some other location
and not reduce the value of Narragansett Bay as one of
the Navy's three principal operating bases."7
What the Navy cormnunicated to the Office of Defense Mobilization
whose i·ecommendations had a major effect on the financial arrangement
of backers of Commerce Oil was not public record.

It was clear from

the Navy's statements however that Narragansett Bay's deepwater channel
that had originally attracted the Navy to establish the Newp0rt and
Quonset Point Navy bases was also an important factor in Conunerce Oil's
intentions to locate in the Bay Area.

No other Bay in the New England

Region offered the site potential for such a refinery supported by
tankers in the 100,000 ton scale.
North Kingstown, feeling the pressure exerted by the West Bay
Association, began to assess its position toward the refinery.

It was

the intention of Commerce Oil who had already spent several hundred
thousand dollars in acquiring property on Jamestown and in North Kingstm·m to sink wells in North Kingstown to supply the refinery with the
required 2 million gallons a day for use in the refining process.

The

location of the proposed well sites near :t;he municipal wells prompted
the Town Council to direct the Town Solicitor to take steps to insure
and protect the Town's water rights.

7Ibid.
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While opposition appeared to be growing in every quarter proponents were becoming more active.

On the State level Governor Roberts

and State Development Director Monahan were speaking out for the installation of the facility while locally the Jamestown Tmm Council sought
resident support.

A meeting sponsored by the Commerce and Gulf Oil

Corporations was held at the Barrington Yacht Club for members representing yacht clubs and marinas across the State to ·e xplain the effects
t he refinery would have on yachtsmen.
Extensive oil spillage from a Sinclair Oil Company tanker off
Newport in 1952 had aroused much concern among yachtsmen in the Bay
area who witnessed the lengthy conflict. between the City of Newport and
the Sinclail· Co. over the cost o:f boating and beach damages .
During t he winter of 1957 Commerc e Oil extensively circulated
brochures describing modern refinery methods and how through modern
design refinery facilities could be attractively integrated into the
landscape .

Nevertheless, in February the report of t he Governor ' s

Advisory Commis sion set up to study the

s~tuat io n

concluded ,

"The existence of a refinery at Jarnestmm would ~e
incompatible with Naval operations in the Bay."
This statement focused the issue agai n around the economic importance
of the Navy to the State leaving issues of environmental concern as a
secondary consideration .
Shortly after the report of the Governor 's Committee was issued,
the Journal Bulletin editorial entitled , "On Balance, a Refinery on

8

Providence Journal Bulletin, March 9, 1957.

\
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Jamestown looks good for Rhode Island.""

The paper stated that it

would not support the construction of the refinery if they believed the
plant would be a real, present and perpetual danger to the Bay everyone
wanted to protect.

Citing the danger of fire and explosion, noise,

smoke, particulate matter, toxic and noxious gases, odorous materials,
glare and vibration, the paper urged rigorous standards be applied in
Jamestmm.

9

~

Governor Roberts had made a passing reference to enacting air and
water pollution controls in the State Legislature and promised to shut
the refinery down if it did not conform after it was built.

Secretary

of State Notte who had been a proponent of the refinery more candidly
told fishe:cmen at a meeting of the Bristol County Shellfish Association
that he had "visited the refinery area" and that from first hand experience he was convinced that no safeguards were able to cure the
nuisance--actual, not potential--of the refinery.

10

Anthony Del Sesto,

Planning Director of Cranston, was quoted as saying that the State needed
new industry, that the refinery was an industry but added that for this
ty-pe of industry an appropriate site should be sought elsewhere than
on Jamestown.

The Jamestown Council had enacted no ordinance up to

this time imposing any performance standards on the proposed refinery.
Within the next 6 months Commercial Oil Corporation began to push
more aggressively in seeking a resolution of the issue on the local
level.

On March 12, 1958, the controversy moved to the courts when

9providence Journal Bulletin, March 31, 1957.
lOibid.
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Connnercial Oil Corporation filed suit .:for

$34,ooo,ooo in u .s. District

Court against the original 17 members of the Jamestown Protective
Association charging them with conspiring to block the refinery.

Among

the attorneys for the plaintiff was Daniel Murray , Tovm Solicitor for
Jamestown.

Later the suit against the landowners was dropped but a

counter-claim for the defendants seeking an injunction to stop the refinery was pressed forward by the Protective Association under the
legal advice of attorneys Moore, Virgadamo, Boyle and Lynch of Newport.
Conmi.erce Oil continued their public relations efforts by purchasing a
full page advertisement in the Sunday, March 9th Providence Journal
with a general aerial view of the proposed refinery and an architect's
rendering of the facility which included, in addition to the refinery
equipment , an athletic field house, a swimming pool, two baseball
diamonds and tennis and badminton courts.
The federal suit which extended through 41 days of court hearing,
19 days to present the Association's case and 22 days to present the
refinery 's case was finalJ.y resolved with a decision which was 5 months
in preparation handed down by Judge Edward W. Day.
"I am satisfied," Judge Day ruled, "that the operation of the
said refinery in the manner and at the location proposed by
the plaintiff (Commerce Oil) would cause a substantial
diminution both in the values of the defendant's properties
and in their enjoyment thereof, as measured by the degree
of co~£ort the average man living in such a locality has
the right to expect.
It follows that said use will be unreasonable and hence a
nuisance to the defendants (the Jamestown Protective Associail
tion) against which they are entitled to injunctive relief. 11

1

1i?rovidence Journal Bulletin, January 9, 1959·
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Regarding the threat to the environment of the town the Judge ruled in
his 33 page decision that:
" .• The credible testimony in this case establishes that said
gases (from the operation of the refinery) will be carried
by prevailing winds at a.11 times to the properties of some
of the defendants , and , because of their extremely disagreeab le odors in very low concentrations and their cumulative
effect, they will seriously diminish both the value of the
defendant 's land as ~esidential properties and there
enjoyment thereof. nl.:::
In ruling that the Ccmmerce refiner"J would be a nuisnnce Judge
Day waid that the fact that it may be useful or may contribute to the
welfare of Jamestovm was not legally at issue in the cas e.
amendme~t

The zoning

creating a refinery use di strict voted by the Town Council on

September 27, 1956, was caste as invalid.
"It is a matter of common knowledge that an oil refinery is
a potential source of danger from fire and explosion unless
properly constructed. And it is similarly a matter of common
knowledge that such a danger from fire and explosion can be
substantially less ened if not entirely eliminated by the
imposition of proper restrictions and safeguards relating
to its construction . The record in this case is completely
devoid of any evidence that could possibly support the finding that said amendment to the building ordinance is conducive to the conservation of public health, safety or welfare of s ~i d town. 11 13
Regarding the license granted Commerce by the Town Counc il Judge Day
said that the ordinance under which it was granted was illegal because
it was not in strict conformity with the General Assembly Enabling Act
that provided for the town ordinance .
He ruled that the ordinance did not provide the strict control

12 Tuid.

l3Ibid.
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over the

refiner-~

operations specified. by the statute.

Instead the

Council incorporated in its ordinance only "by reference" standards
described by such organizations as the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
Harold M. Geller , the Executive Vice President of Co:mmerce said,
"We definitely are going to appeal."

In the appeal procedings Commerce

Oil fortunes took an upturn when on June 16, 1960, the U. S . District
C ou~t

of Appeals reversed the restraining order against construction and

unanimouzly denied petition for a rehearing .

Attorneys for t he J ames -

t01m Protective Association made statements that they were considering
14
t aking the case to the Supreme court .
While at least some of the legal :recourses were being resolved for
Commerce Oil the ground swell of local opposition was gaining new
support throughout the West Bay region.

The Narragansett Bay Homeowners

Association had formed consolidating many of the mainland groups which
separately had· opposed the r efinery .

Association President Lewis G.

Calvani of the Newport Chamber of Connnerce noted that in December 1958,
"Very few people are willing to risk capita l in investment
in the area (Narragansett Bay Area) before knowing whether
Narragansett Bay will become a major site of the oil r e fin ing industry with the subsequent annihilation of its
present character . Capital investment would be spurred
and initiative r eleased if the oil refinery industry is
exc luded from the b ay . Exclusion of the indust:ry would
be a clear demonstration that the Stat~ intends to prot ect its greatest natural resources . 11 15
In urging stronger support in their fight Calvani noted that the Association budget had dropped from over

$56 ,ooo to less than $1 , 000 and that

14
Providence Journal Bulletin, January 5, 1959·
1 5Providence Journal Bulletin, December 6, 1958 .

•
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the backers of the refinery han already spent over $1 million.
In December 1960, after

ov~r

seven years of controversy Commerce

Oil Corporation had still to resolve the difficult restrictions placed
on the refinery construction as a condition of approval by the Navy;
had not received the rapid tax write-off certificate from the Office
of Defense Mobilization; faced continued court entanglements with the
Jamestown Protective Association, and was losing the . active support of
State political leaders who were feeling the pressure of public sentiment against the refinery proposals.

In addition Democratic Senatorial

Candidate Claiborne Pell has stated,
"I've weighed it carefully in my mind. As I see the picture,
the refinery is objectionable in particular to the Navy . In
tote , I would be i ncljn0d to believe there should not be a
refinery on the Island of Jamestown. 1116
During this period Commerce Oil completely stopped their efforts
to establish the refinery.

Members of the Rhode Island Development

Council who were actively participating in the issue resolution

be ~

lieve that the legal and political i mplications of the refine:i.'y controversy forced financial backers of the proposal to withdraw their
support for the refinery.
Francis R. Costani , Acting City Council President of J amestmm,
reflected in his remarks to Tovm Council in 1959 the dismay and distrust he felt in the final outcome of the is sue .

He stated that he

felt that a wealthy minority of out-of-tmm people had managed to over rule a workers majority .

In reading a column written by Drew Pearson

l6Providence Journal Bulletin, November 7-, 1960.
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before the Council he said that it was necessary to inform the people of
Jamestown,
"So that they will be able to defend themselves against outside intruders, many of whom are in high places. Much of the
opposition to the refinery was in the dark and for that
reason I think the Council shy~ld make public any information
that comes to its attention ."
No such information has yet turned up.
But while there was no evidence that outside "intruders" directly
influenced public officials, it is interesting to note that interviews
with both attorneys for Commerce Oil and the Jamestown Protective Association stated that the case which is the longest on record in the
State's history tied up the majority of their respective legal staffs
for more than a year prior to and during the final court presentation.
While Commerce Oil Corporation could afford such an outlay it is dif'ficult to see how the Protective Association which had no formal resources
could sustain such services without substantial financial backing.
People closely associated with the case during this period on both
sides of the issue unanimously felt or speculated that this support
which althouth it lost the legal battle ultimately won the environmental
war was supplied in generous measure by philanthropist Doris Duke of
Newport.

Attorneys for the Protective Association, Moore, Virgadamo,

Boyle and I.zynch of Newport declined to speculate on this question.
The Planning Factor
Even though the Rhode Island Development Council's mandate was to
encourage economic development , interviews with staff members participat17Providence Journal Bulletin, January 27, 1959.

'
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ing in this issue indicated that no effort was made on the part of
that state agency to analyze the potential impace of the refinery on·
the Bay or Bay area communities.

At that time Cranston and Warwick had

planning departments but they played no apparent role in influencing
the State government's position supporting the plan.

Neither the State

or local governments had the technical resources available to effectively
determine objectively what the i mpact of this facility might be both
economically or ecologically.

The University of Rhode Island also had

no formal mechanism for organiz ine; this information.
Organizationally there was no mechanism for relating the local
concerns brought about by the externalities of this proposed development to the supposed benefits this refinery would bring to the region.
As a result each jurisdiction and citizen's group acted independently
through var ious institutions such as local government, while Conunerce
Oil could maximize its organizational capabilities and actually plan a
development strategy for gaining the public sanctions required.

Their

highly organized institutional form, embodi ed in the modern corporation
gave them an advantage over the highly fragmented positions taken by
opponents .

There was no institutional structure representing the

public which could counteract the viewpoints expressed by this industry.
There was no agency capable of answering the question posed by the
editorial writer on the Journal Bulletin, "vn1at is the balance between
the i mmediate economic gain offered by the refinery and the long term
social benefits the Bay offers in its undeveloped state?"

Ultimately

it was the Navy that demonstrated the strength to overcome the company 's
position.

Local, state and regional concerns for the type of develop-·

'' .
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"' expression .
ment precedent this refinery embodied had no mechanism for

Planning did not interact as a factor in this issue resolution .
The Political Factor
The political factor had an uneven impact on this issue resolution .
Governor Roberts sought t o strengthen his position by supporting economic development of the State at the risk of greatly depleting the
qual ity of the State 's major natural resource .

The heads of adminis-

trative agencys charged with overseeing t he use of this r esource
fol lowed his l ead .
The many positions taken f or and against the proposal had the
effect of keeping elected state legislative officials from actively
participating in the interaction between the corporation and the public .
I t was not until groups joined ranks that a clear position became evident for legislative decision-makers .

At this point they moved toward

stopping the proposal .
Citizen opinion against the prop osal embodied in the Jamestown
Protective Association proved to be the major political force blocking
t he refinery.

They were able to both delay construction of the refinery

and also swing public opinion against the proposal.

This small group

unencumbered by an official organization was able to forcefully express their views against the proposa l .

No other political organiza-

tion was able to do this without alienating some of its supporters .
One might hypothesize that traditiona.l political institutions on the
State and local l evel are ill- equipped to deal with radical large scale
development proposals when public opinion is unclearly expres3ed .
On another level, politics may have played the deciding role in
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this issue resolution.

Extensive inquiries failed to determine on the

national level why the Navy did not grant the rapid tax write-off
certificate.

Whether oil lobbies influenced the Republican administra-

tion on this issue is unclear.
resolution revolved.

It was on this point that the issue

Local political sentiment appeared to bear little

impact on the Navy 's decision.

Indeed, in the final ana lysis, the

relationship between Commerce Oil Corporation and the Navy Department
was of greater import than the local relat ionship between the potential
environmental polluter and the local environmental users.
The Market Factor
There was only one significant reason why Commerce Oil Corporation
sought to locate on Narragansett Bay.

The location of the Bay and its

deep water channels provided a resource the company could not find
elsewhere .

This aspect of the Bay made it in great demand for this

specialized u se.

In this case it was not competing demand but scarcity

of this resource characteristic that made the pur chase price for access
to this resource one investment on which Corruner ce Oil would not quibble.
When local landmrners resisted for political reasons the market pressures to sell out the Corporation sought to have the courts sanction
their market influence which in this case they created.
On a state-wide basis the creation of added jobs and tax revenues
greatly influenced the decision-makers in Jamestown as well as on the
state level.

The market factor can be assessed as the primary reason

the company received state and local support.

It did not seem to make

a great i mpact on regional functionally or iented groups such as yacht
or fishing clubs or on such local governments as Newport or North Kings-

\
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tmm whose concerns were expressed

be~ause

of fear of economic and en-

vironmental depletion in their respective towns due to the competition
the refinery posed.

In Newport the Council felt the refinery tankers

would hinder tbe Navy, thus making Newport less desirable as a base.
This base is the major source of economic stability for the City.

In

North Kingstovm the refinery was viewed as competitive with the town's
ground water resources.

Being the closest adjacent municipality, the

tmm viewed the economic impact of the refinery as potentially costing
the town money by depleting its water resources without adding to the
town's tax base.

It appears however from subsequent interviews that

environmental concerns are of lesser importance than the potential for
increased tax revenues when, in a different case, the economic benefits
accrue to North Kingstovm (see Appendix D) .

The market factor played

a critical role in shaping the thinking and actions of almost all the
participants in this case.

Only the J amestown Protective Association

and other citizen groups argued against the issue on grounds other
than those dealing with economic concerns.
The Economic-Ecologic Dichotomy
Neither local, State or Federal governments or their agents
represented the ecologic viewpoint in this issue; nor was there any
institutionalized voice capable of doing so.

The particular Bay re-

source characteristic of depth attracted Connnerce Oil to the Bay and
yet no action was taken to preserve environmental qualities of the
other Bay characteristics.

Only the Jamestown Protective Association

advocated environmental considerations .

They were supported by in-

dividual contributions by people whose personal values reflected this
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organization's position.

While they were required to take a defensive

position against the advocates

of

the market factor by using citizens

groups to pressure elected officials and by using courts, they were
unable to coerce state or local jurisdictions to seriously consider
environmental concerns.

This case strongly demonstrates why this

dichotomy exists and how, as a factor in the decision-field, this
factor is a passive consideration.
way of

thin..~ing

The ecologic viewpoint is more a

and a reflection of personal values than a definable

method of operation generating immediate fiscal returns.
Jurisdictions and Controls
The diversity of jurisdictions and controls had a significant impact on Commerce Oil's plans to construct a refinery.

It appears they

had the greatest effect in negating the company's plans on the lowest
and highest levels.

Both local landowners and the Navy proved the most

difficult jurisdictions from which the company .required sanctions.
There appears to have been no communication among· the administrators
of these jurisdictions and controls.

Hence Commerce presented different

aspects of their proposals to those jurisdictions and controls which
can be described as holding the middle area.

An example of these would

be the State Division of Rivers and Harbors, the Corps of Army Engineers
and the J.ocal government of Jamestovm.

Each viewed the proposal from

their own jurisdictional point of view with Jamestown seeing the proposal from almost an entirely economic viewpoint.
It appears only local landowners and the Navy viewed the proposal
as a whole .

Both rejected it.

APPENDIX D

THE ROME POINT POWER PLANT - BENEFIT OR LIABILITY

"\

The following narrative describes· the setting for a major environmental issue which will arise iri the next ten years.

The decision-

makers interviewed a ll will probably play an important role in its
resolution .

Ecologically and economically this issue bears a close

resemblance to the refinery case in Appendix C.

The purpose of pre-

senting this case is to document the f act that future large scale
development proposals will be placed before local decision-makers which
have a regional impact.

Who will have the authority to resolve such

issues and how will local and regional development objectives be reconciled?
The Rome Point Power Plant - Benefit or Liability
In September, 1953, the Narragansett Electric Company bought 98
acres of sloping woodland abutting Rome Point in North Kingstown.
The parcel, located approximately 1/3 of a mile north of the J amestown
Bridge, is bound on the west by Boston Neck Road (Coastal Rt. 8) the
inland access point; and on the north and south by large undeveloped
parcels of woodland owned by individuals , one of whom is currently a
member of the North Kingstown 'i'own Council (but was not at the time of
the acquisition).

The eastern boundary of the .property has approxi mately

a two hundred foot frontage on Nar ragansett Bay .
Though the property was acquired over 17 years ago, the surrounding area remains the least developed of any .section of the coastal
environment within t he

stud~r

area.

The current North Kingstown p1·anning

Board Chairman and other · decision-makers feel this genera.l section of
the coastline w:i.ll remain in this state because of the difficulty in
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sewering the area and the ineffectiveness of septic systems in handling
anythi ng but light charges of effluent.
site is approximately one half mile.

'I'he nearest dwelling to the

Developers owning property which

shared similar. soil characteristics located immediately south of the
Jamestmm Bridge were required by these same decision-makers to recognize this consideration and increase their lot sizes f'rom a twenty to
fifty thousand square foot minimwn.

Currently the Rome Point site is

zoned for single residential development with a twenty thousand square
foot minimum lot size.
At the same period during 1951 and 1952 when Lehman Brothers of
New York created Commerce Oil Corporation, Narragansett Electric Company
felt it would be prudent to purchase an additional generating site on
Narragansett Bay which could be put into use as a fossil fuel or
nuclear power generating plant as the future demand on tbe company
demanded .

It was felt by company officials that a site in the South

County region would be advantageous because of its p1·oximity to existing
service areas, areas to the north in the Providence SMSA, and sources
of potential growth to the south which include the University o:f Rhode
Island and the Southern Rhode . Island-Eastern Connecticut land areas.
Company officials report that the selection and acquisition of
the site was made on criteria of availability and least cost and was
completely independent of and without knowledge of the potential relationship to the proposed commercial oil r efinery to be located on
Jamestown directly across the West Passage of Narragansett Bay , a
distance of less than one mile from the North Kingstown site.
No official schedule has currently been set by the company for
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constructing any type of station on this site.
very cautiously in this directiqn.

Indeed, they are moving

As part of the "Big 11. Power Loop" ,

a New England network of electrical power plants, Narragansett Electric
Company has recognized the future economies and desirability of establishing nuclear power generating stations.

They appear equally aware

of the intense public concern over questions of ecological damage and
thermal pollution potential which have focused national attention on
such rural areas as Vernon, Vermont, where a nuclear station has been
constructed on the Connecticut River .

A major fossil fuel generating

station of the Company located on the Providence waterfront is a heavy
contributor to the State capitol's air pollution problems .

In a recent

front page series of articles on this subject in the Providence Journa l
Bulletin, the State Director of Air Pollution Control stated that Narragansett Electric Company was the state ' s number one source of air
1
pollution.
Prior to this series and cogniscent of the Commerce Oil controversy,
Narragansett Electric Company contracted with the University of Rhode
Island to gather all physical and biological data on this land and on
the West Na.rragansett Bay passage that would be needed to undertake
the necess ary research b efore establishing any type of generating faci lity at the proposed locat ion.

Under a separate research grant from

the Department of the Interior and endorsed by the company , the University of Rhode Island is seeking to determine uses for the heated water
that would be discharged from a nuclear plant at this location .

1rrovidence Journal Bulletin, January 14, 1970, p . 1 .
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potential uses which might benefit from the application of this water
are recognized as being:
Industrial:

Sterilization of food
chlorine--caustic soda
Plastics

Commercial :

Greenhouses
Laundries
Dairies
Hotels

Public:

Sterilizat ion of sewage
Snow removal
Swimming pools
Aquariums

A principal investigator on this project, Dr. Vincent Rose,
Assistant Professor of Nuclear and Ocean Engineering of the College of
Engineering at the University of Rhode Island, estimated that because
of the complexity of such an engineering and design proposal as well
as the time span inherent to compliance with and approval of federal
regulations and licenses that any facility projected on site could not
be expe cted to be in operation much before 1980.
It is impossible to estimate the potential impact of such a
nuclear facility on North Kingstown or the Narragansett Bay coastal
environment , ten years hence should it be built.

Based on current

trends in the electric industry, however, Dr. Rose estimates that such
a facility would, if completed today , probably b e in the 1000 megawatt
scale, slightly larger than the nuclear plant located at Haddom Neck ,
Connecticut, and would cost in the range of $230-270 million.

Should

cooling towers be required as was the case in Vernon, Vermont, $25
million would be added for each tower .
Based on this estimate the following computati on might be used as

a general guideline to the financial impact the Rome Point Station
might have on North Kingstown

b~sed

on the current tax rate of $33 . 50

per $1,000 assessment using a lOoJo eva luation f or the base year of 1961.
2

Land (98 acres)
Rome Point Power Station
( 1 cooling tower)

Valuation
$
122 , 500
$275,000,000

Annual Tax

$275 , 122,500

$925 , 353 . 75

~ , 103 . 75

$921 , 250 . 00

'I'he current assessed valuation of North Kingstown real estate is
--1$82 , 300, ooo . Total tax receipts for the town this~x year amounted to
$3 , 051,089 . 3 Applying these f i gures as referenc e point , one can see
t hat the impact of such a generating station in Nortl). Kingstown would,
in terms of tax dollars , increase real tax revenues by 3Cf/o if it were
c ompleted today .
Eighteen key decision-makers in the study area were personally
interviewed and asked the following questions as a basis for discussions
(Appendix A, Q. 29..:31 ).
1.

(A)

If a nuclear generating station was to be established

on Rome Point in North Kingstown , what do you feel the effect would
b e on your tm·m?
(B)

On Narragansett Bay?

(C)

V..That of the following liabilities would c oncern you

most , and why?
1.
2.

Explosion potential
Thermal pollution

2 office of the Assessor, North Kingstrnm, R. I., 1/24/70 .
30ffice of the Assessor, North Kingstown, R.I.,.1/24/70 .
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
2.

Change in the natural environment of the
Rome Point Area .
Ecological damage
Change in currents
Presence of high voltage transmission lines
The potential for damaging the aesthetics
of the area
Other, why

What is the capacity of the West Bay Communities to absorb the

following :
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

3.

Construction employment
Operational employment
Impact on schools, sewers, streets, and
recreational needs
Housing
Governmental supervision

What is the single most important piece of information you would

require before granting a permit for a land-use change such as the
utility request at Rome Point?
North Kingstown - The General Consensus
The four decision-makers in the North Kingstown government from
the town counc.il , tmm administration, the Planning Board and the
Conservation Commission all felt strongly that the tax benefits to the
town would be the most significant impact of the supposed station on
the tmm .

Only one individual in the four felt the plant might have

any effect on Narragansett Bay, though thermal pollution and high
voltage transmission lines were viewed as liabilities .

No decision-

maker in North Kingstown or the three other communities felt the presence
of the plant would have any significant effect on the communities
capacity to absorb construction employment, etc . (G.2).

All felt

pollution was the major aspect .about ·which they would seek additional
information.

\
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Cities and Towns
The Cities of Cranston and Warwick expressed strong negative
attitudes toward the plant both of the effect it would have on their
cities and on the Bay .

The related themes of thermal pollution and

ecological damage were viewed as the major threats to the Bay and hence
to these communities .

The major ity of those intc;rviewed in these

cities, especially those non-elected members of boards or from their
respective administrations expressed the view that the plant should be
seen as a potentially harmful development and further that the company
should be expected to furnish complete information on all aspects of
the operation affecting the coastal environment .

Warwick Planning

Director felt further that such a. deve lopment 11ke a nucJ car st.at ion
or an oil refinery would establish a sca le and style of development
which might permanently change t he contemporary residential development
patterns of the West Narragansett Bay coastal environment.
The Towns·of North Kingstown and East Greenwich expressed no or
mild conc ern over the potentially harmful effects of such a plant .
These concerns were articulated in

te1~1s

of engineering and safety

precautions such as Atomic Energy Commission Reports and provisions
for perform::.i.nce or maintenance guarantees rather than ecological concerns .
Those that expressed the strongest negative opinions shared
either a professional training in the areas of conservation and ecology
or r egul arly used the Bay for recreation purposes .
Conservation Commission Members interviewed held no or mildly
negative opinions toward the establishment of the plant .

